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Musical QmtMsm

INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION OF SUBJECTS

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

1874.

Tin: iullnwrij; lei i cr:, z-WnwC! by Will i:nri .SpiT ; iswomk', Esq.,

M.A., F.R.S., to some leading Members of the Musical aiul

Scientific World, originated this Association :

' 60 Geobybbob Place:
' Sth April, lt?74.

—11 lias lit'cn suggested by several 1< — ]>i.tsii!ls

forer itMnsii

icipal Pat

researches have
kindred inquiri

partly to tlie r(

and tho critici:

Papers by aeta
discussion of e;

musical iustrui

musical sounds.

With a yii

s pmposml

ascertain the o]

in these subjects, and to attempt a u

ohjiMitK n.:id i'.(n i sti Uii inn at such :l Society, it is _

n meeting In™, ;it which vour presence is requested, on Thiivsdav,

April lab, ftfc 2.30 p.m.

I am, Dear Sir, yours faithfully,

W. Si'OTTCSVpOOTIE."

A meeting took place at the resilience of Mr. Spoil isu'onao,

when the objecta of the suggested Society i

aud a Committee whs appointed.



Another meeting was hold, by permission, in tho Board-
room 0f tlie South Kousington Museum, on Friday. May 2:'ili,

^f7i
t
.lohn Hullah, Esq., in the chair; when several gentlemen

enrolled themselves as Original Members of the now Sociiit v, i-.ml

rules were determined upon.
On Tuesday the 4th of August following, a General Meeting

of the Members was held at .36 liaker Streia, Portiiiiui Square,
the residonco of Charles Kensington Salaman, Esq., a member of
the Committee and Honorary Secretary—Alexander John Kllis,

Eaq., F.R.S., in tho chair
;
when, after much discussion as to

the permanent title of tho Society, it was resolved that it

should be thus named :

—

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION, FOE THE INVESTIGATION
AND DISCUSSION OF SUBJECTS CONNECTED
WITH THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC.

RULES.
1. This Association is intended to be similar in its organisa-

tion to existing Learned Societies.

2. The Members will consist of practical and tlioo:'H ir;i.l

MusiciiiTis, ns well as those whose researches have been directed

to the science of Acoustics, tho history of Mnsic, or other kindred
Bnbjects.

3. Tho Association wilt hold its meetings on the first Monday
of every month, from November to June, at five o'clock p.m.,

when papers will ho read and discussed as at other Learned
Sociulies. These papers may treat,of any subject connected with
the Art or Science of Music.

4. Experiiriiirii* ;Lm] [iiirfnrmniua's may be introduced, when
strictly limited to the illustration of the Papers read.

5. Papers and Communications will be received from, or

through, any Member of the Association.

0. Reports of tho Proceedings will bo distributed to the

Members, and will be published.

7. It is not intended that the Association shall give Cmirnrls,

or undertake any publications other than those of their own Pro-

ceedings, and thii MnpiTH read at their meetings.

8. The Election of Members will be by Ballot.

9. The management will bo vested in a Committee, to bo
annually elected by tho Members of tho Association.

10. The annual subscription to tho Association is One Guinea. 1

CHARLES K. SALAMAN, 3<m. Bee.

1 rnjirtjle to MYi!.ri. Cliapprll, 5(1 Nsw 1,01,11 Strcot, W„ on or boibro tho

first lUontkv in November.
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SESSIONAL ARRANGEMENTS.

1874-5.

First Meeting—Monday, November 2nd, 1874

;

Paper by Dr. W. H. Stone, M.A., F.R.C.P., ' On Extending

tko Compass and Increasing the Tone of Stringed Instru-

ments.' (Illustrated.)

Paper by E. H. M.BosANQDET,Esq.,M.A., Fellow of St. John's

Coll., Oxon, F.B.A.S., F.C.S., ' On Temperament; or, The

Division of the Octavo.' First Part. (Illustrated.)

Second Meeting—Monday, December 7th, 1874 :

Paper by Sedley Taylor, Esq., M.A., Trin. Coll., Camb.,

On a Suggested S;n
1

1 .1 Tflc-dt iiuii of tin; Established Pituh-

Nototion.'

Alexamee Jons Ellis, Esq., F.E.S., will exliibit a Mesotonic

Hannoninm, playing from seven flats to seven sharps, by

Third Meeting—Monday, January 4tb, 1875 :

Paper by J. Baiilie-Hamilton, Esq., ' On tbc Application of

Wind to String Instruments.' (Illustrated by an appa-

ratus which will givo some of the varied tones of a String

Organ.)

Fourth Meeting—Monday, February 1st, 1875 :

Paper by Charles E. Stephens, Esq., ' On the Fallacies of

Dr. Day's Theory of Harmony ; with a Brief Outline of

the Elements of a New System.'
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Fifth. Meeting—Monday, March 1st, 1875:

Paper by John Hui.i.ah, I'kq./A'ii^- President, 'On Musical

Nomenclature.'

Sixth Heating—Monday, April 5th, 1875 :

Paper by Dr. John Staines, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon, ' On

the Principles of Musical Notation.'

Srvtmih Meeting—
!
Monday, May 3rd, 1875:

Paper by E. H. M. Bosanqubt, Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.O.S.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Oxon, 1 On Tempera-

ment; or, The Division of the Octave.' (Second Part.)

Illustrated

—

1. Points of historical interest. 2. Formation of Scales

and properties of Systems. 3. Instrumental means of

Eighth Meeting—Monday, June 7th, 1875 :

Paper by Alexander Jons Ellis, Esq., F.B.S., ' Illustrations

of Just and Tempered Intonation.'
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Tlie Authors of thr. r^r.rriirc. Papers are alone responsible for

lh:. uy.iv.ioiw expressed in them, as well as for the correctness of the

illustrations.



GEORGE ALEXANDER MACFARREN, Esq.,

Vice-Prebident, in the Ohaib.

ON EXTENDING THE COMPASS AND INCREASING
THE TONE OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS, WITH
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE AUTHOR'S AND
MR. MEESONS ELLIPTICAL TENSION-BARS.

By Dr. W. H. Stone, M.A., F.R.C.P.

Tut: author, in commencing, congratulated tlio society, and
especially Mr. W. Spottiawoodc, its earliest promoter, on its suc-

cessful establishment, ami on the bridiatil iimu:; ir.elueed in I he

list of original members. He oipressed a decided opinion that,

music as an art hod been too much divided from music as a
science, and especially fre:ii aeousl ics. it:-; i int uuil busis. Acoustics

was not oven, as far as he was aware, taught in musical acadeiok---,

where instruction was commenced from the other side of the

sliicld. The tendency to eiclnsivoness on the pari of prolVssL'iial

nmsieians had, perhaps, some connection wi(h this neglect of the

study of the scientific branch, of the subject. Music, llioujili one
of the greatest enjoyments granted to man, is not a necessity,

like food, and the rule of political economy that supply creates

demand is peculiarly apolieaiile lo i;.. lie believed it to bo to

the truost interest of all professional musicians to encon ra^o

amateurs, for it should not bo forgotten that they formed an
intelligent audience, competent to distinguish, real from false art.

In return, the scientific :m;:itrnr eon Id give much lo the artist, as

eii^lit be seen from the works of Sir G. B. Airy (the Astronomer
Royal), of Mr. Sedlcy Taylor, and Professor Donkin. The author

gave several instances in which, as ho considered, professional

musicians might gain from their amateur brethren, and as a ease

in point lie alluded lo the recent attempts in introduce the Fivnoli

pitch at the London opera-houses'. Certainly the bands had
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8 On Extaadiny the Compatt and

piayod on';, of inr.o, but they bad unl jilnvod to French pitch,

and he hud no hcsitir.ioi: in saying that the pitch of the orchestra

was at least a quarter of ft note above [lie rrcjich diapason. If

they had begun to tnne from the bottom upwards, instead of

from the top downwards, they would not have had to endure the

cacophony which bad made the performances of the season so
paitiiii!. Turning io [.lie special siibjccl of his paper, t!ie author
mid that he had been, as some of his audience might be aware,

endeavouring for several years to extend the compass of orcl: osteal

instruments downwards. In the wind department lie thought
In' mi edit say tli at In: liad surcccdcd, by introducing an old in si fit-

ment, tho contra-fagotto, remodelled, and ho hoped improved.

Ho had found the same want in the string department. He had
exhibited a double bass, strung down to the same pitch, CCC on
tho organ, in the Exhibition of 187^. Tho note was frequently

need by Jicethovcn, Onslow,and other great writers; while Gounod
used oven tho B flat below. Tho author said his object had been
to obtain the low notes of the 10-foot octavo without increasing

the size of tho instrument. Tbero were threo ways in which a
string might be made to t_'ivt: tln.su slow vibrations : first, by in.

creased length; secondly, by Increased thickness; thirdly, by
increased weij-hl— tin; last, of ivhicb had been too much over,

looked. The result of the firsl plan of increased lengt h can be seen

in the monster double-bass of the late Bute of Leinater at South
Kensington, which would require n giant to play it. The first

plan, then, did not answer. He next tried increase of thick-

ness, bnt found that this also failed, owing to its aptness to

produce squeaks, in consequence of transverse vibration. Tho
o:her mentis ivas to inuivaso r.l'.e specific gravity of the i-trimr.

It was this third plan which he had. adopted. Tho gut string

was covered with heavy copper-wire, like tho bass strings of a
|)i;ijinf<jr.t_'; and (hi.- proved -.0 be fairly successful, though pro-

bably gold or platinum would answer still better. The double-

bass shown nl Kindts Kensinjiloii wa.s i-atlscr lucking in tone, as

more resonance was wanting to bring it out fully, and this had
led to his consulting Mr. Meesnn as tot be possibility of rein-

forcing the vibrations by means of longitudinal struts or bars.

It was evidcnl I lit: I icily e,i' till: instrument: required to be made
more homogeneous to vi bra 'ion. a.- id si ilicr iviriirmi. inere^ s;jii- lis

weight or bulk. Mr. Meeson had carried ont this idea most
ingeniously. Four strips of whito deal, curved to an elliptical

figure, pass parallel, from end to end, on the insido of tho holly.

This they in; creep! I lie ^-,-diupcd sound-! lolcs and remove a ivel!-

known cause of weakness and a break in tho vibrating body.
Tho result, is tbc romcca! of what tho musicians term ' wolf,' or

ineijuuliiy and falseness of tone, with a great increase of power
{lirMii'j-lic.cl. i.l ie i ie.1 riiiiicni. 1 1. hut I -.inec appeared that the same
process is equally applicable to the smaller members of the violin

family, and tho author asserted that by its adoption a common
instrument can be made nearly equal in tone to an old Italian
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Increasing the Tmc of Stringed Instrument*. 3

fiddle, while it Btrer.gthur.s the tone i>f eld instruments in

which, from decay or other causes, the power is small. The
ii] ifilii-: : tion of tin.1 process in no way damages an instru-

ment, :iml the bars can lit removed at pleasure. An mi example
ei' what might bo effected by the system lie advocated, Dr. Stone

i -f 1
1 1 1 1

1
i ( 3 ei (In: society /I youii'_- vii Ht::h1 , who phiyod npon an

instrument to which his process had hero applied, and the original

cost of wliich was Is. I'd. Other iusi lurur.-uis irere shown and
tried, wliiuli were of considerable aire and value. liy way of
i I hi si ration (if the practical cesulln ill' thus extending the compass
of tho instruments of ; lie striiiL' band, a qniniet liy I Inflow was
played, which was lvrillcn by (lie eomposor down to CCC (tho
note now .reaehd l

liy Dr. Stone's lticl lnnl j, ami which could mil.

have been played us written on tho instruments in ordinary

The Chairman remarked that the making of violins had always
possessed somewhat of a mysterious character, and men of the
present [remiratum had wondered at the prodigious superiority of

the work- of old makers. Ho eulogised the Invention now
brought forward, which be thought likely to prove of mnc-'i
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Tcmpcrammt
;

or,

TEilFEEAlIENT; OR, THE DIVISION OF THE OCTAVE.

By E. H. M. Bobanquet, H.A., F.R.A.8., F.C.S., Fellow of

St. John's College, Oxford.

PART I.

of Intercals in E. T. Semitones.

Formation of Intervals Ly Buries of Fifths .

Theorems on Regular Systems .

' "yclical Systems

Positive Systems 8 IS
X.iL"ra B —
E-LmV 'i.r Thirds in Positive System* 10 14
l:iii|r.(iv]n,;n- \i'l:iti,i:i in . . :]

The ' Generalised Keyboard' 12 16
Principle of Symmetrical Arrangement IS 17

Symmetrical Arrangement of General Thompson s Organ , . 18

1. iNTBODDCnON.

The investigation a which form tho subject of tlie present

communication had their origin in a practical sminT. It is

rrmerived important that this should be understood, as many
musicians regard the problom as a purely theoretical one, unde-
serving of practical attention. It waa in taking part in tho

tuning of an oi'L-iin thai the edict of the utilii.a!-) equal tcmperu-

mc:i( was AYst r^ilisuii by the writer as a matter alicctiug musical
sounds in practice, as distinguished from theory. It is tin; writer's

ospcrience. that after the ea,r bas once been attracied lo this

effect, it never fails to perceive it in the tones of instruments

tuned in the ordinary way. Some tones show the effect mm!,
some show it less. Among keyed instruments the worst affects

are produced by tho ordinary harmonium ; next to this comes the

full-toned modern grand piano, which is often unpleasant in

slow harmony, especially if, as is generally the case, the tem-
perament is not very uniform ;

* and tho best tones, which show

* The chord of E major is constantly fuund ' rank ' on these pianos. This

would suggest some defect in tho process of tuning ordinarily used.



The Division of the Octetva. &

the effect least, are those of seil-loned pianos with little power,
and the ordinary organ diapason-slops—especially those old-

fashioned, siveel-unied diapasons, which are rapidly disappearing
before tbc organ-builders of the present day. The constant

perception ol' these effects served as an inducement to a study
of tlie subject, pursued in the first instance with Ihe practical

object of the improvement of instruments, and afterwards also

for the sake of tho interest attaching to the theory developed.

The problem to be dealt ivi:h is well stilted ;is follows, in tho

Prefaco to 'A Theory of Harmony, founded on the Tempered
Scale,' by Dr. Stninor ;

—
' When musical mathematicians shall

havo agreod amongst themaelvoa upon the exact numbor of divi-

sions necessary in the octave ; when mechanists shall have Con-

structed instruments upon which the new scale can bo played

;

when practical musicians shall havo framed a now notation,

which -hall point out to the performer the ratio of the note he is

to sound to tlie r;encratoi' ; when genius shall have used all this

new material to the glory of art—then it will bo time enough to

found a new theory of harmony on a mathematical basis.'

This passage was of considerable use in directing alt.ent ion to

the points of importance in theory
;

it contains, however, some
confusion of ideas, as will be pointed out immediately.

In the first place, before any conclusion can be come to as to

the number of divisions necessary in the octave, it is clear that

the theory of the division of the octave lie >\ mlied in a more
complete ami comprehensive manner than has been usual in tho

theory of music. In fact, when wo come to examine the subject,

wc shall find that, although the properties of isolated systems
have been studied here and rbere, ye;, ne eoinprehi nsive method
has been given for the derivation and treatment of such systems ;*

and tho establishment of such a method will be the first point
which will demand our attention. Wo shall then coma to tho

conclusion that different systems havo their different advantages
;

and wo may contemplate tho possibility of music being written

for, or adapted to, one system or anothor, just as hitherto music
has been written for performance in one key or another of tho

equal temperament.
In tho second place, notation will be provided, by which the

exact note intended to be played can be indicated to the per-

former, in those systems in which a modification of the ordinary
notation is necessary. The notation is so constructed as to

supplement the ordinary notation without altering it, and the

signs required in addition to the ordinary notation are few in

number and simple in their character.

Again, the problem of instruments has been solved in a
general manner as far as keyed instruments are concerned. A
generalised keyboard has been devised, by means of which it ia

" Iiuwcvit, Mr. A. J. Kills .;r. lb, 1 Ten i iraee-nt. nf Mn-i,-a] Iii.ti-urniiiil;

with Fiied Tonw.'—Koval !ji.tj"-.-li's free, i.Jines, 18S1.
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possible to control the notes of all systems which proceed by
eominiiuuti series uf equal liflhs ; mid this keyboard lias been
constructed and applied.

The confusion of ideas above alluded io arises from tho

assumption that the theory to be employed n-ill bis based on tho

from tho division of tho octavo. Now this will never 'be true. If

scales are derived from the division of tho octave, their notes can
never bo more than approximations to tho notes of any one
harmome scries. In some of tho systems subsequently developed,

oioditioK.H iiaviiicr rcferenco to the properties of harmonica iviii lu;

employed; I'm- example, wo may make our lift lis or our thirds

per feet. This class of conditions is regarded as being derived

from the liiiruioi.it series of eneh pair of notes employed, lint

ihi' notation |.iii])loyed has not in any case reference to tho ratio

uf the note sounded Id any generator.

In the presi-iii iiitrodi;ct...->ry paper, I lie principal properties or

tin: class of systems dealt wii h wi II lie estidilislu'd In a general

manner, tho notation above referred to will be explained,

and a brief account will be given of what may be called the
• principle of symmetrical arrangemont.' This principle is tho

liaiiidai Ion of the arrangement of the keyboard above referred

to ; and its chief characteristic is, that any given interval, or com-
liicat.ion of intervals, presents I he same form on such an arrange-

ment, un whatever notes it Is taken-- whenco tho form of fingering

on tho keyboard is tho same in all keys.

2. Expression of Intervals.

Before commencing tho treatment of these subjects, it will,

however, be necessary to make some remarks on tho method em-
ployed for the expression and calculation of intervals.

All intervals will lie expressed in terms of equal temperament
semitones. The letters E. T. will lie used as an nbbrevinLii m for

the words ' equal temperament.' Tlins an octave, which is 1-J

E. T. semitones, will bo written as 12 ; the 53rd j>art of an
octave will lie written as ^j, or "1^1 Five places of i loci n nils

will lie neon-ally coa-iiloivil sufficient.

Tho following rales i'or transforming vibrations ratios into the

eoaivaleiit J'l. T. interval can bo made use of by any one who
knows how to look out a logarithm in a table. They obrioualj

depond on. tho form of log. 2 :

—

Rule I.—To End the equivalent of a given vibrations ratio in

tract 3^3, and call this tho first improved value I. V.). from
Ike original lii^arrJim subtract of the licsi improved value,

and
i I,,,',,;,,

of the livst improved value. Multiply the remainder by
40. Tho result is the interval, expressed in li. T. semitones.
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Eiaktcb 1.—To find tho values of a perfect fifth, Ilia vibrations' ratio of

which is Ij in E. T. somitoneii

Log. 3 - -4771213 "1700213

Log. 2 - '3011)300 ssao

Log. 0 - 'l?o0913 -1750003

sfe- -O0O5B7O 175

F.I.V. - -1765043 -1751868

7 01956|2

Thna n perfect fifth evi-s V7 -u i r-..:ii?-i by -019S5.

8JB.—The rale only gives five places correct

Tho tmo ynluo of tho porfoct fifth calculated by an exact process to 20

7 01055 00080 53874 17740

Eiawpi-k 2.—To find tho value of a porfoct third, tho vibration! ratio of

which is
I,

in E. T. semitones :

—

log. 5 = -0080700 -00S9100
Log. 4 = -6020600 3219

Log. 5 = -0969100 -0065881

th= -0003230 96

0965870 -0365785

E-603M|0 - 4 - -13680

Thus a perfect third eiceeds 3 semitones by '86314
; or. us it is gene-

rally moro convenient to state th-j rosuh, it i-.A'-s KSort of 4 semitones

by -13680.

The value to 20 places is :—

4 - -130B6 28613 51651 82551

Rule II.—To find tho vibrations ratio of an ioterval given in

B. T. semitones.

To the given number add jj-j, and 1 0Q0O of itself. Divide by
40. Tho result is the logarithm of the ratio required.

EsiHTiH.—Tho E T. third is 4 semitones. The vibrations ratio, round u
above, is 1-25902. TIuiil-k (lie vili-aliuiss ratio of tho E. T. third to the

t^-ilii.'-. iliitd is nearly 126 : 125.

3. Definitions.

Regular Systcmx are such that all their noles can be arranged
in a continuous series of equal fifths.

ii-'ijular Cyrii'i-Ht ,s',-
(
.v^ !

i,,k an: mil. only regular, lml. return info

the siitsu; pitch -il(;i-a cei-tnin nuiiiliRi-ofiiftlis : every khcIi m-s(i:iii

iliviik-t; list: ocliivi- into a certain number of equal intervals.
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Error is deviation from a perfect interval.

Departure is deviation from an. E. T. interval.

Intervals taken upwards are called positive, taken downwards
negative.

Fifths are tailed positive if they have positive departures,

that is, if they arc greater than E T. fifths
;
they are called nega-

tive if they have negative departure, that is, if they are less

than E. T. fifths. Wo saw that perfect fifths aro more than 7

semitones; they are tin; re fort) positive.

Systems are said to be positive or negative according as their

fifths are positive or negative.

Regular Oyelieal .Systems are said to be of the rtb order, posi-

tive or negative, when the departure of 12 fifths is + r units of

the system.

Thus, we shall see later that in tho system of S3 the departure

of l'J tilths is 1 unit upwards, and tho system is positive of tho

first order; in the system of 118 the departure of 12 fifths is 2

uuiia inwards, and the system is said to be po.'itivo oft-lit second

order. In the system of 31 tho departure of 12 fifths is oue unit

titiwinvunlri, :ii:il flit! system h iifpti i vt.i of the iW.n order
;
and in

(lit: sysletii of 50 lint departure, (if 12 iiftbs is two units down-
wards, ami (he riy.si.oui is negative of the second order. Systems
of the lii-st order are called I'rimary, of the second order Secondary.

4. Foematjob Of Intervals by Series of Fieihs.

When successions of fifths aro spokon of, it is intended

that octaves be disregarded. If the result of a number of fifths

i.s expressed in I
1

!. T. st> miloneri, any hhiIlEi >Tt-ri of 12 (octaves)

may he subtracted or added.

As an example, we will consider some of tho intervals formed by
successive fifths in the system of .13. We shall sec later (Theorem

iv.) that the fifth of this system is 7SV ;
L,l, it exceeds the equal

temperament fifth by Jj of an B. T. semitone. This being pre-

mised, we have the fnl Itr.vini; intervals, amongst others:

—

Departure of 12 fifths = i§.
For 12 x = 8i\% ; and we snbtract 84, wliich represent

7 octaves.

Two-fifths tone = 2,y
For2 x 7 ;}s — 14 s

a
3 ; and we subtract 12, which represents

1 octave.
* Seven-fifths semitone, funned by 7 fifths up, = 1TV
For 7 x 75V = 40j'j ; and we subtract 48, which represents

* Five-fifths semitone, (tinned by ;> fifth* down, — 1

—

For fix — 7j^- = — 35^- ! and we add lili, wlr.eii represents

3 octaves.

* These ci]inasaiN!. urn- hujjfinsK-i! in llit- writvr hv Mr. Parrot t.
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Or, if we consider ths system of 81 in which the fifth is

7 — s\, we have, similarly

:

Departure of 12 fifths = — J$
Two-fifths tono = 2 — £r
Ffvuii-fiftlis semitone =1 — 3

'
r

Five-fifths semitone = 1^

5. REQDLAit Systems.

Tile importance of Regular Systems arises from the sym-
metry of the scales which they form.

Theorem i.—In any regular system 5 seven-fifths si

and 7 live-lift SLjuiin'in-.-'miiku up ,w oxiict octave.

For the departures from B. T. of the 5 soven-fifths si

re-dneto35 fifths lip, and the departures of the 7 five-fifths s(

the five-fifths semitone is ! - SJ,'

and 5 eeven-fiflhs semitones, together with 1 five-fifths semitones, is:—

5 (1 + 7 S) + 7 (1 - 8 5) - 6 + 35 1 + 7 - 35 ! = 12.

Thriirr.m u.—In any regit In r bvsI-ciii (he lI i
n-< brl ivri'ii tins

seven- fifths sirtiiiumo ami I In; !i vc-lii't.'is Ki'inituiie in Mic tlenm-i am
of 12 fifths, having regard to sign.

That is to say, if we subtract the five-fifths semi tin in from
the- fevun-iil'ilis -emitonc. the result is i.-::r.\i\ to the dcp.nl n re of

1 — tiL'tiis in value ; and it is positive if the fifths are positive, and
negative if the fifths arc negative.

For the seven-fifths semitono up is one B. T. semitone up and
the departure of 7 fifths up, and the five-fifths semitone down is

one E. T. semitone down and the departure of .5 morn fifths up—
which makes, cm the whole, the departure of 12 fifths up, and
it the single departures are positive, then the twelve departures

are positive, and if negative, negative.

Example 1.—A perfect fifth = 7 + 8 as Ijefore, and S is positive.

And sevoti-fiftbu semitono » 1 + II
five-fifths semitone ^ ] - 5 1,

wl^K'O: :-.;!! r.^ti rl.i. r lice, Ul- J : rt L. n- II .] ...

Example 2.—A fifth of the system of 31 = 7 — A. and it is negative.

The soron-iUltiEi semitone = 1 - X
Fivo-fifthfl semitone - 1 + ift

6. Regc Lift Cyclical Systems.
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possible in snch systems wlion properly arranged ; whereas in

mm-eyeliciLl systems required modulations are h'abio to be
impossible, owing to the demand arising for notes outside the
miUpi-inl provided.

Theorem iii.— In a Regular Cyclical System of order + r,

tho difference between tho soven-fifths semitone and five-fifths

semitone is ± r units of tho system.

For, recalling the doEnition of rth order (deparfcu.ro of 12

fifths = + r units), tho proposition follows from Theorem ii.

EiiiirLE I.—In the extern of 53 the fifth it 7 If,

io unit of the sjitem.

Corollary.-—This proposition, token with Theorem i., enables ua
to determine the numbers of divisions in the octave; in :;ys-.™s o:

any order, by introducing the consideration that each semitone
must consist of an integral nnmbcr of units. Tho principal

known systems are hero enumerated:

—

iiiiy{Ut crier) Posit™.

, oat HumW of Units
ii-i:Ji f.. ri'.]tji:t. . .... .

- traits
in octmo ilh.i.)

Second nry (2nd order) Pobitivo.

9

Primary Negative.

The mode of formation in other cases is obvious.

Passing over, for the present, (lie (Uirivation of scales from this

Hellenic, svo proceed to other iiiiporumt tlifuj-yms on Cyclienl

Systems :

—

Theorem iv.—In any Regular Cyclical System, if the octavo bo

divided info >i eijiiiil intervuh, mid r be the order of the system,

tho departure of each fifth of tho system is £ B. T. semitones.

Lot tho departure i:f eaeli Will of the system bo o. Then the

departure of twelve fifths = 12 S = r units by definition, and
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tho unit = — E. T. semitones (sinco the octavo, which is 12

semitones, is divided into n equal parts). Honco

12 r
12 S - r. —orS = -

ExAltr-LK 1.—In tlio upturn of 53, whiuh is (if llm first ord.T .uul puM-
tivo (Th. iii. Cor.), tho doBurtiiro of 12 fifths = 1 unit, - !:',;

whonta: llm ilciiartur.! "f umi tilth = 5V'

E-iauplk 2,—In tho system of 118, which ia of the second order nnd
positiie, thu dopartnro r>f 12 fifths is 2 units, = 2.,^- whence tho Je-

pnjluro of one fifth in or

Theorem v.—-If, in a system of the rth order, tho octave bo
divided into 11 equal intervals, r + 7n is a multiple of 12, and

!1±P
is tho number of units in the fifth of tho system.

Let >p bo tho number of units in tho fifth.

Then 0 . — is the fifth, and =7 + o, if I bo the departure of

the fifth; =?+- by Th. iv.

Henco 9= 7-^,
and f is an inicui- by tiypolhesis—whence tho proposition.

Prom this P

-10 -5

il the order of He. system in which the

octavo is divided into 31)1 oqmi) intervals.

300 is n multiple of 12 ;
njimiinder 1 gives order 5, or — 7. 301 is a

system of sonic inti-r-.-sT r^_riii''nl jls :i ("JMI n"r system of order fl, in

consujiionco of its Imviiig, as wo shall sec Inter, tolerably (rood fifths

und thirds; while il- iriturviils arc I'splw-sed by :1m iir.f. liiruupbltenuf

the logarithms of the vibration r;i:ii,:-. :H.']!. l.tin<! llm first four places

of log. 2. 3Ir. Ellis lias r. iviii!.- niluIu use uf this jyttem.—(lioynl

Society's Proceedings, 1874.)

Theorem yi.—If a system divido tho octavo into ti equal

intervals, tlio total departure of all tho u fifths of tho system
=r E. T. semitones, where r is the order of tho System.
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For, if S bo the departure of ono fifth, then, by Tb. ir.,

S=- ; whence n&=r.

or tho departure of n fifths = r semitones.

ExiHPtE The rtejiMturQ of 53 fifths of tfia system of 53 ifl 1 aumi-
tono : fur tlio oVpartum of one filth is 5', by Th. iv.

Ksaufle 2.—Tho dojmrturo of 118 fifths of iho system of 118 is 2
semitones ; for tlio ilepartura of one-fifth is

Example S.—Tho departore of 31 fifths of tho system of 31 is — I

somitoiie (one semitone Hut) ; for tlie iliipsrturc of onii-fiftli is -
j
l

T .

ExiMPiJi *.—The dcpitrtureof SO fifths of the system of 50 is - 2 somi-

Tltia theorem gives rise to a curious mode of deriving tin-

diilVrent systems.

Suppn^e the nolcs of an K, T. sen us arranged, on n htin/niital

line, in ( lit: order of a succession of fifths, and proceeding onwards
iudVlinitcly, thns

:

|
.,'"l/!4<<</'i

Lot ft regular system of fifths start from c. If they are

positive, then at each stop tho piteh rises farther from E. T. It

can only return to c by sharpening an B. T. note.

Suppose that I is sharpened ono E. T. semitone, so as to

become c
;
then the return may be effected

—

at the first b in 5 fifths

second 6 in 17 fifths

third I in 29 fifths,—

and so on. Thus we obtain the primary positive systems.

Secondary positive systems may bo got by sharpening 1!? by
two semitones, and so on. If the fifths are negative, the return

may be effect c:; by dopic^-nig -: - a semitone in 7, ] It, 31, . . fifths
1

we thus obtain the primary negative systems, or bydepressing d
two semitones, by which wo get the secondary negative systems,

—

FORMATION OF MAJOR THIRDS.

1, Neoative Systems.

Tho departure of the perfect third is -'13886, as wo havo
seen {section 2); that is to say_, it falls abort of the E. T. third

wo form a third by taking four fifths up, we have a third with
iniL'ii'ivf! di'p:ul are (= — -l('), which can approximately rcpreM'iif

I lie Jcpui-1 -.ire n i" the perfirl lliiril. Til its, \& either tlio third

to A, or four fifths up from A, in accordance with the usage of
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Example.— In tlir f v.'trm --if 31 t];i; di'jnrlun: nf carh fifth is -
n',. untl

thai, of tho third lly JVimt hi": l:« ll- is -- ,', - l'lWS ; iiudthis diftL-rs

from the departure of ihc porfoct third ( = - -1368C) only by the

small error -D07BS, or considerably less than tho hundredth of a semi-

8. Positive Systems.

Positive Byatoms, on tho other band, form thoir ap-
proximately perfect thirds by 8 fifths down ; for their fifths,

being largor than B. T. fifths, depress the pitch below E. T.

when tuned downwards. Thus, if the fifth bo of the form
7 + 3, 8 fifths down give tho negativo departure {= — 8c), which

Example 1.—Rcgnkr system of porfoct fifth?

feet flftli ia -01966, as wo hire ieen. Eight
n departure = - 8 x -01955 = - '16fl«

parturo of a perfect third ( = — -13686) by

Example 3.—System of 118. Departure of third by 8 fifths down
- - & - - -13660, tho error of which ia littlo moro than tho
tliiiuKiiuith pirt of a nernitona.

Helmholtz employs :t peculiar nntat ion for tin- system generally

called by his name, which has very nearly pi rfeot (ii'tlis ami per-

fect: thirds.* Wo shall spt-ak of (his sysleia in gi-m-T-si] as tho

positive system of perfect, thirds. Hehidioltz's employment of

this notation is marked by several peculiarities, which we need
not here discuss ; the objection that this notation is unsnituMo
for uso with mnsical symbols is sufficient to warrant us in disre-

garding it.

The following notation is here adopted for positive systems in

general : it is not intended to be Hmitad to any one system, iike

llvliuholtz's. In fact, as it consists entirely of an indication of

position in :i series of lifths, it may, when desired, be used with
negative systems.

The notes are arranged in series, in order of successive fifths.

Each series contains twelve fifths, from/fl up to b. Tin: series

ft— b is called the unmarked series ; it. contains the standard, or

unmarked c. Each noto of the next series of twelve fifths up is

affected with the mark {/), which is called a mark of elevation,

• See note at p. 121, pott.
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and is drawn upwards in the dirediou of writing. The next
series of twelve lit'ths up in aliened with the tnnrk (//) ; and tho
hucl'i eding si -l-k'H iif twelve fil'l lis np an-atlei led wit h a number of

marks ul elevat inn corresponding hi their position, (///}, (////),
and so on. The series below the unmarked series is atteei.ed wil h

tho mark (\), which is called a mark of depression, and is drawn
downwards in the direction of writing ; and the succeeding series,

in a descending order rjf fifth.-;, aiv aiRcled with number of

marks of dopi cssi :]i eiine'spending-to ilieir on:. it ion, (^), (^^).
and so on. Such fifths as Vj-f-;. .'-//;, which join miy two of

i.lio series of the inititl ion, havu t.ln- same value as ail the rest.

Thus, for example, the interval c-/c is the departure of

i wi Ivti ill [lis. c-\.-; related 1 hrmiijh < [ !_r ] 1 1 (ill lis downward
from c. Hence in positive systems \« is the note whieh Forms an
approximately perfect third with c.

H.B.— 11 is in ha nnk-d tiiat the pisition in ilie series of fiiflis

is determined only by tho notation hero introduced
;

i.e., eg and
mra exactly the Eame thing, and refer only to one of the twelve

B. T. divisions of the octave. Regarded as belonging to an
assigned system, cfl or d) would mean that note of the r.nmavked

series wliich is five fifths below the unmarked or standard, c.

10. Bulb for Thirds in Positive Systems.

If we write down one of the series of the notation :

—

fg-cg-g%~d'ir-ag--f-c-g-d^-a-e-b,

nnd remember that positive systems form their thirds by eight

fifths down, we have the rule:—
Tho four accidentals on the left in any series of tho notation

form ,[or thirds to the four notes on the right of the same
series. All other roles have I heir major thirds in (he nest series

below. Thus, d—fg and o-Se are major thirds.
'

11. Employment of the Notation in Music.

This notation is suitable for employment with written

music. Ita appearance will be generally taken to indicate the

employment of a system with perfeet or approximately pet-feet

fifths, unless anything is salt! to the contrary.

The following passage is an example ;

—
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Tho interval g- f is uelose approvimal ion to t lie harmonic or
natural sevrtith; StO-fi rendered very smooth by the employ-
ment of the sump interval. The development of the praetiuiil

nae of thu notation is deferred for the present.

The notation in also useful for the diseussion of k.kile; systems

of hist-iirinil interest. Thus, we have a settle of if in Morsenue,
whose work beaira the date 1<">:JI), with eighteen notes to tlio

octavo. This possessed tho following resoni-CCS:

—

Major chorda of c-f-Hj-^f,

„ V-\n-\(Z-\;7, thirds to tho above.

" /a\)-/<&-/'jV< thirds below c-f-h^.

Minor chords of c-f-V)~^J,

„ \e-\a-\1—\ij, thirds to the above.

Nojf-N/Jt-Wi, thirds to \1-\J-\3.

We have lie re the two foi'ms o;' seroud of I lie key, y and \g,
differing Eipproximutely by a comma. This double form appears
in all good atUunpl.s at systems with perfect liftbs.

12. Tiib ' Generalised Keyboard.'

A keyboard has been designed and cconstrue ted, by means
of whieh the notes of all regular syslems, positive and negative,

ean lie brought under the eontrol of the tinkers. Thu deiaih'd

aceonnt of lliis keyboard is deferred for the present. It eonlaius

eiL'lity-i'our keys in every octaves llio instrument of wliicli it

forms a par*- is a harmonium, ar.d the sysleni of tiininjr is t!ia>,

which divides the octave into fii'iy-i hree e:|u;tl intervals. The
form of fingering is the same in all keys. Sneh pa ^.-s as tin;

csamplo in mnsical type given above can bo readily performed
upon it.
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13. Principle c

tioncd keyboard; and
fingering is the same in fl

If we place the B. T.

tlie design of tile above-n

i owing t

keys.

mentof the no
following ser

straight lines i

its properties that the

ly bo thus stated :

—

horizontal lino in tins order

id set off the departures of the notes of any
angles to the E. T. line, sharp departures up and
(own, we obtain the p:isit ions of a symmetrical

I'he accompanying table is a- symmetrical arransje-

s of General Thompson o:ih;-irnv.inie ovi-.in. The
i of intervals lio on characteristically-placed

a symmetrical arrangement :

—

) of twelve perfect fifths, or the Pvihae-oreau

: -01955 = "23401:1. The ordinary comma of

comma without special ii-iiig our moaning, to tins sense wo may
read the last of the above series of intervals as showing us that

three perfect thirds fall short of the octave by two commas
approximately. We may return to this point hereafter.

In the symmetrica! amusement, of r.Uc not pa of General Thomp-
son's Organ, wo may note specially, first, tho effect of tho distribn-

tion of the notes over tuesiu keyboards. For instance, tho notes

of tho chord of A minor are all present (a
l

. 3-/e l
j-6

t
.')

; hut the

third and fifth are on different keyboards, so that ;l:e ehord would
not be generally available.

Again, the notes b and Vvi are missing from the otherwise
complete, scheme ; we notice the number of chords which their

absence destroys.

In the present paper I he endeavour has been made to present

to the members of tbe Musical Association Hie more fundamental

portions of the theory of (be snbjepl. It is hoped that this treats

meat may facilitate tin: comprehension of such historical points

and such further developments as may be hereafter brought
before the Association.
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Dzc. 7. 1874.

Trk Rev. THOMAS HBLMOEB, M.A., in tub Chair.

ON A SUGGESTED SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
ESTABLISHED PiTCH-NOTATION.

By Sedlet Taylor, Esq., M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge.

By way of introduction to tho more distinctly practical portion

of this paper, I proposo to examine concisely tho following ques-

tion :
—

' What are tho essential requisites of a good notation for

musical pitch ?
' I shall thon onqniro how far tho system in

common use satisfies the conditions which an answer to this

question must embody. Before submitting to tho Association

some suggestions of my own for remedying tho defects which
will thus be brought to light, I aha.ll mako a few observations on

ofthese schemes, but merely in order to show that their success

has not been so complete an to render further efforts superfluous

.'iiiii uncalled for.

Music has, of course, an existence absolutely independent of,

and prior to, all notation whatever. Volkslkder are handed down
from generation to generation by oral tradition alone. If our
language contains no recognised equivalent for tho German word
just used, our country nono the less possesses the thing, and a
distinguished mombor of our Association has earnod tho gratitnda

of every patriotic English musician by endowing us with a per-

manent record of these homoly and homo-recalling strains. Now
what is the feature in the notes of one of these simple airs which
enables us instantly to recogniso it, whether wo hear it whistled

by a shepherd o'er the lea, or ground on a bairel-organ in a
r>!'fi;.;i: linid ? Most certainly it is not what wa call the al-.-mlitl''.

pitch of the different sounds heard. Whether these be the deep

iliii i i'oignition is equally unhesitating. In fact, we no more think

of calling for a ' Standard A' tuning-fork to settle the point, than

we do of asking for a foot-rule to enable us to recogniso the por-

trait of an absent friend. That tho tunc begins On c, or g, or

oft as littlo influences our power of recognition in the ono case,

as the fact of our friend's face in the picture being 10, 11, or 12
inches long does in the other. It is, then, the relations of pitch

among the notes of a melody which fix its character, just as it is

the relations of svio and form among the parts of a portrait which
constitute its likeness to tho person whom it represents. Of
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conrao Iam hero designedly leaving the otter elements of melody

—

time and rhythm—ont of consideration, as they do not affect our
present enquiry.

From what has been said above, an important conclusion

immediately follows. In representing the constituent notes of a
molody by a series of symbols, full effect must bo given to the

consideration tbat the mutual relations of these notes to each

other are of paramount importance, while their relations to some
fixed standard of pitch extraneous to the melody aro of very

secondary consequence. In other words, a direct exhibition of
intninln is the first requisite of a good notation. By all means
provide equally well for absolute pitch, if possible, but not by
subordinating relative pitch to it. If there is not room on tho

stairs for the two to go down to dinner arm-in-arm, absolute pitch

must walk behind.

The point of departure from which intervals should bo

music to establish a direct relationship between each of tho notes

which form a musical phrase, and its key-note or tonic. The
simplest experiment suffices to show the immediateneHs of the

connection. Thus, if the notes of a common chord in its funda-

mental position,

arc successively sounded, whnt at oneo strikes tho ear is tho fact

that tho last three notes form respectively a third, fifth, anil

octavo inith the first. The intervals they form with etv.h ofhur,

viz., minor third, fourth, and minor sixth, pass altogether nnno.
tieed, and in ordor to determine them our attention must bo
specially directed to tho enquiry. In short, vcliil ion 10 the Ivij.

note is instinctively recognised by the ear as direct: rola:ion t >

intervals exhibited by a good notation of pitch must be' Untie

intervals

—

i.e., they are to lie reckoned from the key-note.

Assuming, then, that tonic intervals aro to be represents.!, tho

tjucsl.iim ;ii-;m!H, -,v!int. l l:c precise !.>/< )\! of those intervals is to In- ?

Tho aaswor which at once suggests itself is that the intervals

ii:usl lie those which aro pronounced by tho car to be i;,:rf. in

turn:; but this consideration, though pointing to the true and
only fioal authority in tho case, is not of itself immediately deci-

sive a-: tho question. To obtain a perfectly definite unswcr
recourse must bo had to acoustical floioitoo, which will ileeiJo the

point as follows. The only intervals which strike the ear as

jHTfcctly in t.uiii- air ihoso ivlih-li iiorinatt'ly satisfy oortaio simple

immei'ieal relations ronacet ie;; the number of viliral ions executed

in tho same time by the pairs of notes which form such intervals
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with each other. The intervals thus defined are termed natural,

in contradiatinction to all others, which are culled tempered. The
position just laid down is no mere opinio)!, but an ascertained

physical fact, an certain as that water consists of oxygen and
hydrogen in the proportion of one volnmo of the former to two
of the latter. No person who has adequately studied the evidonco

on which the established conclusions of physical science rest

will seriously proposo to dispute the competence of acoustics on

been limited to its artistic and [esthetic side, aro naturally

reluctant to accept a aeries of dogmatic decisions imposed on the

bare authority of acoustical science, and perhaps stated by some
of its expositors with an irritating arrogance of tone. Now, that

resolute, manly imlfspcmlencp of mind which refuses to submit to

any authority whose credentials it has not had the means of ade-

quately verifying, is not to be put down by oracular snubbings
from men of science, but must be satisfied by the production of

iirijiiii^:>iin, whenever the nature of the subject in hand allows

these to be presented in an untcchnioal and intelligible form. It

fortunately happens that, with regard to the question of natural

and tempered intervals, I can appeal to experiments which will

come home to tho most non-scientific or anti-scientific person
present.. Professor Helraholtz had a harmonium constructed,

which, starting from an assigned tonic, ho was able to play
Meneither natural or tempered intervals. In order to af

of the two were selected by a singer in executing a simple melody,

he accompanied the opening notes on his harmonium, and then

t't.-n:-Mjd |>]:ty:iij-. Wlim tit;.' vocalist sang a third or a sixth

—

intervals where the defects of the system of oqual temperament
are the most considerable—he struck either the corresponding

natural or tho corresponding tempered note on the instrument.

The result Helmholtz states to have been that in every case tie

mice was in ion'.-;'* with Hi-' ha!and inl-rrid it ml in. Jinniiuinc-r. irith

/.'(( trin-ju-rrtl
1 A similar comparison made with the sounds

of a violin derives a special interest, from IIh> i^ime tif the artist,

who assisted on the occasion. 'I had,' writes Helmholtz, 'the
li:jj;|>v Djm.MTur-itv ill' iiisl.iinf ing experiments of the same kind
on my harmonium with Herr Joachim. His tuning of tho strings

if 'iii.y /nffrument. I next asked him to play the scale, and tho

moment ho reached tho third or sixth, I struck the corresponding

note on the harmonium. By means of tho beats it was easy to

ascertain that this Ai?t;>in>!isi,-\i v:':u iui-ni jdaued natural, rmi

tampered, thirds and sixths.' 5 Is it a mero fancy if, in this striking

and conclusive experiment, which shows us the greatest physical

1 TiiufiapRr.ihtr.iirn, tliinl edition, pp. 833, 634.
: Ibid. p. 603. The technical notation used by tho imtlinr h.n compelled

to par&pbuc the »bove attract, but its meaning has not undergone a shs.de of
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philosopher and the most eminent i

together side by side for the farther a'

to see a good augury for that happy a

the Science of Acoustics and the Art
aim of this Association to foster and

It would bo easy to point out further objects which it in

desirable that a notation should secure, and some of these will

come under our notice further on. For the present we will

restrict our demands to these two, that it shall indicate, in some
plain and straightforward way, tunic intervals, and thiit. these

intervals shrill be nat'imJ, not tempered ones. Let as sec how
far the established notation satisfies these requirements.

As long as we keep to tho key of C, tonic intervals are clearly

nod directly exhibited hy the established notation. They can Ijo

counted off from the sU.rtin.g-point indicated by the clef '.villi all

tin.- fucilify tii be desired. Bat when other keys have to be repre-

sented by it, this in no lunger the case. We are then merely

directed to widen or narrow some—-or possihly all—of the

intervals of the C seale, by certain symbols prefixed to the

corresponding notes of (lml seal,.. That in (bin manner fresh

senli'S similar to the 0 scale are obtained is a fact of independent

experience, which, as far as anything onntaincd in the notation

is concerned, might equally well not be true at all. An easy

rnle, no doubt, enables us to determine whether any (and if so

what) key a particular group of accidentals indicates, bnt tho

rule is based on information which these symbols themselves do
not completely convey. There is nothing on the face of tho

notation to tell us I'-Iu r<- Ihe /•;)\\r if, :in'i, in the absence of such an
itiiiica'.ion, tin resource but still to rend all intervals off from the

original starting-point C. A huge and perfectly gratuitous com-
plication is thus introduced into a very simple matter. The
Rounds of a melody are no longer referred to their own tonic,

but to a different note which has no real claim to tacit-:J Ujinnee.

This is very mneh as if the Aeis of ovisiioL; Parliaments were

concbed in lanjiiiaeje impMo;.' tliat. nor, Victoria iji::, William t.l 1 1_-

Conqueror now sat on the throne of England. It is ii^noi ii:^

the live tonic in order by an artiticinl |il::'a-i'o!o^-y to make a
dead tonic appear to breathe and govern. I5y a process of tills

desecration t'oo simplesl relation may be made to look com-
plicated. Suppose I take two pieces of wood, and by merely
placing iliem side by side ascertain thai one is just twice as long
as (be other. So far, nothing can be more simple. But, then, an
adherent of the absolute-length theory comes up and insists that

both sticks shall be measured aril -herr leiijilis expressed in

standard feet, inches, and fractions of inches. "We will suppose tbat

this is dono, and that the results como Out five feet one inch and
three-quarters of an inch, and two feet sii inches and seven-
eighths of an inch, respectively. All simplicity is, by this

arrangement, entirely got rid -of, and the fact that ono stick is
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twice as long as the other—the only thing it waa really essential

to communicate—is buried under a heap vt intrusive arithmetic,

from which nothing less than a sum in compound, division of

vulgar fractions will suffice to unearth it.

In order to show that this illustration fairly represents tho

pro [.'ed lire embodied in tho established pitcli-notation, let mo take

an nistaneu or two, almost at random.
What, for instance, ia tho direction convoyed by

' Striko a minor soventh from middlo C, and then a ninth from
tho same note, or a whole tone from its octave.' Evoiy singer

fuels at once how difficult tho second step appears when thus

indicated. Bat tho difficulty ia solely duo to the met that the

direct relation of the second note to tlio first has been superseded

by tho indirect relations of both to a third. If the direct rela-

tion be restored, and tho singer told to follow the first note by a

second a major third above it, the step which before was bard
now ap[iearB perfectly easy. Similarly,

wfeich orders a minor third, a fifth, and a minor sovontb from
C to be successively sounded, is only an obscure and roundabout
way of calling for a major triad on E? as root. Instances in

which sueli needless difficulties are heaped up to an almost

intolerable degree will abundantly occur to your recollection.

Our patient and even contented, nay complacent, submission

to this lienvy yoke seems to me all the more extraordinary when
I remember that, in immediate juxtaposition with our complicated
.!?,«.'«!'.! pitch-notation, we have a perfectly simple relidivi; time-

i:o;:itum, the simplicity of which is directly due to the fact that

it is relative, and would disappear the moment we attempted to

make it absolute. Supposu that our notation, instead of pre-

senting ns with minims twice as long as erotchots, and crotchets

twice as long as qnavors, were based like tbe pitch-notation on
some fixed standard, and indicated the duration of these notes
by tho number of seconds or fractions of a second for which
each was to bo hold. Tho opening of 'Rule Britannia* at tha

usual tempo would then be written, as far as timo went, as
follows :

—
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The iact that our time-notation becomes hopelessly com-
plicated when its relative basis is replaced by an absolute one,

onght to onconrago us to expect a great simplification from a
precisely opposite change effected in oar pitch-notation.

The established notation, it has been Been, only indicates tonic

intervals in a single key, and this circumstance is fatal to all

directness and simplicity of representation in other keys. Further,
as is perfectly well known, its intervals except that of the octavo
are tempered, i.e., out of tune. It is well adapted to tho pur-

poses of an instrument with twelve fixed tones in tlio octave,

tuned on the system of equal temperament, but totally inadequate
to supply tho needs of more perfect instruments which have tho

happy privilege of roaming nnconstrainedly over the whole range
of pitch within their compass. Now, to impose on these latter a
notation based on the infirmities of the former is just as if,

having succeeded in constructing an automaton man, whose feet

conld execute exactly twelve movements, we were to decreo that

henceforth all dancing-masters shoold teach their pupils on the

established twelve-step system, and all manuals of the art bo
compiled On a notation implying that human feet need move in

no otberways. I will leave it to those who are perfectly satisfied

with our existing pitck-nototion, to say whether they think tho

measures I have hinted at would, if early adopted, have exercised

a happy influence on tho development of the ballet.

Whatever difference of opinion there may bo as to tho
practical importance of the defects which have been pointed ont,

tho existence of these drawbacks amply justifies attempts to

remove them. The most important of these is embodied in tho
' Tonic Sol-fa ' notation, of which I propose to give a brief

description for the sake of those who may not be acquainted

The whole apparatus of staff and notes is discarded by this

notation, and replaced by the initial letters of the time-honoured
syllables, 'do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si,' arranged in horizontal lines,

as in ordinary letterpress. To avoid ambiguity between sol and
si, the latter is altered into ti. A rise or fall of an octavo is

indicated by a superscript or subscript accent. Thus li
1 is an

octave above d, d
t
an octave below d. Whatever key is em-

ployed, do always denotes the tonic for the time being, and re, mi,

fa, &c. represent notes forming with it the successive tonic

intervals of the natural major scale. Accidental tonic intervals

are denoted by additional syllables. Modulation is indicated by
an ingenious contrivance called the 'bridge-tone,' which exhibits

at a glance tho twofold relation borne by a note of transition to

the outgoing and to the incoming tonic. Each relation is, of

course, expressible by a proper interval- initial, and the displace-

ment of one of these letters by the other symbolises tho snper-

scssion of the old tonic by the now one. The ' bridge-tone,'

constructed on this principle, places tho retiring initial above and
to the left of the entering ono. Thus d

f indicates tho commonost
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transition, that into the key of tho dominant. The 'do' of the

outgoing key ia to bo aonndod, but its name changed to 'fa.'

immediately after a J audii lal ion, tho old syllables rCBumo their

sway ; but the notes indicated by them, being reckoned from n.

different starting-point, are no longer the same that thoy were
before the transition occurred.

This meagre, outline, which ia all that the time at my disposal

allows me to give of the Tonic Sol-fa notation, yet sulliccs to

bring out its two conspicuous merits. The intervals which it

indicates are tunic, and they are ikiHithI. Mr. Curwen—who,

though not the inventor of tliu method, has greatly improved and
developed it (On: bridge-tone, i", if I inn not mistaken, dne to

him)—is then )'( ire entitled 1.0 a hearty recognition of (lie fact that

thi! system with h liicli his name is ideal if ltd is frcu from ilie two
most serious defects of the established notation.

Id a volume published about a year and a half ago, 1 I spoke
of the Tonic Sol-fa system in terms of strong approval ;

but,

while recognising its superiority as fully now us I did then, I

think that their is one great advantage possessed by tho estab-

lished system which wo cannot atfbrd to part with : I mean its

pictorial character, which appeals so directly to the feeling that

we must go up to a shrill note and down to a grave one. Tho
sacrifice of this help to tiie iiK_-iLr.nl conception of pitch I regard a-

the very opposite of an improvement on the old notation.

Further, I am convinced that letters can never be read with tlie

case and rapidity attainable with notes of tho ordinary shape.

The subscript and superscript accents are difficult to read, and
very liable to misprints

;
and, what, is still more serious, errors

arising from this source are often r.nmnhttire— i.e., a single mistake

in a a accenl may throw everything which comes after it an octave

too high or too low. The way in which every minor key is

treated as » mere appendage of its relative major I consider very
objectionable, and the special time-notation incorporated in the

system appears to me, when applied to ut all intricate divisions,

decidedly more complicated than that which it. seeks to replace.

Considerations such as those just laid before yon induced Mr.
W, H, Gill to seek to combine in a notation of his own the prin-

cipal advantages of the established system and of the Tonic Sol-

fa. Ho has published a short account of his nn thod, to which
ho hno given tho name 'Tonic-Staff Notation;' He employs a
staff of three line", instead of five, and notes of tho ordinary form,

whose pitch, however, is not fixed, aa in the old notation. What-
ever he the key employed, its tonic is always written on the Imcest

line, of the stall'. Notes occupying the remaining spaces and lines

represent, sounds which form with thekey-iiole the Ionic intervals

of i he major scale. When a modulation occurs, the whole staff

is shitted bodily up or down, until its lowest line is coincident

with the incoming tonic in the former position of the staff. In

Bound and Musk, pp. 213-21&. (Uacmillan & Co.)
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this manner Mr. Gill's notation embraces the exhibition of

natural tonic intervals and the retention of a pictorial scab i>f

pitch. Further, by placing the second line of his staff sometimes
nearer to the third than to the first line, and sometimos nearer to

the first than to the third, he const-rut la two vnridir* — the former

to be used for major, the latter for minor scales. The pn'nciph:)

on which M.r. Gill has gone are identical with thoso of my own
system, and I gladly acknowledge his priority in publicly statin;;

and using them. At the name tirno I do not think that tho modes
(il applying these pr inciple winch he has adopted are free from
serums abjection. To mention ono or two of these.

It certainly seems undesirable, in a system avowedly ' designed
as an introduction to the study of the ordinary stuff nutation, on
the moveable Y>» principle,' lu nail the tunic: permanently down
on the bottom line of the staff, because when once this association

had been formed ] t 9 a learner's mind, lie would in perience a ;;reat

deal of unnecessary difficult v in reading ufl' intervals from any
nfiijiiat live or ujbicc, which he will in liis subsequent established

notation sl.11 dies constantly have to do. It would be a fceipinir
ly

occurring confcequencu of the same arrangement , that before Hud
after a modulation a note of one and the same degree of pitch

would first appear on a line, and then in a space, or viae ver>&—a.

plate its being applied to instrumental music. For thoso reasons

I cannot regard his system, ingenious though it is, as a final

solution of tho problem.
In proceed ii.;: to do-enhe that to which I have myself been

led, I wish to state, explicitly, that while I maintain the principle -

of tonic relationship embodied in the system to bo both sound
and complete, I make no Such claim on behalf of the expedients

here proposed for carrying it out. Those are mere tentative

suggestions, the utility or inutility of which nothing but sub-

sequent experience can determine.

The five-line staff and the clefs commonly used are retained

unaltered. The position of the tonic/or the time being it indicated

uli.'ff. This is the essential feature of the system, and must
tlaaviotv l;c idnslratisl by an iidi'ipinte number of examples.

The seven so-called ' natural ' keys are provided for by this

method, as follows:

—
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For 'sharp' and 'flat' keys—i.e., those; whose tonics do not
appear in tliu scale of C major—tlic form of the wavy curve is

modified, loops turned upwards being used for tho former, anil

downwards for the latter.

Thus P—

I

indicates the key of FJ;

that of B7. Similarly

denoto the keys of D> and respectively.

Notes standing without any sign of pitch-modification prefixed

to them belong to tho major scale of the reigning key-note, and
are to be read off according to their distances from tho lino or

space occupied by tho tonic curve. Thus the scales of C major,

Fj; major, and AE> major would ho written as follows :

—

Minor tonic intervals arc distinguished from such as are
mcroly ' accidentally ' modified intervals of the major scale by a
special symbol ([_) prefixed to them. The descending minor
scalo, in its ordinary form, is written as folluwa for the keys of

C, Gj, and B?

i^imp§§^i^^hp
Digitized by Google
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The signs j and !> are exclusively reserved for chromatics, and
wifii this limit;! Hun on thcii' unlieni'v .snip-;.' Unit /7;n/ inlliii'mv

tlitisn vifeif to which thfij are actitnlti/ ttntl imvinlititd'j y-irfm;}

.

The nign fc} is by this convention rendered superfluous, Qnd may
In- dispensed with altogether. I append two chromatic phrases,

written in the established notation, with a translation into ray
system boneatli oaek :

—

Whenever a modulation ocelli's, til e tonic carve cc-rivsponding!}

shifts its ion , nr alters ;ts fonii, i ii
L Kiiderguus bol.li t lier-e

changeB at once. The following arc instances of each case :—

It has already been scon that, at a modulation, a note of transi-

tion stands in a twofold relation to tho outgoing and to tho in-

coming tonics. If the new relation admits of being expressed by
it major interval, the notation itself shows what that interval is.

We have, of coarse, only to count it off from the new tonic carvo.

If, however, tho interval in question be minor or chromatic, the

fact can be indicated by writing immediately after the note of

transition an appropriate symbol

—

e.g., J in tho former ease, and
an ' accidental ' in the latter. For instance

Only one point remains to be explained. We are f'ainilirir

with cases in which a change of notation indicates im r.lraiiiic vj

pitch. Thns, Cf raay bo replaced by Dp, or vice versa, though the

note to bo sounded remains tho same. When nuch a change
affects the tonic itsolf, there is, of coarse, no real alteration of
key, hut only of bey notation. To call such a ehango a ' modula-
tion' (as is done in thephraso 'enharmonic modulation,' commonly
applied to it.) is extremely mini ending, since it tends lo confuse

together two things which ought to be carefully distinguished
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from each other—viz., a change of pitch on the part of t!io tonic,

which alone constitutes a modulation ; and a mere change of
iii-Iii tii'ii, existing only on paper, which therefore is no mod tibi lion

at all. In my sysluiu nn enharmonic cltni^e involving the toniu
i.i shown in such a way as to prevent its beiug mistaken for a real

modulation. .It' n iriiiisiiims note in sounded both before and
alter the change of notation, a straight line is drawn from ita

first to its second representative, to show that no alteration of
pitch is contemplated. In the case of a note entering willmut
this hind (..)' piepiimtinti, a straight line is drawn to it from the
position on the stall' which it would have occupied if it hail been
written down beforo the chango took place. The following are

The system above described gets rid, by the expedient of

the tonic-curvo, of all (s and 9s, save thoso which indicate miles

really extraneous to the major scalo of the key-note in use at the

time. In the established notation every major key at all remote
from that shown in the signature brings in Beveral £#, Vs, or t]s,

the result being that it is often no easy matter to tell whether a
particular note stands in a major, minor, or chromatic relation to

the reigning tonic. Tl ilea 1 advocate removes
every such superfluous symbol, and also sweeps away the
cumbrous key-signatures. The saving thus effected in the

number of signs of
^

> : t c-l i
- = 1 1 £ * r-n.i - i t rupluyeil will, of course, vary

with the composition to which the system is applied. In some
very extreme instances I have found it amount to as much as

90 per cent. ; in all cases where any considerable nse of modula-
tion is made, it will not, I am persuaded, fall short of 50 per cent.

Kverv musician knows what a relief is experienced when a transi-

tion into a remote key is accompanied by a corresponding change
of signature. My notation serin rrs this advantage at, every step

of a composition, without demanding the constant effort of
memory which rapid sucer-sHivu el

i utiles of signature would
necessarily entail. The koy-notc stares the performer in the face

throughout, and relieves him of all responsibility savo that of

remembering the invariable construction of the normal major

To the singer mysystem offers all the advantages of the Tonic
Sol-fa, while it preserves for him the pictorial exhibition of pitoh

and the superiority of notes over letters which that mothod
sacrifices: it also provides a satisfactory continuous indication of

absolute pitch, which, though not indispensable to a vocalist, is

at least convenient for the sake of comparison with the noteB of
au accompanying instrument.
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To the pianist and organist the main advantage derivable

from it would lie in the removal of anperfluous symbols, on which
I have already dwelt. Still, I cannot bnt think that in their case,

too, though to a leas extent than in that of a singer, the fact of

the major, minor, or chromatic character of a composition being
constantly prominent on the face of the notation, and notico of

every modulation being given as it occurred, wonld assist tbe

intelligent performance of difficult works.

In order to facilitate comparison of my system with the

i/siiiblisbi'd notation. I pkeo hurt? a portion ol Xo. 11 of Spobr',
' Last Judgment,' written in both methods. Tbe upper three lines

of each bracket of sis contain the established version, the lower
three the simplified version. The number of accidentals, £s, ps,

and !\s, required by t.lio old system, exclusive of those in the key
signature, will be found in this instance to be 181, while 56 signs

of pitch-modification suffice to represent Hie same extract in

At tbe conclusion of the Paper the thanks of the meeting
were unanimously voted to Mr. Sedley Taylor ; and a discussion

arose, in which the Rev. T. Helmoro (tho Chairman), Dr. Stainer,

Dr. Polo, Dr. Stone, Mr. Charles E. Stephens, and Mr. Alexander
J. Ellis, took part. Mr. Sedley Taylor replied.

Mr. Sedley Taylor liaving represented to the Committee of

the Musical Association that the illustrations appended to his

paper in the Proceedings for the Session 1874-1875 are rendered

all but useless on account of the tonic curves—an essential

part of Mr. Taylor's suggested system—being inaeenrately placed

upon lines and spaces, in consequence of difficulties inherent in

the mechanical process adopted, tho Committee have consented

to have a new set of illustrations executed by another process,

under Mr. Sedley Taylor's personal supervision.

These are herewith forwarded gratuitously to members of

the Association.
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To the pianist and organist the main advantage derivable

from it would lie in the removal of superfluous symbols, on which
I have already dwelt. Still, I cannot but think that in their case,

too, though to a lees extent than in that of a singer, tho fact of
the major, minor, or chromatic character of a composition being
constantly prominent on tho face of the notation, and notice of

every modulation being given as it occurred, wonld assist tho

intelligent performnTuv ( i liillLuult works.

In order to facilitate comparison of my system with tho
established notation, I place hero a portion of No. 11 of Spohr's

'Last Judgment,' written in both methods. The upper threo lines

of each bracket of six contain the established version, the lower
threo tho simplified version. The number of accidentals, £s, <yt,

and fcfs, required by the old system, exclusive of those in the key
signature, will be found in this instance to bo 181, while 5G signs

of pitch-modification suffice to represent the same extract in

At the conclusion of tho Paper tho thanks of tho meeting
were unanimously voted In Mr. Sedlev Tiivli>r, and a di-cn-slon

arose, in which the Rev. T . riohnorc (tho Chairman), Dr. Stabler,

Dr. Pole, Dr. Stone, Mr. Charles K Slvpiii'iis, and ill'. Alexander
J. Ellis, took part. Mr. Sedley Taylor replied.
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MESOTONIO HARMONIUM.

Mr. Alexander J. Ellis, F.R.S., exhibited a Mesotonic
Harmonium, the invention of Mr. T. W. Saundors, of E.

LttCnenttl'6 Concertina Manufactory, 4^ Littlo James Street,

Bedford Row, W. It had fivo octaves and two rows of vibrators.

By drawing ont a stop, tlio pitch of any singlo note could bo
altered throughout tho five Octaves, and on pushing it in, the

original pitch was restorod. As arranged when all tho stops

wore in, the instrument sounded the seven naturals and five

sharps. By drawing out a stop G sharp became A flat, and so

on. By this means the instrument would play in from seven
flats In seven sharps with the proeisc mean-tone or mesotonic
intonation, so-called because the interval of a tone is eiactly a
mean between tho major tone and tho minor tone. The con-

sequence of this is that every fifth is a quarter of a comma too

flat (on the ordinary piano the fifth is one-eleventh of a comma
too flat), tho major third is precisely in tnne (on the ordinary

piano it is soven-elevonths of a comma too sharp), and tho minor
third is a quarter of a comma too flat (on the ordinary piano it is

c:::lit-doventhfl of a comma too flat). Tho consequence is ' that

the chords are very much finer and more agreeable than on the
ordinary harmonium, being tho samo as in the old organ-tuning

an far as it went. The fingering remains unaltered. Tho con.
Btrnction can be utilised for producing a justly intoned har-

monium with Helmholtz's intonation, but having only ono manual
and tho usual fingering.
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JjXDABT i, 1875.

WILLIAM SPOTTISWOODE, Esq., SLA., P.B.S., LL.D.,

"Vice-President, in the Chair.

ON THE APPLICATION OF WIND TO STRING
INSTRUMENTS.

Br J. Baillie-Hamilton, Esq.

There seems to havo been a feeling in all times, that the com-
bination of wind and string in music would afford some strangely

beautiful result.

The very words themselves suggest many pleasing ideas, and
these are, to a great measure, embodied in tho string of tho

.Solum harp.

There we have a string excited by a natural draught of air,

which is sufficient to stir it without re> L:\iinin;; those vibra-

Uuns which uliovil the sweet but fitful series of iEolinn sounds.

But all efforis that have boen made to secure and confine
these sounds have dtsl n>yud thuir sweetness with the very means
that destroyed their freedom ; and so this string became almost
the symbol of what is most beautiful and most unoon troll able.

It is my task to-day to show what are the prospects of re-

covering to our use this source of sound.

Many efforts have already been mnde, and their history
would furnish material for many interesting lectures ; hut there

is only one branch of these oflbrts on which I am in any way
qualified to speak, and it is that in which the materials used aro

a ' reed ' and 6 String.

Tho history of previous efforts may bo briefly described as

different modes of concentrating an artificial draught of wind
upon the whole or part of a string

;
generally tho string so ex-

posed was flattened to increase the ' bite' of the wind, and
thi;- (blu-ueil portion sut over a inirjvsjinruliii;? slii.

Mr. John 1'armer, our organist at Harrow School, hit upon
ilir original expedient of using the tongue of a ' frec-nc.1 ' for

this purpose ; and by connecting its extremity with a string,

discovered that they did not necessarily interfere with each
other's vibration, and that tho string thus moved could he
controlled by ' stopping,' as in a violin.

1'or a long time this string was seen, and admired, and won-
dered at ; but those familiar with experiments in sound will

readily understand how these are incompatible with tho pursuit

of an important profession, like Mr. Parmer's, and how it was
not possible for him to devolope this discovery to its fullest
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At the flame time, it is clear tliat when onoe these materials

are used, there is no longer any room for a claim of originality

left for others, but only that patience anil disregard of difficulty

and opposition im-ckii'v in nrn nut such ;in undertaking.

In speaking before an assembly ofmen- who are all my seniors

in age, and most i>f whom I regard aa my teachers, my only ground
of confidence lies in the fact that the subject is at any rate

worthy of yonr attention, and may receive the benefit of your
experience.

The ' reed ' plays such an important part in all tho experi-

ments that are to be shown, that it will bo well to describe its

actien at starting.

The reed employed is similar to that which produces the notes
in harmoniums.

It consists of a tongue of metal vibrating from a root, and
having ;i definite pitch.

It is set in motion by a draught of air which is concentrated

by passing through a hole corresponding in size to the tongue

The dranght of air, as a rule, must tend to force the tongue
into this cavity, and, as tho tongue acts almost like a piston,

it succeeds to a certain extent—snfficient, in fnot, to act as a pluck
or artificial forcing from its position of rest.

After certain point the elistieity oi the t'Oneruo reasserts it jell",

and bursts through the opposing current of air, which again

controls it when its return-stroke is oxhansted. Either pressure

or auction may be employed as long as the tongue is forced into

the mortise of the reed.

Cut there are many other conditions necessary to create

what is termed ' true suction ' on the reed, and which are a
coiislaiil source of dillieully to (lie c^pBetmeutalist.

In this undertaking the function of a reed was originally meant
to he that of a 'bow,' and the reed was at first attached to the

end of a string—forming, in fact, a prolongation of it. But it has

been found advisable to set it in a different level, so that both
reed and string may bo respectively in (heir best conditions.

The connection is effected by a rigid pin starting from the free

end of the reed, and attached to tho string at any point required.

Used aa a 'bow,' the reed contributes new possibilities, but
also now difficulties.

In an ordinary string the nutnro of the how does not, of

course, affect its pitch. But a ' reed.' wlieu used in Ibis ['U[i;iciiy,

enters into the composition of a string to such an uxlciit, th;il

a series of reeds applied to a string vvho-i: rnudlllon In constant

will ailbrd a series of entirely different results. The iiiturviils,

moreover, on this string will vary with every reed applied.

Besides this, there is only a certain amount of string controllable

by a certain string, and if this amount bo exceeded, the string

either refuses to speak, or breaks up into segments, thus ren-

dering all control by the fingers impossible.

There is only one thing required to meet all these difficulties,
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and that is theproper relation of string and reed. The study of this

one point would afford labour for a lifetime! ; and though I do
not profess that this relation is already attained—in fact, I am
find that so many possibilities are still unexhausted—yet then; in

Kiiilieienr, to show that this relation vmij be obtained, and tho

indications; which were followed in seeking to obtain it are so

iricivsting, and throw so much light on the laws of weds and
strings, that tho experiments to-day will bo chiefly confined to

this point.

There wasatimo when little experience could bo brought tobear

on this subject, and when but a fow noteseould be obtained from
a rudiments! sort of wind-fiddle—and when, iu order to gain the

means and the liberty to carry on this undertaking, something
more than this had to be shown. Accordingly, nil ed'oiU wire

concentrated upon producing some sound, which, by its merit as

sound alono, would vindicate the worth of the principle.

It is clear that one reed and string might produce a single

note, controlled by a key, as well as afford a scries con! rulleil as

in a violin. Accordingly attention was turned to this point,

as forming direct ly an organ, and indirectly acquiring experience,

to make a violin such as will, I hope, be shortly finished. Tho

set in their best, con 'Jit ions in a wind-chest below. At last some
notes were obtaiuiil, far surpassing all othor ones in power and
beauty, and in all these instances it was observed thai, (.he .siring

was resolved into nodes and segments. All segments afforded a
note of the some piteb, and were equal in length, except that one
in which the reed lay, and which is termed tho " reed-segment,"
and varies in relation to tho others in accordance with the

excess or deficiency of tho reed as a load.

Hero are some such notes : yon will observe that in intensity

thoy arc equal to Or greater than this organ-pipe, which I sound
with them. As regards quality, it is possible to obtain these

very sounds, which baffle the organ-builder—such an a real string

sound, a pure soft horn, .Jiolian sounds, and certain harmonic

and voice-like tones peculiar to wind and string.

I show ins Unices of these few sou rids as being peculiar to this

instrument : the remaining qualities, which resemble those already

known, will, I hope, be soon shown in a complete instrument,

and controlled at tho will of an organist.

The most pure and intense sounds occur when tho string is

resolved into segments.

It will be seen that the segments all afford a note identical

with that i?seented by the reed, and as the terminal segments-

are free, and appear to execute only a simple vibration, it would
seem that they contribute an addit.ior.ai fnr.t in menial ; at any rate,

they secure by their intervention that natural relation of reed

and string in tho central segment which thero was then no
human experience to determine and arrange. If this be so ar-

ranged, and there is only one segment, the quality will be the

same as if the terminal segments wore present ; but until further
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experience is gained to deliberately plan this relation, tliere is

a danger of lusinir that -moot h :
n h h ;l

-
i

i

J piTl'eui.iuj: which Nature
thus ensures when resulting (he siring.

In dealing with quality, only rat -egnirnt nerd be considered,

i.e., the ' reed-segment ;

' t he others may or may not be present.

It is impossible to give any rule that would define tho exact
means of gaining various qualities, but the broad rules are as
follow

1. When tho excursions of tho reed are small tho tone is

smooth and liqnid, like a flue-pipe.

2. When the excursions are largo tho tono is more coloured,

like it reed-pipe.

3. The intensity of the string element depends on the me-
chanical power of the string oyer the soundboard, either by high
tension or swaying motion.

4. The intensity of the reed element drpends npnu the condi-

tion of channels, &c. which naturally reinforce a reed.

Tin' eumbinatinis possible by the application of Hk-m- four

rules eviteui.lv admit of great variety. But this will bo best

proved hereafter, in a complete instrument.

It is now only necessary to point out tho practical results

winch are likely to occur. When m.-truinents having a key-
board are employed, we must consider the principle as involving

rather the application of strings to wind (i.e. reed) instruments,

than the application of wind to string instruments.

I have shown that a string can equal an organ-pipe in in-

tensity and quality of tone. A common soundboard suffices for

a whole series of si ring!', tvlieraas a separate pipe is required for

each note of it series so produced : iu fact, each note of an organ
now requires a special reinforcement (i.e., a pipe), whereas in

a string organ the general reinforcement of a common sound-

board reacts upon tho reed as a special reinforcement through the

mndinni of the string, as was explained i;e:bro.

It is needless to point out tho economy of using a string

instead of a pipe, and tho beautiful form which n series of such
notes might be made to assume. There is, moreover, a sympathy
in string sounds, and cortain influence which is better known
Hun described, so that the human voice turns to them for sup-

port, and the buma r> ear fur satisfaction. And if no oilier tones

could be gained beyond those umv in use in orpins, yet if these

were produced by strings, I believe their effect upon a choir of
voices would be almost Incredible, judging from the results

which a few such experiments have shown.
But there are other requisites in an organ besides beauty of

sound and form, and economy of space ; there must be prompt
control of sound, and there must bo preservation of tuning. A
string organ must, it would appear, share tho liability of stringa

to get out of tune. But there is no necessity for strings when
at a low tension, and undisturbed by any concussion, to vary

to any great extent. But supposing this were the case, the fol-

lowing device may bo employed :—If an elastic baud be stretched
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it will Afford a note, when plucked, whicli will not vary until ila

elasticity is almost exhausted. It will then vary rapidly, with
tension, like an ordinary string. This will be the case with a
metal string until its elasticity bo exhausted, and this may he
preserved by modifying the string into a coil, or where a coil ia

inadmissible between the bridges, by setting a few inches of a
tempered and coiled string beyond the bridges, bo as to act as a
compensator.

Ah regards quickness of speech, it is clear that whatever will

excite a string will excite it when attached to a roed, and as the

eound does not depend on this excitation, the percussion employed
may be of the must rudimentary description. But it is found
by t-ipHi'ience that in this case, as in all others, the proper rela-

tion of reed and string solves the difficulty, and prevents any
interference of the combined elements with each other.

But there is one point in which tho meanest harmonium snr-

piiKH'.'* the grandest organ, and that is in the power of expression.

If in an organ-pipe wo attempted to vary tho force of b note

by tho force of wind, tho results would be disastrous. But
neither reeds n<;r strings vary their pitch with tho intensity of

their vibrations. Aceui ilin^ly a pure and intense sound can bo

made to tremble and thrill, and swell ;md fiule iiw^y, at the will

of the organist. And if ever any of us, win) li^ve Litlirrio wnrkeil

almost without hope, are allowed thus to hear these sounds

satisfying the ear and sustaining the voice, it will be sufficient

reward for the labour, and still more the doubt and suspicion,

that must necessarily attend an undertaking which so many
ages have condemned as hopeless.

DISCUSSION.

The Earl of Wilton enquired wbother a note produced on
Mr. Hamilton's principle could answer as instantaneously to the

touch aa in the common organ, where the air is always ready to

pass through the pipe that gives it. It appeared as thoagh the

string would have to be set in vibration first.

Mr. J. B. Hamilton replied that the objection was a most
reasonable and natural one, and the one which he had hoped
would be brought forward first. It would be seen that with the

apparatus in the room he had no means of controlling tho note,

and he had had some difficulty in getting it to speak at all. The
reason was this, that tho string had to rcsolvo itself into an
artificial form. When this could he done all difficulty was at an
end. Ho had no means at hand of doing it artificially. This

had seemed an insuperable difficulty at first, and he had not seen

how to get over it until the difficulty had been investigated.

He had feared at one time that a piece of musie might have to

V>e played several hours if it was wanted to he heard, and that

Evening Service would have to be got over in the morning,
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about which there would be many difficulties. But there was
a simple way of doing it. On the form of the vibration depended
the note, and it was necessary, first of all, that the string should
bo resolved into this form, artificially. If the string were set in

vibration, it had to hesitate whelker if. would divide ifsolf into

the form which it wonld ultimately assume, or vibrate in its

entirety. That was the reason of I he deUy of the string in

K[ii'i;kiii!.'. Artificially, however, that, ditlieult.y could be Over-
come. The note was not at all interfered with by being touched
or damped at cither of the nodes, and thus the vibration could

be artificially guided. He had pnt at the end of the room a sort

of diagram of tho appearance which a row of pedal-notes wonld
presenf in an organ. It was a full-size diagram of tho pedal

harp, down to a sixtcen-fect tono. In ordinary cases, where roods
or closod tubes were usod, and the action was carried through
the little channels which create the draught upon tho roods, tho

reeds wero not at all scon ; all that ivna such ueiujrju.it tli,; exit,

which the red wafers on the diagram represented. Tho second
slanting line on tho diagram was a string, which was stretched

across all the nodes, because of Course, in a series of strings liko

that, all the nodes could easily bo brought to form a straight lino,

and aci'oss that nodal line there was stretched an elastic string.

The best sort to nse was horsehair, or something of that kind,

because you there get really a ' hair's breadth.' But any stiff

string put. aern-s at the proper tension, so as fo touch the nodes

of all the strings, would answer the purpose. In the first place

it acted as a damper, ntid controlled that point and kept it

Bteady, without iuN.'1-fi'ritig wiih tin: resonance of the string in

any way, bnt rather helping it, and steadying the string. Hut
its most usoft:l I'linntiou wa? t.hat it transmitted the vibration. If

a singlo note of that series were made to sound, all tho reinforc-

ing segmental, all the lower halves of those strings, wonld bo
thrown into vibration. Tho notes wonld not sound, because tho

unequal segments wero still embarrassed by the reed ; but directly

tho reed is released, and tho draught camo upon it, the string

would fly into vibration in a moment. There was something
already controlling the string, and the result was that harp-like

sound; that, is liko one great string, when one note was made to

sound, and you could glide down from ono note to the other like

one string without employingany percussion on the string alumi.

On the other hand, when using a string yon conld nse another

mode of percussion which was already applied in si rings, and as

yon did not rely upon percussion for tho whole sound, it could

be made of the most rudimentary description. If the string

refused Ui spen.k, almost, any kind of percussion would se-.it

going if it were resolved its tin's way, by being damped at the

node. Mr. Hamilton believed no difficulty would ultimately

arise from this cause, bnt that, on the contrary, there would he
advantages from the" sympathy of the diffcront strings.

Tho Earl of Wilton asked whether any of these strings wero
in contact.
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Mr. Hamilton replied that they were not.

The Earl of Wilton asked whether they were all metallic.

Mr. Hamilton answered—Yes.

The Rev. Mr. Helmore asked whether the blast could be

regulated so as not tu sharpen or flatten the notes.

Mr. Hamilton replied that that was a second objection. If the

pressure of wind in an organ varied eonsidorably, yon would not

get a perfect quality of sound. If ho were to vary the wind on
an organ-pipe, it would not sonnd truly ; bat if ho varied the blast

npon a Btring, it would not vary in piteh, as would be beard.

I

same.] It varied a little in characteristics, because

there was a great deal of sound, which was not due either to the

reed or to the string, but arose from the wheezing through the

hull's, which came out with great predominance at one point. The
pitch did not vary, for this reason. The motion of reeds and
string were both isochronous; you could increase the nniplsi.tidu

of vibration without altering the piteh either of a string or reed,

therefore an increase of force applied to it would simply increase

the sound without altering the position of the reinforcing body.

In an organ-pipe n grvutnr pi-cssiiiv uf air, it. was believed, drove

the nodes farther up the pipes, and thus made a slightly sharper

Dr. Vsekindee ashed whether the reeds were tnned in unison

will: the strings.

Mr. Hamilton replied—No ; that was done almost in the dark.

It was done quite empirically, because it was impossible to devise

a unison beforehand. The pitch of the reed and of the string

was altered by combining them, so that you had to provide that

they should have some common action.

The Chaieman felt sure that he bad been anticipated in pro-

posing a vote of thanks to Mr. Hamilton for his very original

communication, as well as for the illustrations he had been able

to furnish. Notwithstanding the difficulties he had already

explains',, he (t.iiB Oluiinruin) felt sure that the subject was one
wliioli would mil, only occupy ;dl present this evening, but engross
tl-.i: alteiitiua of musicians and students of aouusUcs lor many a
long year to come. Many members would, no doubt, wish to

ud'-r siii:ii> olipi-rvri.tioiis, or put some questions to Mr. Hamilton.
The Earl of Wilton had much pleasure in seconding tho vote

of thanks.

Mr. J. HlILLAH enquired what variety of timbre, answering to

tho varieties of stops in an organ, Mr. Hamilton hoped to attain.

It was a very large question, and perhaps hardly a fair one to put.

Mr. Hamilton said it was such a large question that ho could
only answer it by saying that tho variety was obtained according

to the predominance of the reed on the string. A reed by itself

always contributed something reedy ; the reediness is owing to

l ho epi'iiing and shutting, the largLijei-s uf eveiirsiiiii of the reed.

A ri-uil d'jjii'nils !<.>: lis inteiisir y mi t.l,u Li r^ru'ss of its excur-
sions, anil largeness of excursions means intensity of tone. But
in this rase the reed did not at all rely upon itself for intensity,
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bnt on the reinforcing segment of tie string, and this ho

modifies it that all the reediness was removed ; bo that even when
the reod was allowed to predominate, it did not follow that you
merely get a gigantic harmonium effect. It monnt that it passed

into tho more mingled effect produced by the reed predominating
more than the fundamental. When, the reed was ruled by the

striiiLT in its segment, it. was like a column ruling a reed, and
produced a flue-pipe effect. In strings, and tho same wiili pipes,

there were only two [minis from wlunh to start—namely, where
i In' column rt.act.s upon its initial sound, wlicro iho lull ial Miami
is more independent of the column. All the varieties which
could be gained in that way ho could hardly describe, and, in

fact, tho only answer ho could give would como later, when he
would show the qualities produced.

Mr. J. Huilau said ho would put his question in a concreto

form. He believed Mr. Hamilton was building on instrument on

the principles bo had laid down ; bow many slope, to use a
common expression, would he propose to have in it p

Mr. Hamilton said that at the present moment be had
qualities for at least thirty distinct stops.

The Earl of Wilton believed that the difference in sound of a
hautboy and a clarinet, and the small amount of harshness which
is there noticed, was in consequence of the reed having only half-

motion. Whs not that so ?

Mr. Hamilton : Yes ; a ' beating ' reod naturally affords a
harsh sound by itself.

The Earl of Wilton enquired whether what ho called ' tho

reed ' passed freely through the aperture.

Mr, Hamilton said that hero was broached a very deep ques-

tion, (>:u; ivhioh iie would not wiiliiiLrlv have entered upon, bt-tiiusi; it

did not affect the philosophical part of the subject. But it very
vitally affects the mechanical part. Ho believed that a roed only
sounded in the back-stroke. The pitch of a reed, when blown,
was certainly the same as when sounded as a reed ; hut in the

forward-stroke of the tongue it was going at the same rate as the

draft, and there could therefore be no sound, but the sound is

reduplicated in the return-motion against the draft. A reed
might be said only to sound functionally, when it returned
against tho draft in the back-spring. But we were not bound to

use one string and ono reed ; there was tho cluo to tho solution

of the question.

Mr. Sebley Taylor, M.A. : Mr. Hamilton had said thorc were
two segments of tho strings which were of unequal length. Had
he ascertained, by measurement or calculation, that the sounds
reinforced by these loops ei>iue.idi;d exactly with i lie fumlau eutul

of the general note produced ?

Mr. Hamii.tok said that maiUl lie easily ascertained, by putting
a bridge at either of these nudes and starting the note,

Mr. S. Taylor asked whether it was the fundamental sound,

or one of the overtones ?
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Mr. Hamilton said it was identical with the fundamental sound.

Mr. S. Taylor : Then you ncvor strengthen any of the Over-

tones, bnt always the fundamental ?

Mr. Hamiltos : Always the fundamental. It was quite

possible for the overtones to take care of themselves. For
instance, suppose he wanted the overtone to predominate, lie

should weaken the fundamental, and leave the overtones to tako

care of themselves. In an ordinary reed this would he offensive,

bemuse if the reed went through a larger excursion it would
leave nothing but rrrdy sound. Here, however, the reed was
controlled by beinj; allac!'icd t(i a siring anil purilled, and tlieri'.

fore it was quite safe to leave the reed-segment to itself. If he
cut off the two fundamental segments, that left a very pleasing

and beautiful sound out of the recd-aegment alone; therefore

ho could arrange to have almost any colour ho liked predominating

without offensivoness.

Professor Mosk : Was it found possible to strengthen the

overtones as well as the fundamental ?

Mr. Hamilton : It was, beeauso if ho weakened the funda-
mental, that of itself strengthened the overtones.

Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.K.S., said that if he understood the harp
diagram properly, Mr. Hamilton had cut off the top segment
altogether ?

Mr. HAMILTON : Yes, for convenience, hecanse one reinforcing

Begment was found to bo sufficient.

Dr. Veiieinder wished to understand whether the reeds were
exactly in the same form as in an harmonium.

_ Mr. Hamilton : Hot necessarily.

Dr. Yerejndeb : Woro tho strings tuned in the samo way
corresponding with the reed F

Mr. Hamilton said it was impossible to devise the unison be-

forehand with reeds and strings. He would show afterwards that

somo of these- high notes were produced by quite low-tenor reeds.

Dr. VlKEIHDEB : The strings did not speak in sympathy with

the reeds.

Mr. Hamilton ; When resolved, one part of the siring was in

sympathy with the reed, and that wan the necessity for the nodal

The Chairman asked whether it would be a correct explana-
tion of that peculiar mode of subdivision of the string to say, as

Dr. Stono had suggested to him, at the beginning of the meeting,

that the energy of motion of tho shorter central segment, plus

that of the reed, was equivalent to the energy of motion of each

of tho longer segments at the end of it—that you really had the

whole apparatus divided into three harmonious segments, each of

which would have the samo energy of motion?
Mr. Hamilton said that was perfectly true, because, allhough

the amount of string was not in unison, yet the whole mass of

the conical segment was in unison with the longer segments.
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ON THE FALLACIES OF DR. DATS THEORY OF
HARMONY, WITH A BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE
ELEMENTS OF A NEW SYSTEM.

By Charles Edward Stephens, Esq.

(Abbreviated.)

In the present state of scienti6c knowledge in general, it may
apptur iiiL'oinpi'fliL'iisibls, to those who have not pursued it in the

direction of music, that we should have arrived beyond the

middle of tho nineteenth century of the Christian era without
any work having yet appfiii.nl whidi has net forth even the ele-

ments of that science in a light whidi hits i-iime:! conviction and
met with general acceptance. I am not spinkin^ l.av :>!" ilie

exi'dli'iit trvntiscH of Hir John tins-, Julin llullali, Henry [lUim,

lliwy [Snn^tfir, AWinder .Hntnilloti, Ai\ Tliosr, and nuracrons

others, do not profess to treat of the recondite view of the sub-

ject, but solely to supply the young student with practical

applications of accepted facts. What is still wanting, despito

numerous endeavours, is a work which shall convincingly trace

tho materials and combinations of tho Harmonist to their truo

source, and show him (as I believe to be the case) that those

materials and combinations are not arbitrary and conventional,

but are supplied by Nature herself—thus enlarging his views, and,

in fact, laying before him all of which, as a Harmonist, he can
avail hi nisei f.

Tho earliest serious endeavour to this end was one which,

considering the general state of scientific musical knowledge at

the time, reflected the highest honour on its author—Rameau.
He had predecessors (and notably Zarlino, Mersenne, Descartes),

who had pointed out tho intimate relations betweon numbers and
certain acoustical phenomena known as harmonics ; but liamenn
theneo proceeded to the construction of secondary harmonics, by
the arbitrary addition of thirds. It will bo found that tho addi-

tion of thirds is precisely what does happen in the constitution of

chords, but, with Rameau and numerous of his successors, these

thirds were simply assumed, not derived ; sometimes they wero
rfvjmil, imii smuetune- imposed

;
and there uns no busis for

tlieir Kt;lei:iio:i, beyond the circumstance that they were con-

venient to make up combinations of which the ear approved, and
thus the principle of harmonic generation, with which such

theorists started, was afterwards sot at naught.
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It is not my purpose—indeed, time would not permit me—to

even faintly trae« the history of the science, and to show jou
Innv sueeessive didn.el ii: milers IIbtbiii made liliciiipl s lu supply
Jala whieh they imagined to embody the truth, or all tlmt. they

deemed necessary thereof. The name of such writers ia Legion.

They all differ in important points in their views of the subject,

and they furnish countless diversities of opinion between two
extremes—one of whioli is perhaps represented by M. le Daron
Blein, who excludes every consideration which cannot be sup-
ported by acoustical phenomena; and the other by GoUtiierl

Weber, one of the cliiefs of the army of unbelievers, who, even
in his own work on Theory, admits that it embodies no theory at

all, and says that the littlo we know of truth consists only in

observation of what sounds well or ill in such or such combina-
tions of notes, and tbat all attompts to deduce theso logically on
a fundamental principle, and to transform them into a philoso-

phical scionco or system, are vain.

It is more than probable that the labours of the vast majority

of theso writers have long sin-e ceased to exercise any direct

influence, but within our own time it was reserved for Dr. Day—
a gentleman in the medical profession, but also of very extensive

general attainments—to make one more attempt, which is the

chief subject of my address this evening. The Day theory is

based on the general assumption that any note which can be used
in connexion witli any particular key must have an absolute

pjist.enee in I hat key, urn I tiint this applies > mt only (as previously

taught) to diatonic, but also tooliromutic notes. This is, lirii lly

stated, the ruling speciality of this theory. It had t km I it less,

struck its author that in music (modern music especially), in any
given key, we frequently find chords comprising notes not in the

diatonic series in that key. Snch chorda must bo very familiar

to thoso here present: such as, for instance, in the key of 0
major, chords comprising what is callod the raised fourth of tho

scale—F sharp; similar chords, with also an E flat; various

chords in which an A flat appears ; chords known as thoso of

tho Extreme Sixth, with an A flat and an F sharp, and sometimes
also an E flat, combined ; chords cotiininine; ;,.h A Hat and a D
flat, such as that popularly known as the chord of the Neapolitan

Sixth, and some others. These chords comprise, in tin; ii^yn:--

gato, every note special to the ehroiiiat.ie, seale, and Dr. Day
evMeiii ly lilt I h;il I lie men; t -j ;1m 1 ej; 1

.; 1 111; of sin-Is Ci i nil) ion! ions as

chromatic chords, without attempting to ^njiply their oot-ivaviun,

was altogether unsatisfactory. At the same liiiic, t.lio transient

way in which they are inoslly nse:i no: n.ppeis riug !:n liim io

justify Mm iilen that they involved any change of koy, he betook

himself to diatonic roots in the key, whence theso chromatic

notes and chords could, as be thoaiilil., he derivi:d, and so bo

brought within tho key. Tho roots which ho adopted for this

purpose aro tho tonic, the dominant., and the stipertonie

—

i.e. C,

G, and D, in tho key of C ; and superposing third upon third,
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and pushing the assumed availability of the harmonica to the

extreme limit of the interval of the thirteenth, he established his

theory of fundamental chorda on those three roots, comprising
(all with major third and perfect fifth) chorda of the minor
seventh, the major and minor ninths, tho eleventh, and the

major and minor thirteenths, which chords include every chro-

matic note I have already named. The reasons whieh ho givca

for taking thcBO three notes as roots, and no others, are, in his

own words, ' Because the hunnwikr ii, Nature vl'.-.-j in the sania

manner : jlr.it the karnumics if anij a'veu nafe [_C], then those of Us

fifth or d-Miiiiian! [G], thtu th. te of :U jiflh if that iJomiitanl [*Dj,

biiiij th; svojiid in- i-u/MM-lfiiic if the uriijiuttl note,' Ho then adds,

as a reason for not pursuing this system further, and adopting
the last obtained fifth [A] as a root, that it is a little ton sharp.

I beg yon to particularly bear in mind these words, beamsc they

manifest a solicitude for correctness of pitch, which elsewhere
Dr. Day so utterly disregards. Curiously enough, too, this very

note, which he here singles ont as being too sharp, and conse-

quently unavailable as a root in the key, is afterwards specially

assigned by him as such, as we shall find in due course.

Dr. Day then proceeds to show the treatment of his several

fundamental chords before named, and this treatment includos

certain restrictions as to what succeeds them, so as not to con-

fuse tho tonality ; and ho maintains that theso so-called funda-

mental chords, including, in the aggregate, an entire chromatic

scale, are then strictly in and belonging to the key.

[Afr. Stephen* here -Mat I rule.:! wi the Pianoforte as far as the

Chords of the Ninth.]

It has doubtless struck sunn wlin Iolvo followed me thus far,

that the sucrrshivr Mijicrjiositiim nf third.-, in constitute chords,

leads, from 1 1 1 i s jmirij, to cfnubmiitiotis which, in their enf ircty,

arc simply intolerable, I should be taking a mean advantage if

I were to suffer such a misinterpretation of Dr. Day to strengthen,

oven transiently, my caso against him. Tho diagrams now be-

fore you givo you those chords complete, in order that yon may
clearly see their alleged derivation ; but in their practical nso
they are subject to certain restrictions (and notably to that which,
as a general rule, prohibits a discord and the note on which it

resolves from being hoard at the same time), which rcsh ietioii,

I may observe, eiists in all systems comprising such eitrerae

chords.

[Mr. Stephens here- ilh.nlriitnl the use of the remaining Chords
' already spoken of.]

You will thus have found that, formidable as some of these

chords in their entirety appear on paper, when pertain notes, in

accordance with certain principles, are eliminated from them,
they furnish, with their loss formidable-looking brethren, an
explanation, according to Dr. Day, of many things which are

very common in musical composition, and are certainly not satis-

factorily accounted for by other theorists. But, at tho very outset.
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we find that— although presumably only after many anxious
endeavours to discover a better path—Dr. Day brought himself

to adopt Bounds, not for what they really are, bat for jnst what
ho wanted thorn to be. Tho very first chromatic note at which
ho arrives is the so-called harmonic minor seventh, from the
tonic root—the 'son perdu' of Rameau—the ' bete noire' of
theorists in general—nominally B flat. And hero, at once, tho

head and front of my objections will bo anticipated. Tho so-

called B flat^ so obtained, is not tho B flat which is available in

tho acalo. It is, as yon are all doubtless aware, too fiat for any
position in that scale. It is not a true major third, nnder D

j
it is

not a perfect fifth under the true aubdomiuant ; it is not in the

ratio of a minor third with the dominant, &c, &c, and it is

simply unusable. I will not, however, dwell longer on this par.

ticular seventh, since the partisans of Dr. Day may perhaps tako
refuge for a moment, and nrge that when it is used in lh,< ;'

;/ ef

0, and not to effect a modulation into that of F, it ought, j>»rli;ijis,

to be of the lower pitch of the harmonic minor seventh ; so I pass

on at once to Dr. Day's nest fundamental chord of the seventh—
namely, thaton the dominant root, G, consisting of G, B, D, and F.

Here, again, wo find the harmonic minor seventh too flat. It is

not the true subdominant F in the scale, a perfect fifth below G,
and it is simply, liko all the harmonic minor sevenths, unavail-

able. Tills will be doubly obvions in Dr. Day's remaining funda-

mental chord of tho soventh, namely, that on the Bnpertonio
root, consisting, in the key of C, of D, B sharp, A, and (nominally)
C. Here again, of eonrse, tho harmonic seventh (nominally
C) is flatter than the true 0 of the scale. To 1. vibration's

of the formor there are l,'j-">u' of i he laltur ; iiiid so this harmonic
minor seventh on the sujHTtoiiic, declared by Dr. Day to be
strictly in tho key, posil'v-.-h/ cm f™ [?(';'.- and i< al i-ai-iiture i.-ii!i the

h-ij-i\u><! itself. This instance clearly admits of no [jallialion

whatever, and it is indeed, to me at least, marvellous that Dr.
Day was not slsyml Ly Ub is startling anomaly, and thereby con-
vinced that he was proceeding in error.

I have now to speak of (he nest chord in order, as derived by
Dr. Day, from his three roots of Tonic, Dominant, and Supertonic
— iiiinii-lv, liind.iinrr.fiil ehov:ls nl'llio mnjor and minor ninths,

consist; ojr of tho chords of the minor seventh, just onimadverted
on, with the major or minor ninth added. In regard to the

major ninths, that on tho tonic root is tho true note in the scale

(tho solitary instance of such truth in the wholo of Dr. Day's
sixteen deductions of discords from his three roots) ; but tho

major ninths on his dominant and supertonic roots are too sharp
for the position assigned them in the scale. In regard to tho

minor ninths on the three roots in question, wo find that to ob-
tain even an approximation to the true sounds, we must
travel in the harmonic aeries to no leas an altitudo than the
fifth octave (the nodal point of ^th of our stretched string), and
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when at this altitudo found at last, they are not in any one ciibo

of the pitch which Dr. Day assumes thorn to ropresent.

TJp to this point I hare been speaking of intervals which may,
in one sense, he termed flexible-—I mean which could, porhaps, tie

slightly oat of tune without immediate detection hyanybut akeenly
sensitive ear

;
bnt I now come to speak of another interval, the per-

fect Fourth, which, under the name and at the distance of the

eleventh, is tho nest note added by Dr. Day to his fundamental
chords, constituting his chord of the eleventh, and comprising the

intervals of his chords of the ninth, just considered, with that of

tho eleventh added. This chord of tho eleventh, contrary to all

the rest, he allows only on LV d-jmina):; rout, as I have already ox-

plained to yon (with his reasons) whon at thepianoforte. Now this

interval tho perfect fourth in harmony, is one which you know
' is given thoorists some trouble Many have not known whether

i class it as a concord or a discord, but two things, essential

> our present investigation, are certain : tho first is that the

["'vfcL'i futirth is not what I have, for want of 3 better term,
ealled 'a flexible interval

'
; and the other is that no perfect fourth

whatever exists as an harmonic from a root. Dr. Day's assump.
tion of it, therefore, asoneofthe component intervals in his funda-
mentally-derived chords, is one of the most astounding things in

his wholo system. Hois elsewhere urgent on tho subject of roots

—will admit of no combination which cannot be traced (at least

according to his mothod) to a root or roots ; and yot hero, sad-
donly, in his chord of tho eleventh, he discards his alter eyo, and
boldly adopts, as the chief characteristic of that chord, an interval

which has actually no harmonic existence whatever. It has been
urged, in extenuation, that this eleventh on tho root is an expan-
sion of, not a dereliction from, the principles previously established

in the Day theory. How can we accept such an oblique and
evasive plea, and, for tho ealto of mere expediency, admit that

as a fact which is absolutely non-existent p

I now come to the last of Dr. Day's fnndamantal chords—
namely, those of the tliirteeiii.h, comprising, on the ]>umiiuud

root, the intervals of his chord of the eleventh on that root,

with the addition of the major or minor thirteenth, aqoivalent,

as far as the more alphabetical name of tho notes is concerned,

to what are termed tho major or minor sixth, but requiring

different treatment »s notes of Harmony. The systems or Dorado
and Sabbatini included also this interval of tho thirteenth, and
tho latter termed it in that case tho tliaoMuit zi.dk. On tho

Tonic and Supertonic roots Dr. Day also places these chords of

the thirteenth, but, as you have just heard, the chord of the
1-kivinOi not bun;: admitted by him
tho thirteenth Uuavou anja'ar. as jar

the interval of the eleventh. Here
Dr. Day has built up his chords by the successive suporpositioi

of thirds
;
but, by rejecting these as the eleventh to lis tonic

and supertonic roots, his chords of the thirteenth on those roots
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are denuded by him of one of the very links which led to their

presumable existence. With regard to the thirteenths them-
selves, I will merely remark that, in all three cases, tlio major
thirteenths, as derived by Dr. Day, are considerably too flat for

the true notes in the scale ; and as for the minor thirteenths, we
find them not till we arrive at the sixth octavo of Harmonics,
and there, at last, at tin- high rutihd point of j^st part of our
sln-t.cheil string, are sounds again flatter than those as which Dr.

Day adopts them.
It will have been found, from these remarks, that every har-

monic beyond the third and fifth in Dr. Day's fundamental chords,

has proved at variance with the note which ho assumed it to

represent, with the solitary exception of the major ninth on the

tonic. But, farther, not only do these Harmonics so contradict

the true scale, but they necessarily present hopeless and irre-

concilable contradictions icuia:; ;hi.™ selves. For instance, if the
E, fourth apace, treble stave, as dodtieod from tho tonic root,

l-Ivl: I,;"!:?'' 1 viUnit.ioiis. in sruond, '.lie si .-railed E, the major thir-

teenth from Dr. Day's dominant root, would be flatter, and give
only 1,287 vibrations in tin; wt;iit' tinii' ; wliilt? tins si -(•!!] ltd II,

the major ninth from his superkmic root, is, on the oUilt hand,
sharper, ar.d wnnlil givti loo'ij-; and thus we have no less than
three different pitches supplied us by Dr. Day's roots in the key,

for one and the seirsamii noti', nurl flint the major third, in that

key ! Again, the note A, third space, treble st,ivc, sis derived by

Dr. Day from bis tonic and dominant roots, baa 858 vibrations

per second ; while tho A, as derived from his supertonic root,

has no loss than 891, thus supplying us with two pitches for the

note A in the key of C. bol h of which, as it happens, are at

variance with tho truo A of tho scale. It is needle-:- for on; to

farther pursue this point, and show you tbecomplete ehaoa which
cmisLij.Riitly exists among tho intermediate intervals in Dr.

Day's fundamental chords.

Dr. Day's chord of the eleventh on the dominant, of which I

spoke in due order, leads me now to the consideration of what I

conceive to be his utterly erroneous views (shared, however, by
other modern theorists) respecting the aubdominant and tho sub-

dominant triad. Every musician must fool the great value and
importance of these constituent attributes of a key. The tonic

and dominant triads, alone, do not, under all circumstances,

positively determine a key
;
but with the addition of the subdo-

minant triad, or even only the subdominant noto added to tho

dominant triad, they do so, and, as I s.h;Jl lirestr.tlv er.rlor.vour

to prove, the note F, as a root in the key of C, and the triad on
that F, are rightly termed by the older theorists sub-tLiBmnjif,

as constituting n. ileieroimi n<; and governing power in the key.

Now although, in the earlier part of Dr. Day's work, he makes
a transient admission of the aubdominant as a root, yet, in the

second part of that work, where his own speciality and idiosyn-

craciea are more directly set forth, he distinctly tells us that
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the common chord on the Fn !,i!^mi.:n-iil is to be considered as a
part uf hie cJnn! vf tin ekcenlh on the dominant. I must here

remark, parenthetically, that it appears to me that when Dr. Day
had committed himself to the adoption of the sapcrtoiiic as a

root in the key, ho Haw the difficulty of also including the sub-

dominant a9 a root. Had he done so, ho mnst havo permitted
the same chorda thereon aa on hia other roots, and this wonld
have brought ahont 1 confusion worse confounded.' It would
have occasioned, for instance, the enharmonic die-as between tho

G flat, the minor ninth on this auhdominant F, and the F sharp,

the major third on his supertonic chorda ; and consequently one
or other must, according to his own arguments, have been out
of the key. But, besides this, the treatment of the chromatic
chords so derived from the auhdominant F as a root, would have
been impracticable so aa not to obscure or destroy the tonality

of C. For those reasons, therefore, as it seems to me, Dr. Day,
in this second part of his work, discards the subdominant as a
root, and, as 1 have just observed, tells us that tho chord of F,

in the key of C, is to bo considorcd aa part of tho chord of the

oloventh on the dominant G—namely, tho seventh (F), tho ninth

(A), and the eleventh (C). Now, as I have already shown you,

tho seventh, so derived, is t<>:> Jh.it, whilu (.lit ninth is lw sharp,

and the eleventh U simply assumed, having no harmonic existence

whatever. Can we consistently accept that a chord, which is

absolutely ono of the determining u.r:d irnver'nin^ powers in con.

nesion with the key, can be composed of such dependent,

contradictory, and illusory materials as I have described ?

The next chromatic chord with which I have to deal in Dr.
Day's sysiiTii is ' hi I. 1:1 il:ioly l;:msvii ;lk (lie chord of the extreme
sixth, on the minor sixth of the scale, comprising, ir. t lie key i f (

an A flat and an F sharp, with C, or C and D, or C and B flat,

to complete the harmony-—these thrco forma of tho chord bcinc:

popularly known as the Italian, the French, and the German.
Dr. Day, finding it impossible to deduce these notes from a single

root, offers a win "ion of t;ie problem in a oonble root, thus;

—

deriving the A flat as the minor ninth of his dominant root, G
;

and the F sharp, and the t!, lo^ct.her with tho D or the E flat,

from his supertonic root, D. I need here only recapitulate that

the A Hat, so derived from ('., is not found till the fifth octavo of

harmonics, and, when found, is not of tho pitch assumed by Dr.

Day. Then, in the German form of this chord, the l'l Hat, as

derived by him from his supertonic root, ia open to precisely the

same objections, while, as wo have already seen, tho so-called C,

common to all throo forms of the chord, is, as derived by hint

from this suportonic root, distinctly at variance with tho key-

note itsolf.

The remaining chromatic chord which I purposo noticing in

Dr. Day's system is his triad on tho minor second of the scale

—

namely, on D flat in the key of C, of which we are told that D
flat is the root. This is the chord which is frequently used in
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its first inversion, which is popularly known as tho chord of the

Neapolitan Sixth. How, of course, tho alleged D flat root ia the

so-called D flat which, according to Dr. Day, is in tho key, as tho

minor ninth on tho tonic root
;
and, as wo have already scon, we

find it not till we arrive at the fifth octave of harmonies. Besides

tho extraordinary singling out of a note at such an altitudo as a
root in the key, when we arrive at it, it 18 not a true major third

below our true subdominant F, and therefore it cannot be accepted

as the root thereof ; and when the A flat, as derived from such D
flat, ia added to complete this triad, both the so-called root and
f In; fifth are at harmonic variance with the third. Yet more : in

the courHe of my address, when speaking of Dr. Day's choice of

the Tonic, tlio Dominant, and the Supertonic, as roots in the key,
I also gave you his reason for not pursuing this system further

—

namely, that the last fifth, so obtained, ia ont of tune, and con-

sequently onavailablo as a root. How completely does he con.

tradict himself now, in offering a minor ninth, at tho high nodal
point of i'-th of Our stretched string, and not of tho correct

pitch after all, as a root in the key !

I now pass onto remark how, in marked contrast to his en-

deavours to account for everything, both diatonic and chromatic,

in tho major mode, Dr. Day has not made similarly complete

endeavours in regard to tho minor mode. Ho points ant what he
considers tho true form of the minor scale—namely, that with the

iiKiioi-Mxthandthe major Bevmtth, both ascendingand descending,

In which it is quite refreshing to say that I entirely agree with
him ; but he makes no attempt to establish the chief cha-

riicltirihl-ie of the minor mode by deduction or otherwise. It is

clear that here was 11 ilifliculty which biflled even the zeal and
determination of Dr. Day, and lie suffered himself to lapse inte the

inane statement, flint the minor third on the tonic is a purely
arbitrary interval, train which we are compelled to infer that tho

minor mode itself is simply tolerated, rather than allowed, in lho

system under notieo.

It has been seen that Dr. Day's primary aim and problem waB
in drrivr, within tbo key, all chromatic notes and harmonies
which could bo used in connexion with that key. Up to tho

point I have reached, he appears rather to have sought to discover

a theory which would explain and legalise common practice in

this direction ; but having thus, as it were, fixed his views, ho
thereupon proceeds to dogmatise. As I have shown yon already,

in regard to his subdominant triad, so he throughout considers

every chord in the diatonic series as derived from one or other of

Ids three roote in the key. Thus he holds that the diabolic, triad

on the supertonic in the major mode (D, V natural, and A, in the

key of C) is part of the chord of the major ninth on the dominant
G. Similarly, tho triad on the snbmediant (A, C, and U, in

the key of 0 major) is to be considered as part of his chord of
trie m.iji-ir thirteenth on tho said dominant. And then, proceeding

on this principlo,|ho actually excludes the triad on tho mediant
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of the major mode (E, G, and B, in the key of C) on the gronnd,

in Ilia own words, ' that it appears to tieloiuj In another k-ij— that

it cannot ha iv. tin: teoiie fur it' to-,1, as '/(" major iv.ienll- fre.m that rn..l

is jiart of it
' (while, as ive have seen, .Dr. Day's roots give :.he hi-

called minor seventhsonly), and ho got '.son id show Mint, for various

other reasons, it cannot he a part ofany other fundamental chord
in Ms system. The gist of ail this is, that ho interdicts the triad

on the mediant of tho major scale, simply becanso he cannot find,

according to his views, a root for it in the key—or, rather,

because it does not conform to his tonic root, according to which,

as wo have seen, tho B natural should ho tho harmonic so-called

B flat. This rejected triad on tho major mediant is permitted to

make a sort of filrtivo appnaranco only in a scqnonco, tho

symmotry of which would bo destroyed by its absence ; but, in

its first ineersion, it, is freely permitted without let or hindrance

of any kind, and Dr. Day makes no attempt to explain away his

illogical teaching, that a chord which is mil vf the hey in its first .

form is, iiL'Verihek's.s. hi 'hut Ice-i when used in ks first inversion.

Something prohibitory in regard to this chord is also advanced
by Fotis and other theorists. To mo it- seems pnro dogmal ism.

That Hi.' chord is not much used is time—-the same may Ins said

of tin; diminished i.i'iad on the 1 rati in LT-noti', of tho extreme triad

on the mediant of the minor scale, and of some other chords

;

bnt its use or its non-uso is a question for the composer— its

availability is I he only question fur the theorist. Now, Dr. Day
admits thai t hero an; insl unoes in which I he best writers ( Handel

especially) use i(, hut adds that he thinks 1 aln-iv/s with bad effect,

Hi''. etaovl hoiinj roitliiinj n'hafeeer In do i.-ilh. the Ivy.' As Handel
is thus singled out as a chief culprit, I will first give you extracts

from some of his works, to enable you to test Dr. Day's verdict.

(Iltuetrtdio/i? from IIan icl,f'l / j; •:( by otlo from. Sir John
Gosa, Stephen Heller, and Mciidelssohn, fho lu.st-iIO.med

ir-.i'htcU.'tri flu; War Maref- from ' Aihalb:.,' :eJii.;h finishes
instances of the use of the Chord in p.o tii.-a, not only ill

its first form, but oho in its second ini-crsion.')

These, Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, nro a few
instances, culled at random, of the—am I to say bad ?—effect of

that chord which is positively forbidden by Dr. Day.
Similarly, his unyielding views respecting tonality lead him to

deny tho possibility of any modulation during the. euurso of a
pedal-note ;

and it is remarked, with an obvious aim al cogency,
thai, t.lio key- nolo and I ho df unman I hi 'lug I he only ool.es available

as pedals, if the key were changed I hereon, they would then eeaso

to be eillier the one or the other. It would take me a very long

timo to fully combat this view in words, and to show how keys
in certain affinity with that represented by a pedal-note may lie

transiently used thereon ; so I will here content myself by oil t -ring

yon a fow well-known instances whore such transient modulation
do.:; occur on a pedal-note, leaving yon to draw your own con-

clusions On its prohibition by Dr. Day.
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(Ilhmtrafinnx, /winding tin- Tunic, i'nial at Iks opening of
jV^fidt f.-:.-\)/i rt v I'iiiii'iJ'i.rii'. Vuw.'-rt.i hi G minor; and the

bt-ikhiuid I'&.iul, i::-iii}iii:iiciiiii \<t the 21s! Car of the second

part of the sl'nv movement in JiecViovati' s First Sijini-hoiiy.)

Among such transient modulations !b tliat on a dominant
pedal (G in tliu key of C major), by means of a chord with a
major third On the submediant (A), proceeding to tbo minor
triad on the supertonic (D). This is of such frequent occurrence
that Dr. Day evidently felt it necessary to aecoimt for it in some
way

;
so, still steadfast to bis prohibition of modulation on a

pcJai-note, lie here clumsily admits the snbmediant (A), as an
exceptional I'ool in tie key, in this particular case only ; and it

has bt'i:ri urged, as a sort of furthor explanation, that, it sie;i:itis to

bo a consequence of tbo notes of the Minor Supcrtonic triad being
all traceable to tbo Dominant root (which, by the way, I have
shown you that thoy are not), that this said exceptional f.mda-

mental harmony on the snbmodiant (elsewhere to be considered

unavailable, as being ont of tho key) may be used on a dominant
pedal, if followed by^ this minor supcrtonic triad. Even from
Dr. Day's point of view, I confess I do not soe tho force of this

reasoning, which merely amoan ts to savin;; (hat. 11 fimdiLniental

chord on the submediant, which rliord Y.tm no connection with the

key, may yet be used, provided it is followed by another chord
which <'.< in the key. ]!ul, besides thia, the said chord on the
snimu-dinnt, on a dominant pedal, can be eligibly followed by
other chords than that particular one insisted on by Dr. Day, and
thus his whole argument falls to the gronnd. (Illustrations.)

Finally, on this head, I will show yon that this transient

modulation, by a fundamental chord on the snbmediant of a major
scale, can also take place oven on a, T-:-r.\c pedal, of which Dr. Day
takes no cognisance whsir.ever, and which still further frustrates

the conditions he imposes.

{Blustralwiii:, inchulinq thi Third Bar of the Allegro of
Mozarfs Ova-dun: 'D-n diiivtiiiiii '; the Tunic Pedals in the

C'.iJu ,f V,MI,t,v?.!t'* '['i* hi </., rtr Si.,i.,du, Op. 2i>, and in tho

Coda of Mi:mh:hiiul,n'x War March in 1
Athalie.')

And so, in this matter, Dr. Day has again dogmatised, and
not only so, but, in this instance, ho has done it in direct oppo-
sition to himself. You will remember that, when speaking of his

selections of tho Tonic (C), Dominant (G), and Supcrtonic (D) as
roots in the key, I told you he said wo could not carry tho
system further—i.e., adopt the last obtained fifth (A) as a root in

the key, because it is a little too sharp. Tet horo, at last, he has
himself admitted this very note in that capacity, involving, more-
aver, tho enharmonic diesis between its major third (C sharp)
and the minor ninth (D flat) on his tonic root, on the strength of
wliinb, alone, one or other must, according to his own arguments
elsewhere, be ont of the key.
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have said in other cases ; bo I pass on, lastly, to make one soli-

tary appeal to auricular sense and innato conviction. Stnivn, it

is said, show which way the wind blows, and trno it is that small

matters aro frequently conclusive teats of important ones. In
Music, besides onr notos of harmony, we have what aro callod

discords of transition, comprising passing notes, auxiliary notes,

&c. Here, ou my diagram, you will first see a short chromatic
passage in the key of 0, with the notation ordinarily employed

(0, C sharp, D, D sharp, B). Here you will see the same pas-

Piii^, with Dr. Day's notation (C, D flat, D, E flat, E), according

to his derivation of those notes and the chords with which I will

' What does it matter whether yon write C sharp nr 1) Hat, IJ

Bharp or E flat, in such cases, especially in music for the organ
or tho pianoforte, where the sounds aro idontical ? ' Trim, in oho
sense, though this is not argument

;
but, in ornamenting these

notes of harmony, for ospcrimont, with tho auxiliary notos above
thorn, the result differs very materially, according to which
notation you adopt. Thus, tho auxiliary note above C sharp is

D ; bnt if yon write D flat instead of C sharp, the auxiliary note

above is then an E. Similarly, if you write D sharp, the auxiliary

note above is E ; but if you write E flat instead of D sharp, the

auxiliary note abovo is then F ; and so the passage is dissimilar in

actual sounds in the two cases. I will now play the two pussies,

with harmony—first, iu accordance with the usual notation :

—

and, secondly, according to that of Dr. Day :

—

Illustratum.

I conld indefinitely prolong such tests, but it is needless
; and

with this solitary appeal to innate conviction, and without one
further word of comment, leaving the verdict io yourselves,

thus end, Cor the present, my remarks ou Dr. Day's ' Theory of

Harmony.'
I now proceed to speak, very briefly, of the elements of a now
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system, to which a very careful and lengthened study of the sub-
ject has led me. At the very outset, X adopt the views of tho

oldor theorists, but. it ifl in the extension of the systoin, to embrace
tho whole range of harmony, diatonic and chromatic, that its

speciality consists. I first assume, as a central point, my key-
note only; and then everything is added, by deduction, &o., in

the direction pointed out by natural facts, and invariably in con-
formity therewith. Beyond tho key-note, I view every note
which can, in the way I will show, be taken as a root, as a
remove from that key-note, and consequently only in a certain

degree of affinity with it—my system thus resembling, in soma
dnifrt'c, (hose to whieh the name of Uiunitonio has been given.

From each of my roots I deduce two harmonics of another name
on h/, t.J 10 two such harmonics which arise ear-liest in the Illimit-

able series, and which experience has proved to bo the chief and
most important. You are all, doubtless, aware ol the illhuii ability

of harmonics, that only a selection from them can possibly ho

included in any musical system, and that the desideratum is to

know whero to leave off. I do so at that note which presents the

first harrier—tho harmonic minor seventh, about which I havo
already said so much, and I adopt only the third and fifth (and,

of course, their octaves and that of my root). This process,

taking my key-nott>, C, as a root, gives me E and G. I then

lake, as ii new root, (hat note which stands in what I term the

first dt'gi'oo of ailiuity with C—namely, its first hn i-moidc of

another name, G; and this G, as a root, gives me B and D.
What then is to be done to increase our resources ? Pursue the

same system of alliuily, hut limit hack ward us well as forward;
and as I look (i as the first new product of C, so I. now lake, on
tho other side, that note of which C itself is the product, and so

1 surround my key-note with its nearest relatives. That note ia

1', the true and honest subdominant, and properly so named, as

being one of the governing powers in connexion with the key,

and under the key-note in its true harmonic position
;
and this F

gives me, as its third and fifth, A and C. Ton will thus farther

nvou'ii::ic ;l:c .'pproprii'-e-iess of too otherwise nr.moan hi:; term
of .-h^kiuC-i;:!. us applied to ilic sixth note of tho scale. As I

havo shown you, tho true siibdominant V is, in harmonic posi-

tion, below the tonic ; and the A thence derived is the midtray

note between the two, and hence its mime, sitlmeduiirf.

In my diagram you will perceive, first, my subdominant root

and its adopted prod n els. 1 have (.-juried these up beyond their

obvious.
P
Then come the key-note (at its true harmonic distance

of the twelflh IVuin the siib:)omi:ianl nun.) anil i'.s adopted pro-

ducts, carried up also sufficiently high for my purposo
;

and,

lastly, my dominant root, (also at ils true harmonic distance of

tins fivelftn from flu: key-note) and its adopfed products; and
then, immediately, (lie major diatonic sejilii, with its oxar.f. order

of fconou and semitones, is supplied by my three roots, which are
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linked, together, as you have seen, by nature, thus showing that

that scale is no arbitrary invention or assumption by man, no
mere bnbblo of fashion, no creature of the hour—but. an actual
suggestion of nature, primeval with creation iisolf.

You will nest see these notes ajranged In close harmonic
order, commencing with the snbdominant, followed by the key-
note, and then by the dominant, each with its adopted products

;

and after the last of these, we simply resume the original series,

temporarily displaced by the others, and wo go on again.

My theory then is, that those various roots and their adopted
products, stojidiug in certain degrees of affinity with each other,

can bo heard in combination—according, of courso, to certain

principles; and wo thus have, up to this point, tho whole range of

what is termed diatonic harmony before us. Diatonic triads,

diatonic chords of the seventh, ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth

are all here. Take, for instance, the diatonic chord of the

eleventh on the subdominant. It includes the subdominant arid

the tonic triads, and part of that on the dominant. This chord
is, of course, not explained by Dr. Day's system, as it has a major
seventh and an extreme eleventh.

Extending my system further, I next arrive at my roots in

a second degree of allinity wi'.h my tonic or central note

—

namely, D above, and B flat below. Tho former gives mo, as its

adopted harmonics, F sharp and another A ; the latter is tho

parent of £', as h' was of C, and gives mo also another D. Then
also, by a natural process of affinity—which, with many other

points, I must not now step to explain—X arrive at that grand
desideratum, the minor thirds from my roots, which furnish me
with the truo diatonic series in the minor mode ; and it is im-
portant to remark that this natural process gives me the key-note
ami tlie.subiloniim-.nl (nails m i ii'ir, but the <lo;ii ieanl, triad uw.j.-r,

thus establishing the true minor scale, with tho sixth minor and
tin' seventh major. I also thus find my nhrnmut.ie seale, or rather

one of the forms thereof; and while no other system with which

1 am acquainted furnishes a radical harmony to the chromatic
scnlc, mine does so, and every note can be accompanied by tho

triad of which it forms :i parr aceorduig to thu iv,nts I have indi-

cated—this being, perhaps, some evidence of tho soundness of

my derivations. (Illustration.')

Tho keys and chords in affinity with my tonic I call cognates

of that key, and, in tho caso of C major, they include, besides

what I have already shown, D miner, E minor, and A minor, the

rtomiuanls of "liicti furnish eic als:> with C sharp, II sharp, and
(i sharp, and give me another form of thu chroma I id scale in

connexion with my primary key. This form of the chromatic

scale can fv:n::lly be n< nine pan mil in a similar manner by the true

basses, with triads only ; but as in this caso tho bass progression

occurs twine In (lie chromatic scale itself' (K, h' ; and A, H Hat),

tho use of that, progression also in the bass, n il h triads, involves

two dreadful instances of consecutive fifths and octaves. If you
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ivill overlook tliia incident in consideration of tho real point at

issue, yon will fully realise what I mean by the natural baas to

this, my second form of tho chromatic acalo in connexion with

C major. (Illustration.)

Lastly, for tlie present, my two A'a, two D's, Ac., being, as

you knew, by their derivation, of different pitch, and it being

indispensable to limit our system and establish a cycle of keys,

temperament hero comes to my aid. It wonld be shallow to

rebuke me here, and accuse me of ungenerosity to Dr. Day in

respect of his three E'a of different pitoh, in not suggesting that

temperament would remove the difficulty in his case also. Dr.

Day's three E's are derived by himself from what he claims as

roots in the key, which is untenable when wo find their results

at variance with each other. But my two D's, two A'a, &o„ are

derived from roots only more Or less in affinity with my key-
note, their origin being- a remove therefrom ; and so I claim

temperament to reconcile little family jars between the more
distant branches. I then show how, the family feuds healed,

some of the extreme branches may, under certain conditions,

amicably commingle ; and we thus not only arrive at the whole
range of ordinary chnimntio harmony, but we have also avail-

able, and legalised, such chords aa that at tho beginning of

Haydn's Chaos, consisting of B, I), A fiat, and F sharp ; and I

also obtain a variety of combinations and treatments, some of

which I have never yet mot with in musical compositions, and
others that are, to say tho loast, raro. (Illustrations.)

I have thus very briefly laid before you a baro outline of a

new system. I do not invite discussion on this part of my
address, as I have necessarily treated it in a very cursory manner.
But, reserving to myself tho i-i^ht, of ri'ply, I shall be pleased if

any champion of the Day theory will break a friendly lance with

me, ooly lot him not say merely that it is expedient, or convenient,

to accept Dr. Day's false derivations as true. Dr. Day prolWses l<>

obtain these from roots in the key, and wo have a right to require

that they bo what he assorts them to be—otherwise those deductions

are false and untenable. If convenience and expediency instead

of truth bo all that is aimed at, then away with science, and
assume all, and try not lo make U:al appear scientific and philo-

sophical which haa no claim to snch distinction.

DISCUSSION.

Tho CrrliRMAN, after expressing the thanks of the Association

to Mr. Stephens for his paper, called on Mr. Ellis to give liis

promised illustrations.
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Mr. Alesasdek J. Ellis, F.R.S., aaid that his object was to

make some of the chords proposed by Dr. Day audible, because

it is not possible to judge of the effects of shih.Ii systems of har-

mony aB that advanced by Dr. Day, which were dependent, wi

peculiar intonation, by means of instruments tuned, as the

pianoforte, in equal temperament. He was not able to exhibit

all of Dr. Day's chords, but he could show some of the most
impm-la-it. So far as he had hitherto been able to discover,

systems of harmony, before Dr. Day's, were of four kinds

:

Odaval (founded on the octave only, as in equally.tempered
lTiiilriiiiu'iitK, which have of oourn' mi other interval strictly in

limit)
;

(i'dnhil (founded on the octavo and fifth, including of

coarse tho fonrth, the defect of the last from an octnvc, and the

extensions of these three intervals by an octave, forming tho only

six consonances recognised by Greek writers on Musie, to whom
the thirds, which Mr. Ellis played, were necessarily dissonant)

;

Tertian (founded on tho octave, fifth, and major third, including

the fonrth as before, and the minor third as the defect of a major
third from a fifth, itnd the sixths as defects of the thirds from an
octave, with tho extensions of all these intervals, and honco
comprising <]:.' consonances L-cnci-ally admitted in modem
music)

;
and, finally, Scptimal (including all tertian, and also tho

results dt' ii it it itt luring the harmonic or aubminor seventh). Mr.
Poole, in Silliman's ' American Journal of Science and Arts

'

(Vol. U, July 1867), describes an organ with 100 pipes to the

octave, in which 39 of these septimal tones are introduced to

play the dominant seventh in all major and relative minor keys.

Mr. Hills'* instrument, which was none other but Sir Charles

Wheiitstone's symphonion, had been tuned for the purpose of

exhibiting the effects of tho septimal chords employed by Mr.
Poole, and it served also to show the effect of the most charac-

teristic chords of Dr. Day's system. Mr. Ellis then proceeded,

by means of this instrument, to exhibit the effect of the chord C,

E, G, subflat B (the septimal note), D (of the key of C, sliarper

by one comma than D in the key of F, the nonal tone), and to

compare it in all its parts and inversions with tho chord of C,

35, G, flat B (in tho key of F, being tho true fifth below it), D
(of tho key of F), and showed especially tho superiority of C,

E, G, subflat B, to C, E, G, flat B, in all inversions, and also tho

superiority of E, G, snbfiat B, to E, G, fiat B, in all inversions.

Then bo showed that G, subflat B, nonal D (of the key of C)
gave a peculiar minor chord, not much inferior to tho true minor,

whereas G, flat B (of the key of F), and D (of the key of F)
produced n strong dissonance Ho further illustrated the effects

by playing 'Lcise, leiie' from 'DcrFreischtiiz,' inF—first as a melody
with subflat B, and then harmonised by means of the above peculiar

chord*, so a,s to show their effect. Finally, Mr. Ellis slated his

belief that the advantage in a few chords derived from using the

septimal tones was not sufficient to compensate for their thcoro-
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tical difficulties (on which ho forbore to enter), and that nothing

but noiso would result from using the harmonic eleventh, thir-

teenth, and seventeenth, reduced to the usual octavea, as proposed

apparently in Dr. Day's system.

The Chairman hiving stated that it was now time to close the

meeting, it was decided to adjourn tin: discasshm till four o'clock

at the nest moeting, and to close it at five o'clock, in order that

Mr. Hnllah's paper might come on at the usual time.

ADJOTJENED DISCUSSION.

SIoNDiT, Msncn 1, 1676.

William Pole, Esq., Mns. Doc. Oxen, F.R.S., occupied the

Dr. W. H. Stone, M.A., acted as secretary, in the ahsenco, from
indisposition, of the: I fon. tjcerdiiry, Mr, Charles K. Solainan.

Mr. William Ohappbu said there was one point in Mr.
Stephens's paper en which lie had to comment—via., where Mr.
Stephens (according to tho report in the 'Academy') spoko of tho

high, that they have no real existence as musical notes. Thus tho

twenty -fifth harmonic is employed.' ' A similar deriva-

tion of tho minor thii'd from the nineteenth harmonic is given in a

well-known modern work on Harmony.' What he wished to

observe was that the twenty-fifth harmonic was employed, ai id

necessarily employed, because if we want semitones at all, we
must begin with 17, and go up to 31 in the octave ; in fuel, there

is no possibility of geM.injr n semiume IVoin the root, or fundit-

mental note of any slides, ii you take loss than 17. 17 is the CI,
in the scale of C, and 1 LHs J)J . It makes no difference wlml,-

ever in tho scale, whether it bo token from 16 to 32, or from 8 to

lti—because 1G is the same note as 8, only an octavo higher.

The ratio of 16 to 8 is tho same as 2 to 1. A true octavo scale

of tones and semitones must be fromtlie sixteen ih to the thinv-

second part of a .string—the even numbers being tho tones, and
the odd numbers the semitones.

There was one part of this roport which ho did not understand,

and thought h ninsi be a misprint, where it said that the only
biirnioiiiirs .Mr. Stephens admits are tho twelfth anil the tierce

;

under tho conviction that it is a mistake of the reporter, he re-

frained from commont.
As some of the members did not absolutely know what the
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harmonic scale was, he thought it desirable tliat they should hear
it; and, therefore, he went to Sir Charles Wheatstone, recollecting

that in one of li ih ciirly lectures, perhaps some fifty years ago, he
had exhibited this instrument, on which he produced all the har-

monic intervals. At that date harmomum or Eoline springs had
not been invented, and he therefore placed a common jew's-harp

at the end of the tube. It is very deficient in power, bnt still,

with perfect silence in the room, the notes are audible. He was
sorry to say that the tube or the piston which works in it was
not quite perfect, and the sound was therefore very feeble ; bnfc

on agitating the tongue of the jew's-harp, and then moving tho

piston np or down tho tube, tho different intervals arc easily dis-

tinguishable—by those, at any rate, who are near it. It produces

a perfect two-octave harmonic scale from C, both in ascending and
in descending order.* There is a slido by which it can be adjusted.

If it is put at half the length of the tube the octave sounds,

and in the sanus way every one of flu; harmonics in this hurmonie
stale, taken from Lis 'I! i story of .Music,' could be obtained. He
would say that the numbers prefixed to the Hounds were the most
essential things in the scale—much more important than tho

numbers of vibrations, which are difficult to count. If any one
learns these mini burs by heart, he knows the ratios of all intervals;

the 0 is the ninth of tin; string or ripe, the lU is the tenth, and so

On. Ho would further add that Mr. Stophcns's own plan seemed
a very sound and practical one. This tube showed that from tho

C yon could get all tho 16 tones and semitones from 0 ;
they como

directly from it, but you can sound no F, no Bl>, and of courso

no A, because our A is oat of tune in the scale ; it is tuned as a

minor tone, when it ought to be a major, in nature. Therefore, so

far OB Mr. Stcpliens's paper was concerned, lie thought. Ihe system

ho proposed was perfectly just in science. He did not profess to

give opinions in practical music, but in science he thought it

a perfectly just and true system.

Mr. Banistkk said, that although lie had not thoroughly gono
into the question with regard to tiie mathematical pointH, yet ho

was exceedingly pleased, not only with tho views enunciated by
Mr. Stephens, but with a brief conversation he had with him. some
mentis previously, when lie went over the '.Hairy with tvgurd to

harmony in a way which seemed to him exceedingly clear. Ho

another edition being called for of a little work ho had published

some time ago, ho should be pleased to give an epitome of Mr.
Stephens's theory, it seemed so exceedingly clear and able.

* Tho instrument employed was a lube-like part of an organ-pipe, of about
two feet lone, iitns! villi a ;iipt<,ri. ami liavin:.; ;i .jnv's-hiir;;, i lined lo c, tiled to

tho opQO end of to j '<:-:';. i'roin ;bi* ui!li f. cv ry Lin:'' ut a Irui i-.".l'. v-i:i p7v>-

duerd H-ifJi :Tr.il rii[!kii:y, !.y draain;; th,: nii-Ojn u;i 11 ml 1!™. ("]in[>[irll

]:.- !-ji:^L- fin ! up a lulj. \ntti a harmonium tpriuy instead of a jow'b-harp,

thus making 1 1 10 scalo audible in nay room.]
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Mr. Alexander John Ellis, F.R.S., said that with regard
to Dr. Day's theory, he had attempted at the last meeting to
make those present hear the effect of the chord of the major ninth
with llio harmonic seventh in the chord of C,—thus, C. K, G,
the harmonic Bb, and the D which was the perfect fifth to Q

—

and to show that that was really superior to the ordinary chord
where the Bb was got from the snbdominant. But he wished to

ask the question whether Dr. Day's system had ever been tried

npon instruments with sustained tones toned to it. He did
not know how the 11th and the 13th were tuned—whothor thoy
were the 11th and 13th in the scale, or whether they were
the harmonic 11th and 13th, or in what way they were pro-
duced ; and ho wished to know whether those gentlemen who
adopted Dr. Day's system had really tried it in practice, or
whether it was not to them merely a paper theory, which tho

equal temperament would represent as well as any other paper
theoiy.

Mr. Chaht.es E. Stephens Raid that,from his conversations with
some partisans of thistheory, itseemed to him they adopted a purely
paper view of the question. When ho said that no perfect h ni vf a

existed from tho root, and consequently those chords, called

chords of tho 11th, wore not osistcnt in nature, then refuge was
taken immediately in the assertion that we ought to adopt tho

F nature gives us, not tho F we require as our Kubdomiuant F.
Mi-. Kllis's sui_'L;estion that these chords should he tried, toned
according to these natural principles, ought to bo placed beforo

thf Association on some occasion, when they would be able to

judge of the effect for themselves. He felt that we must have
a finite system in music, .and therefore we must discard those

intervals which warred with nearly every other. Tho harmonic
minor seventh, as Mr. Ellis showed on the last occasion, would thus
he seen to be not available for musical purposes, and, as he showed
ns, chords in which it is comprised were simply hideous. They
give us a major third which is considerably beyond a major
third; in fact, thoy war bo with our musical system generally

that they must bo discarded. When ho ondeavonred to pin an
adherent of Dr. Day's system to the circumstance of there being
no less than three separate pitches in that system for one parti-

cular :iulc uf tlie sxiilu, thi>X is, the majorthird, ho replied, ' Yos,

it is true ; hot if voices were not vitiated by practising so on
nur limlk'd sysitHin, wu should perform those chords truly, and
should i'ei:l tkeni in tune.' They would sing one pitch to K, if

you spoke of the Triad ; another pitch if yon talked of tho

Dominant, calling it in thai wise (In: major sixth; and another pitch,

again, if you took tho Supertonic as the root. It was, there,

fore, iiiiiiiifniiirri even to that extent by lovers of that theory—
that they would change the piteh of a note in accordance with
tho note of tho chord with which it is accompanied.

Mr. James Hiqgs, Mus. Bac. Oson, said that there was a real

difficulty connected with tho Eobjoct which had not been met, or
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in any way alluded to. Any theory of harmony mi^it lir ml..!h! in

have for its object to set forth the rule!; which regulate the com-
l'iiiaii :n ami

]
impression of notes used by musical composers.

The objections Mr. Stephens had made to Dr. Day's theory had
been to a great extent based upon the fact that certain of the har-

monies aro not identical with the Bounds the musician employs.

But Mr. Stephens's theory of adjacent triads seemed to ho open to

precisely tho samo objection. Ho (Mr. Higgs) ventured to

beliovo that composers have alwaya had. fixed-toned instruments

in their minds, and that they have always written in equal

temperament. If that bo so, tho thirds and fifths, npon which
Mr. Stephens's system is founded, deviate from the practical

musician's notes jnst as do Dr. Day's higher harmonics. He
thought it easy to show that compear* have always written in

equal temperament, for on any other supposition—if we lake any
simple composition by Haydn, for example—we find, as soon as

he moves out of his original key (Jet us suppose C major) into

the key of tho dominant, he will use notes as the harmonics of

the original supertonic, which oither aro not identical with the

notes of the original scale, or are not in tunc in the new key.

But he (Mr. Higgs) declined to bolieve that Haydn intended

different sounds for the A and C, according to whether theso

notes represented the sixth and oetave tonic of the original key,

or the fifth and seventh of the supertonic as tho dominant of

the new key. He knew it was sometimes asserted that

siririk'-plnyers did make these distinctions. He was not a
sarin;; ;ilavev, and was therefore not competent to speak in any
practical way upon that point ; but he would judgo of this paper
theory by paper-work. In ono of Beethoven's later quam-vi's,

in I'. (here is a slow movement in Db : it closes in Db major, and
instantly tho violoncello, which has been on Db, takes Cl for the

Intermezzo, which is in On minor. Now, ho considered it wan
never intended by Beethovon that the sound should waver up or

down. Practical musicians would say ono thing, and mathe-
maticians would say another, hut he believed Beethovenintended
that the same sonnd should bo produced. What is wanted of

a system of harmony is to deal with the tones that composers
use, and such a system he believed Dr. Day's to be. He held

that the beautiful power of the human ear, which Mr. Goorgo
Macfarren so eloqnently alludes to in more places than one, fully

explained the whole mystery—a power which ho claims for the

ear of being able to hear, not tho sound actually sounded, but the

sound that should be sounded. In that way, and in that way
alone, could tho thirds and fifths derived from the adjacent

system be reconciled with the notes that practical musicians have
ever used ; and by such a means ho bolievcd all the disorepanoiea

of Dr. Day's theory might be simply explained. Ho by nomeans
pretended to understand the whole of Dr. Day's theory, but the
more he had been enabled to look into it, the more his opinions

bad gradually come round to the belief that the theoiy did givo
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a system of harmony of tho highest practical valuo to musi-
cians. He believed the essential point to bo this, that composers
had always written in eqnal tompcrament, and that equally-tem-

pered instruments were best calculated to interpret their compo-
sitions. Much of the art of musical composition consisted in tho

ambiguity of a note—taking a noto as belonging fo one key, and
leaving it as belon^hiLr, to :m other; and that c mid only be effected

by thinking of some one note, not of two or three.

Mr. Chahtjm B. Stephens replied tbat^Mr. James Higgs's

gother. And his remarka abontthe change of the Db intoCS wero
quite perl inent ; it is absolutely eerlain that Beethoven intended
fo olir.iiij'! ufpitoh ui rriLe place on that noto. Bnttho question of
Dr. Day's theory, or any other theory, did not affect that question

in the slightest degree All must como to this, that we ovcntnally

mako a cycle of keys, and returning to Do wo consider it the same
as Cl . But his system did net present the same contradiction

that Dr. Day's did ; it did not give two or threo pitches for tho
same note, as deduced from different roots in the key. Dr. Day's
system, on the contrary, supplied more than one pitch for tho
sutne. note in the key, and eonsei[uen lly he maintained Hint such
[i system eoiilil tint be tenable— f lint, it was a contradiction in

itself. Whatever number of notes might lie necessary to make a

n three different pitches, according to the threo different

chords in the key you accompanied it with.

Tho Chairman stated that, after a great deal of study of tho

subject, ho was n little inclined to be what ilr. Stephens called

an unbeliever. Ho had some doubt whether any theories, in the

sense that they are now spoken of, -;i;fii (.!.] it foe ihe mique.e,

and he was not in bad company in holding that opinion. The
fiist unbeliever of noto was, as Mr. Stephens said, admitted on all

hands to be it verv eminent theorist in Germany, and ono whom
Germans have always held in {Trent reverence—namely, Gottfried

Weber. He was certainly an unbeliever in the same sense—that is,

he was of opinion that no i) (jj-jV.W theories ofharmony wero suffi-

cient to account for the facts observed. That was many years ago,

b-il (here had lately been another corroboration of tho same idea,

in nn excellent articlo, only just published in tho last number of

a largo and elaborate Dictionary on Mnsic, now appearing in

Germany, tho ' Doutschea MuBikaKsches Conversations Lexicon.'

It was written with great care, and evidently j-ie;ii kinm-Ied^e,

by Otto Thiersch, on the subject of Harmony. He found the

author of this was also to a large extent rui unbeliever, like him-
self. He gives a minute account of almost all known theories of

harmony. Although there had been some deep thinkers and
writers on Harmony in England, those in Germany hail been ten

times as many ; tho Germans were very highly educated in music,
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and theories of harmony broached and published in Germany were
logion. The writer of thia article gives an analysis of them,

peintr.ii; oi;e ivlim; he considers tiie gum] End had 1'uiutH of klcL.

He bad copied out one sentonce at the end: 'Thus all these

wanting ill practical consistency ; and they ore ulic.gHhcr in-uiti-

eiwit, t,i explain even the works of the acknowledged classical

masters, to say nothing of the way in which they so commonly
alt filmic niciiHlvi initios and errors to the compositions of the more
modern school.' In tbo course of his remarks ho mentions tho

opinion of Weber, and gives a very good account of his doctrine

in one sentence. Weber was a man who, although a great

theorist, conceived that, in treating harmony, wo should view it

in a practical light, and tho writer of this articlo gives this

sentence us the sum and substance of H'cber's ducinno : 'Weber
only Becks to make the pupil acqnainted with the chords thatare

used in music, and does not attempt to oxplain thorn, or give their

derivation.' Then he gives ;i Ion-: iteeoinit of' 1 frl ml n ']'./.' n view.';,

not his acoustical ltie(i:\y,lint. his remarks on Harmony, musically

considered, wiiie'i liiid nut yet heen published in England. How-
ever, 1 I el nilioltz, although bo does a great deal to deduce chords and
harmonic progressions by theoretical rule, appears by no means
confident of the sufficiency of the explanation, and ho is a man
who, if theory were competent to explain all these things, ought
to ho able to do it. Ho says—quoting from Otto Thiersch:
* Tho system of Scales and modes, and all the network of harmony

constantly subject to change, according to tho progressive

development of knowledgo and taste.' That, of courso, is tho

same thing as saying that no a priori theory of harmony ean be
constructed which is sufficient, because, if harmony depends
only on (esthetics and taste, it cannot depend on physical natural

laws. Then again he says :
' Helmholtz is quite aware

that pure physical End jihv-iolo^ie;i! je-ieciples will not suffice

for tho explanation and derivation of musical rules.' There
was no time now to go into the subject at length, but it was
remarkable what a number of theories had been made, and
also what immense contradictions they involved with each

other. No better instance of this could be brought forward than
that of Dr. Day. It had, however, recuieje ended itself to eminent
men, amongst othors to Mr. George Alexander Hacfarren, who
spoke highly of it ; and also to some extent to tho Rev. Sir

Frederick Gore Ouseley, who, however, did not entirely agree with
it. How we were shown grounds why the theory is insuffi.

cient, and in some cases bad ; but such objections, he believod,

might be raised to almost any theory that attempted to go to the

origin of things. Ho was inclined to think, with Weber, that

systems of harmony would be much better if thoy, like many
books of harmony, were confined to statements of facts. We find

founded thereon, do not
nature. Thoy are du<
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certain things dono by eminent mon, and tho most useful course

is to state clearly what they consist in; the chorda and pro-
gressions of which they are composed might bo classified and
explained. Ho did not think that we are, at the present, able to

say, as some elaborate systems do, that because of certain laws of

nature, such and such things are right, and such and such things

are wrong. To assert that there are laws which shall regulato

what kind of musical composition is good, and what kind of

musical composition is bad, was, he thought, going on the

wrongtaok ; it had proved bo over and over again, because, ifwe
were to go back, and see what people thought of musical theory
years ago, we should find that, as knowledge and music advanced,
old rules were upset by later viows of composers, which were
instantly coincided in by tho hearers. To form rules which
would bo set aside by exceptions, and at last totally subverted as

music advanced, scorned like beginning at tho wrong end. Thoro
was more than one analogy for this view. Take tho case of

language. If anybody were to set to work to show why, on
liutut'iil principles, it is proper that verbs and nouns should take
[jiirtkMilnr furais, it would be very foolish and inconsistent , but.

that does not do away with the necessity for grammar. Wo fiud

certain rules established by the best authors and speakers, and
we tell pupils that such and such things are right, being sanc-

tioned by the best authorities. Again, take botany. If anybody
wero to say that, in the nature of things, a plant should grow of a
particular shape, or a flower of a particular colour, ho would
evidently bo going beyond common-sonso and reason ; but that

does not get rid of the necessity for the classification of botanical

facts, which may be laid boforo tho student, in order to furnish

an easy method of giving him knowledge. Following out that

idea, so long as systems nf harmc-sis- avis il! uinem ;i of ivlnu i:i:lv

be called musical facts—that is, explanations of what has been

done by the best writers, and what has been found to hi: j-.jenshis,'

to tho hearers,—and so long as they lay down mle. of lliaf. kind

as eiamples for tho student to follow, they will be good, and
will be incontrovertible, because they do not touch on this for-

bidden ground. But ho could not help thinking that to go
deeper, and to attempt to oxplain all music, and all tho infinite

OOmplic&tioiiH of musical composition, upon theoretical, physio-

logical, physical, or mechanical principles, is to go to an extent

which is not only unnecessary but nntenable, and calculated to

lead the student into tho supposition that ho is to act upon
unknown mathematical viows, instead of what ho ought to bo

guided by—the practice of tho best composers.

Mr. Charles B. Stephens remarked that what the Chairman
had said about the observance of the practice of tho old masters
was of course roost important and judicious, but he maintained
that the facta of harmony arc supplied by Nature herself, and ho
grounded some of his objections to Dr. Day's theory on that

principle. Nature might have chosen that two notes of different
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pitch should never bo consonant with each other; hut she has

chosen that certain notes hearing- a certain ratio to ono another
shall be consonant, and consequently it is incontrovertible that

Nature herself has given yon at least the foundation for harmony.
To discard this, and rest everything on what this person has

done, or on what sounds well, is certainly not the view that

teachers of our art ought to lake, because it is their duty to mate
themselves masters of the truths of science, in order that they

may lead their pnpils aright.
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Mines 1, 1876.

Db. WILTJAM POLK, F.R.S., ra the Chair.

ON MUSICAL NOMENCLATURE.

By John Hullah, Esq.

of these, it is certain, havo outlived the- idoas or things for

which they onco stood ; others now represent to oil of us ideas

and things different from those they onee represented. The
time seems to have arrived when wo should come to an under-
standing as to our musical nomenclature. It will not, I think,

be fonnd necessary to make any addition to it ; at any rate,

I have none to propose to you to-day. But I shall simply ask
you to coiisjili-r nml, !!' possible, to decide, which out of many
names or terms representing, and epithets qualil'yitiL.'. the tan:c

tiling, it is desirable to adopt or recommend for adoption.

Musical nomenclature has reference, of necessity, to time, to tune,

and to expression. I will deal with its application to these

separately. Under tbo head of time, lot us first consider the
duration names of musical notes. Those which at present con-
cern us are—brovo, somibrevo, minim, crotchet, quaver, semi-

quaver, and demisemiquaver. Of these names, tbo first three
h'.iva iiltu^fllKT lust llii.ii' significance; the fourth is no longer
iijipHipriiite; tbo fifth, sixth, and seventh are arbitrary. The breve
is no longer short, but unusually long ; the minim is not now
the least or shortest note, bnt not (infrequently the greatest or

longed ; the crotchet has now no crotch or hook ; and the quaver
and lis fractions might just as well he called tho 'shivor,' the 'half-

shiver,' aud the 'quarter-shiver,' or by any other names as fantastic

or irrelative. The Germans call these notes, beginning from our
semibrcve, the whole note, tho half note, the quarter note, and so

on. Tlicso appellations, so far as thoy express tho proportion of

tho first note named to thoso which follow it, are convenient.

They form themselves a time-table, but it is an imperfect one, for
they do not show, without further calculation, any intermediate
proportions. They show at once that eight quavers equal one
semibrcve, bnt not at once that four quavers equal one minim.
But I have a much more serious charge to bring against them.
They assume what, if not always false, is, as it seems to me, not
always true—that the semibreve is, or that any form of note can
be, absolutely a whole note. What is or what should be regarded
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as a whole note ? If I wore sn.ro that tho word ' phrase ' repre-

sented to all of us tho same idea as it does to me, I should

answer, unhesitatingly, that a wholo note was any note that could

be divided into a phrase. Perhaps, however, a hotter definition

would be, any note, divided or undivided, which would fill either

an entire measure, or require as many beats aa would make one.

Thia would give us, practically, fonr claimanfs to the title of whole
note : the breve, the average wholo note of the llitli century

;

the Bemibreve, the average wholo note of our own time ; the

minim, and even the crotchet. For that movements innumerable

of four times or beats in a moasure, each of which is a quaver,

exist, I need not say, nor that tho measure even of four semi-

quavers baa been occasionally employed. It is cerium, that a

sound lasting four beats may bo expressed, and has been ex-

pressed, by sis different forms—the maxim, the long, tho breve,

tho semibrevc, the minim, rind the crotchet. Perhaps some
musician of the future may think proper to e.-qarcss such a note

by a quaver. Let us now consider tho amnios used by the

French, a people possessing in high perfeeliuai the power of clear

exposition of what they themselves soe clearly. As usual, ihey

leave or throw on one side whatever ihey regard jj.s um-eHuiu or

equivocal, or not common];- acivp: nl. ami prticei'd to deal with

tho undisputed and indisputable facts or portions of facts before

them. And what are these, in respect to the forms which expires

the relative durations of sounds ? First, that they are forms ;

and secondly, tflat they aro different forms—that one is an oval or

circle, tbat another is a eirclo with :t stem, una another a circular

spot, also with a stem ; aud that all other notes aro opaque, and
bave not Only stems, but hooks varying in number. They call

these notes or forms—as they find them—round, while, black,

hooked, twice lmol-od, ami lltrici- In n 'ki d. T certainly prefer the

German nomenclature, which, though raised on a false liasis, is

consist-tint, to our own, which is has insist out us well as false ; hut
I prefer the h' fetich to tho dentin a, because, no I pri'lenttiii j: to do

so much, it does what it pretends to do perfectly. On r.ho pitch

names of notes—-A, B, Do, He, or what not—I do not propose to

speak to-day. Perhaps on some futuro occasion you will allow

me to bring some ooaisidorations about them beforo you. I pass

on at once to another matter relating to the second division of

our subject, tuno—the nomenclature not of sounds, but of the

relations between them—the nomenclature of musical intervals,

on which English theorists and practitioners are by no means
agreed. I believe that the seconds and lliirds and their inver-

sions, the sevenths and sixths, found an the so-called ' natural

'

scale, and all scales made like it. are very generally calif 1
1
union;;

us major and minor; and that, si* of Hit- fourths, and their inver-

sions, the fifths, are as generally called perfect. Here, however,

agreement ends. For tho one exceptional fonrth and the one
exrcplioiial fifth rejoice each in as many aliases as a swindler

finally run down by the detective police. To the exceptional
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fourth—which, according to the old theorists, ' il i ; i lnr>l ti F5 eat'—

1

bare heard and seen applied the natuo ' Intone,' and Ihc epithets

sharp, siijH'i'fiiinii-j, redundant, and augmented; to the i'ifi'[i-

fional fifth (lii' epithets flat, false, ini jn;iTef t . diminished, and
equivocal. Others might possibly hi: added to this list. To the

name ' tritone ' no objection is, 1 think, open. If. expresses the

contents of the interval three tones, but it carries with it the

disadvantage of there being no corresponding name for its

inrcrsion, the exceptional tiflh. Augmcniecl and diminished are

no donbfc anion sin.-;, bui b"th air l
1

; : i t h r t jh. which, as I shall try to

show, ought to he reserved exclusively for another elnss of in-

tervals—the chromatic. Superfluous and redundant are, I think,

clumsy epithets ; but if eitlier is to be applied to the exceptional

fourth, its anion vm seanH', or insuflicie!)! , should lie applied !o the

exceptional fifth. If this List interval is to lie called false, its

inversion (the tritone) sluiiild he called true. Only one of these

epithet* seem l.o uie ipiile unobjectionable— imperfect, as applied

to the exceptional fifth. Aa an antonym to thia I have long

used the epithet pluperfect, whicb lias hern very largely adopted.

I objected just now to the epithets aucnieutcd and diminished as

applied to theso particular intervals, t he exceptional fourth and
fifth. I think these should he reserved exclusively for chromatic
intervals. I know, of course, thai my objecliuu involves a prin-

ciple, or rather bcL-s a question,- -"What is a, chromatic Intervcl ?

This question, as often happens, throws as haul: on another.—
What is a chromatic se;ile ? A chroma: ie se:de T slunild define,

with Dr. Crotch, to he a scale containing more than two semi-

tones.. The so-called 1 natural ' sc:tle, and all other scales made
like it, is not a chromatic scale, neither are any of the ancient

scales filmed fiuni tie: niTangctiueil of the same scries of sounds
in a ddli'rent order. Of these hist the 'natural' minor scale is

one, and thn only one familiar to the modern muaieian. Only,
however, by means of a most serines n'l c rat :o:i has ir beet: recon-

ciled to modern tonality, which, above all things, demands, as the

imeipiivnea! sign. seal, or confirrnn; ion of a key, the combination
known as the 'discord of the dominant seventh.' Such a com-
idnnliim on the fifth of 'he nataca.l minor scale is only pnHsible

by an alteration or ii'irnn tiiralisaiion. which at once brings it

tinder- Dr. Crotch's definition. In the series A, B, C, D, E, F
natural, G sharp, and A. we find three semitones, and one interval

greater than a time. Moreover, by skips from one note to

another of a scale so const il n icd, we gel. three other intervals

alien to the natural scale,- the inversion of the altered second

formed by F—G sharp, and the altered fifth formed by C—

G

aharp, and its inversion. Theso intervals arc, I conceive, ang-

mentations or diminutions of intorvals which would hare remained
unaltered hut for tho artificial process needed to reconcile the

minor key with modern tonality; they arc therefore, I believe,

generally called augmented and diminished accordingly. So all

intervale which the cultivated ear does not reject as cacophonous.
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formed by notes ono or both of which are foreign to tbo key to

which they arc introduced, are bat augmentations or diminutions
of tkoso that arc natural to it. Without chango of koy wo can
augment certain of (he unisons, seconds, fifths, and sixths, and
diminish eorliun of the octaves, sevenths, fourths, and thirds.

Now, as ivo have seen, in the unaltered or natural scale, major or

minor, we find no examples of any one of thesa intervals
;
they

are uniformly the result, of artificial i rcatiuen t. But with the

exceptional fourth and lii't !i the ease Is altogether ditl'erent. They
are not the results of artificial treatment—wo lind llietu ready ki

our hands ; and they are as much constituent parts of tbo scale

in which we tintl them, as is the amitotic hi:v-wn:n t lie; third unit

fourth sounds. How, then, cou the interval 1''—B, in the scale

of U, he :iu;.-;iientL'L:, or 11- -h diminished ? Of what arc they
augmentations or diminutions ? Of F—B flat, or of F sharp
—B ? Arc B flat or F sharp constituents of tbo scale—I do
not say the key—of C ? If they uro, our modem tonality

must bo reconstructed ,h f,„,d o, : »!.h:, and every scale must

lush iisinvfirsh.n, the smallest fifth V Hath hive reached their

utmost limits, and resist and defy all attempts to put them farther

asunder, or bring them nearer together. If it be answered that

thev are aircadv aiiirmcuti i\ ami J in: hi islied, I ask again, what was
their original condition ? The tritoue audits inversions arc, I

repeat, constituents of the diatonic scale; and they are diatonic

intervals accordingly. For the latter an epithet, impi-rfcd, is

already Llvl-cIv accepted. 1 submit to you, in the absence of a

belter, the epithet pluperfect for its inversion, ileforc i ; n i ( ( i i
i

<^

this second division of my subject—pitch—I will ask yon to givu

musicians have much cause to complain of the way in which not
merely general btterafours but even seie.iti lie writers employ words
to which, si nee inn sic has brim an ar:, run si in I art ists have :ign ed

in a:lachii;e; certain delinite =igni l>::at ions. Perhaps the most
glaring instance of this, and it is only ono w hich 1 shall giro, ia

the employment of the word 1 touo' to express the thing or sen.

sation which wo and they also sometimes call ' sound.' A tono
with us is not. a sound, but tbo relation or difference between one
sound and another. This neccpl atioii of the word would seem to

bu, if not as ohl as the musical art it-elf, at least of great anti-

quity, as is shown in the coexistence of two such words as

lel.riivhovd anil tritoue—the one, of course, reprrsoul il-.g a pirsHage

of four sounds, or strings which produce tllcni ; the other an
interval which, I hon^h it in::h:drs four sou in Is, is named after the

three intorvals—tonea—which separate them. We bear now of
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overtones, or the acute sounds resulting from spontaneous
vibration ; and of undertones, meaning grave sounds resulting

from the combination of others. Some of us have occasionally

been at a good deal of pains to explain that a major third consists

of, or includes, two tones ; if a tone be sound, a major third

must consist of three, or even of five tones, or of both throe and
five. The most recent and extravagant employment of this word,
in this sense, is in its application to great composers. Beethoven,
especially, we often hear of as a great ' tone poet.' I should say

that if this terminology is to be accepted at all, it should bo gra-

duated or mado mora precise, so as to express the rank of the poet
to whom it is applied. If Beethoven be a tone poet, some of onr
contemporaries should be authorised to call J. 8. Bach an 'aug-
mented tone poet,' and, e (onuerso, Rossini a ' semitone P°et.'

What designation should be applied to the vast crowd of less

successful aspirants to musical fame I know not. Perhaps they
might be put off with some of those minute intervals, the eiccss

or insufficiency of which disturbs the minds of those who still

generously devote themselves to the search after that 1 philoso-

pher's stono' of onr art—perfect intonation. I pass on now to

tho consideration of expression, under which term we may class

words and songs indicative of pace, intensity, and stylo. A
growing disposition has been observable of late among tho

different musical people Of Europe to use their own languages as
vuijiuk's fur these indications. I think this is to be regretted—(1)
as inconvenient to foreigners among whom their music is likely

to go. It seems hard on an English, French, Italian, Hungarian,
or Bohemian musician that, to understand a pieco of music by
any eminent modern German master, he mnst not only be a
musician, bnt a linguist -, thai, lit: should not merely be able to

:ippn oialr tin: musical sound of tin: notes in the score before him,

bnt have also a vocabulary—practically unlimited—of German
words. Ho opens, say, Schumann's overture to ' Genoveva.'
He sees, by the position of the Stave headed by tho 0 cle£ and
(ics-iifSKittd ' Bratsche,' what is the meaning of that word ; ho
iuvii not have much doubt about tho stavo similarly headed, and
holding three parte, against which is written ' Posaunen'

;
by the

sli;i;:i-s ui' tilts | inssii :;(!.( iiitt:iitlt'tl for tliom ho may construe 1 Ven-
Ullioi-n in lis,' 'Waldhorn,' and 'Paulsen,' and by the help of tho me-
tronome mart he may come at the meaning of ' Langsam.' But a
little farther on he encounters 1 Leiden schalllich bewegt,' which is

harder ^npon him; and, a little farther still, ' St:hr frisch,' which
is really too bad. Thisoxamplo has lately found imitators among
tho Scandinavians, who express their musical intention in words
which a Gorman of philological tastes and pursuits could donbt-
kea make out, but which to the average German must be as
unintelligible as to the averago Englishman. Strange lo say, the
French, who take it for grantod that everybody understands
their language, or ought to, have not sinned in this way so much
as the Germans. It is true that tho scores of their operas are
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covered with phrasos like ' avcc chalour,' ' trtia simpleruent,' 'a
demi-voix,' ' avec ironie' ; bat these may be regarded as ' stage
directions,' addressed to, and inevitably intelligible to, those who
are to play the parts as well as to sing the music to which they
refer. Otherwise French composers limit themselves in their

scores to a few native words—such as 'detachee,' ' doucement,'
and the like. As for ourselves, onr modern musical publications
would indicate, what certainly is the reverse of true, (hat we are

the greatest linguists on earth. It is needless to prosont examples
of what everybody is familiar with; wo have all seen, and see
daily, title-pages, for instance, in which two, three, and oven
four languages are employed. (2.) Irrespective of its actual

inconvenience, which I do not wish to overrate, this practice

takes from music its noblest characteristic—its catholicity. Wo
musicians arc able to discourse in a language touching to the
hearts, if not clear to the intelligence, of every people on tho
face of the globe ; and we are famished with an alphabet in

which to write this language, which is not the invention of a
single mind, but of a thousand minds ; a thing which baa marched
on to ite present perfection pari passu beside music itself; an
alphabet so clear—to him who knows how to read it—that a
musical composition, no matter of what intricacy, composed, let

us say, at Moscow can, without any serious violations of tho

intentions of its author, and without his porsonal assistance, bo
performed within a few days, weeks, or months, in London, Paris,

New York, or Melbourne, wherover thcro are artists to interpret

it. Lot ns cherish this precious possession, and do what wo can
to prevent its acquiring a sectarian, provincial, or even national

character, through the introduction of any pcou'iim-ities wlmitivtr.

The directions of whieh I have spoken were, up to a com.
paratively recent time, made all the world over in one lan-

guage—Italian. And even to this hour the most Teutonic of
musical composers aro still obliged to resort to that language.

In the score of which I have just spoken, Schumann's ' Gono-
veva,' there aro as many Italian words or abbreviations of Italian

words as there are measures—very often more. Tho words
'dolce,' 'sompre,' ' bassa,' 'soli,' ' divisi,' and tho like aro of

frequent occurrence ; and as for tho contractions of ' piano,"

'forte,' 'crescendo,' 'diminuendo,' ' sforzato,' and the like, they

may be counted by hundreds. Granted that Italy has not been
observant of Andrew Marvel's caution

—

' Tbo Gaum arts that did attain

granted that she has not hold her own against snch competitors

as Germany during the last hundred years has brought into the

field—are we to lose all veneration for the people whom the

slightest acquaintance with musical history will show to have
been once tho musical teachers of all the world ? Are we to kick

down the ladder by which we have risen to our present superiority,
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to tnrn a cold shoulder on an old friend, because wo have become
better off, and, it may be, wiser than ho ? Not, however, to

throw more sentiment round this matter than it will bear, it

does seem unwise to subject ourselves to the inconveniences

of which I have spoken, when they can bo avoided, by tbe simple

process of using only one vocabulary, and that not a new or

unaccustomed one, but one with which every musical people is

at least partially familiar.

DISCUSSION.

Tbe Chairman said he was sure the meeting would join him
in returning a vote of thanks to Mr. Hullah for his valuable

Jlr. Banisteb expressed his entire concurrence in the remarks
M V. ] 1 m Unit Inul made. Ik: himself bai: enlineiai ed the snine

views to his pupils for now nearly a quarter of a century, itml,

indeed, embodied them in a hook. He referred more especially

to the nomenclature of the interval so commonly called the
tiiirpitri, or twpurttimuti fourth, and its inversion, the (so-

called
J

- .! tilth, iln bid will over mid over again to his

pupils, that the fourth in question was not an augmentation, nor
the fifth a diminution—being, us Mr, Hullah has said, an integral

constituent part of the diatonic scale. He had always taken tho
mime view of the chromatic scale, and bad liierefurc said that tho

altered minor scale, with tbe raised seventh and the unraised

sixth, was no longer purely diatonic, and bad made tliata reason

for mainlitiniiii; i.he use, in eunjniiei inn with that chromatic form,

of the form with the altered sixth and seventh in ascend in;.-,

lie bad also always taken pains to impress upon his pupils what
seemed to him the true theory— that all chromatic intervals are

to be taken as augmentations or dinii initions of the larger and
smaller diatonie intervals respectively, and had therotoro con-

tended that tho terms augmented and diminished should, in the

naturo of things, bo reserved for such intervals.

Sir JohH Cross confessed to being one ' of the sinners ' in this

matter, because, in a little hook which he had published a great
manv years aj;i>, be bail contented himself wl'.h vllo'.viiu' his

p.-cdeces-iors, instead of amending their nomenclature. He had
met Mr. Hullah on Saturday, and talked over somo of these

matters. He concurred in a great deal of what he had been
prepared to hear that afternoon, and believed there was very

little to be said against it. But in former days, when he first

became a teacher at tho Royal Academy of Music, Dr. Crotoh,

who was then the Principal and Profossor of Harmony, in refer-

ence to the augmented or diminished intervals, used very often tho
terms ' exinmi- slurp ' and ' c.di-cme fiat.' His old master, a very
well-known musician of his day, Thomas Attwood, formerly
organist of St. Paul's, called what we call the 'major third' a
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'sharp third,' even if it were composed of two data, such as Gt>

and lib. He would call a minor third a 'fiat tliird,' although it

were composed of Fb and A, or of Gil and Bb. He bad several

manuscripts in tlie handwriting of Mozart, who wrote out the

intervals tor Attwood. In this list he speaks of the superfluous

second, meaning what we now generally call the augmented
second.

Mr. Hullah asked in what language these lists of intervals

Sir John Goss replied they were in Italian. ' Bupmftuous

'

and ' diminished ' were the terms Mozart used. These terms had
been altering continuously. For instance, in the first edition of
his hook on 'Harmony,' where Dr. Crutch had called an interval

t-
j'.' .'i ;.:((. (lilt or sharp, he had called it extreme and dimiidfhud.

In fact, he was afraid to go far away from the technicalities then
in use at the Academy.

Dr. Staiski; suit! it secmi'd to liim I hat, on the question of

the nomenclature of interval-, ;.he real ilitHcully ivik whether we
wished to name them as a part of a particular scale or in the

abstract. If wo spoke of ¥ 15 natural in the key of 0, that wan
one thing, but (as had been clearly pointed out) in the key of F
it is quite another thing. [(. thought wo ought to settlo first

the question whether wo wished te have tho power of naming an
interval simply as it stands, or whether wo may first ask tho

question what scale is spoken of. If simplicity were wanted,
nothing can it up to (ho Gorman system of t.'aiealntmi." ail i::tc i- vuln

from tho scule of the lowi.nl note, and in [hat state calling D to

K a major second, D to FI a major third, and so on ; and if

the intervals were made less, calling them all minor, as D to 1'lb

minor soeond, I) to h'n minor third, and so on. But if you made
the intervals larger they would all be called a.ujmeuted ; that is,

you wore allowed to speak without reference to the key. Dr.
Siaincr quite saw the importance of the connection between
intervals and keys, bat thought it should bo borne in mind by
people who proposed asystem for calculating intervals, that there

was a distinction in rolation to in torvols in a given koy and
intervals in the abstract, and unless th:Lt v.- as felt wo should bo
liable still to meet with difficulties.

Mr. Stephens folt sure that they ought all to be very much
indebted to Mr. Hullah for calling attention to the ' confusion of

In eg- n Lies' wlii en n. now gnir ini; giMuml. especially in (lennany,

in published music- A strong feeling of nationality might muke
an Englishman, a Frenehmao, or a Herman anxious to import

his own language into his compositions, bnt he did this to his

own wrong, because he rendered it unintelligible to other nations.

Wo now constantly met with com pnsif ions in which were found
Langsam and tho other words which have boon adverted to—and
not only these, but longer directions. In the early editions of
some of Beethoven's Sonatas, tho longthenod directions are

given in the Italian language. For Instance, in the Moonlight
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Sonata, it says at the commencement, ' Si tleve auonare tutto

qnesto poEKO delicatissimaineiite a senna aordini.'

It was originally published in lhat shape, bat subsequent

editions very properly pat it in a shorter form, bo that those who
were not familiar with the Italian language might be able to

understand it. He thought the use of one language for musical

purposes—for those few words which are really required in

music—very desirable indeed. Of all objectionable things, how-
ever, the most objectionable was the mixture of languages, not

only on title-pages, bat even oa the music itself. The other day
he happened to take up a piece in which he found ' duro first note'

meaning that the first note in the bar was to he played loudly.

Surely the letters sf would have sufficed ! A little further on
there was ' p. the bass,' meaning the bass to he played soft, and
all the rest to bo played loud. If yon had put this into the hands
of a German, be would have been unable to understand it. The
inevitable result of a composer preserving his nationality, not
only in the stylo of his composition, bntin the language he uses, is

to make himself unintelligible. With regard to the question ofthe

naming of intervals, ho did not think it desirable that we should

go back to the very old practice of talking of the greater third

and lesser third, and that for the largest intervals of a kind
some epithet might he devised better than superfluous, which

that in the early edition of bis work he used the epithet ' extreme
'

occasionally for long intervals, but in later editions he found ' aug-
mented ' substituted for it. Ho thought this scarcely worth much
discussion, because be despaired of finding a terra which would
not bo open to some slight objection in some direction or other.

Mr. Ellis, B.A.,F.R.S., desired to say a word or two with re-

gard to the difficulties that had occurred to him in the translation

of Hcliuholtz. He had to deal with rather moro numerous in-

tervals than those which occur in the only stylo of music to

which Mr. Hullah referred—tempered mnsic, and especially

equally-tempered music. It was necessary, for the purpose of

1 li linlioll.K, to deal with intervals which arose in what General
Perronet Thompson had called, and in which he followed him,
'jost intonation '—the natural scale of Mr. Hullah. It was neces-

sary, for example, to distinguish the major tone and the vu'i:,ir tmie.

That was all very well, but it was necessary to distinguish two
kinds of fifths, besides the just fifth. From D to A in the natural

scale was no more a fifth, really, than fromB to F, and whenplayed
upon an instrument tuned in that way, D to A was a frightful

interval. The first instrument which be possessed, as he had
mentioned at the last meeting, was a symphocium. As it was
first tnned, it was tuned according to that system, and the D to

A used to puzzle him, because it was such a horrible tone. Now
those intervals which are less than another interval by a comma,
ho bad generally distinguished by the word ' low,' and those which
were greater by the prefix ' high,' because he had used ' high

'

Sir John Gobs had said
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and ' lorn ' generally for ' augmentation ' and 'diminution' by a
comma. He had spoken of high A (which is a perfect fifth above
D) and of A Bimply (which is the major third above theF) ; and
he had had to talk of law A, which occurs not bo readily with
this scale ; bnt low D he had frequently to refer to, because it

occurred in the subdominant key of 0, and did not occur in

G itself, and, in fact, led to an immense number of difficulties in

playing anything in just intonation. With regard to the use of
' augmented ' and ' diminished,' and bo forth, he did not feel him-
self at liberty to go beyond common custom, and he had sometimes
usedtho word ' superfluous,' sometimes 'augmented,' sometimes
' extreme,' aud so on, without any particular attempt at systema-

tisation. He was not writing a book on the aubjoct, and bad
only to introduce as muoh difference as the nature of his subject

compelled him to do. He wished to say that this little inno-

vation ho had mentioned (' high ' and ' krw ') was merely for the

purpose of enabling him to express himself, which he conld not

have done otherwise. With regard to another word which Mr.
Hnllah mentioned, the word ' tone,' he was of course very mnch
puzzled, as of course all persons who translate German books are.

He recollected, in one translation made for Novello, of Man's
Introduction, tone when it signified one thing was always in

italics, and when it signified another was always in common
letters. He found that tone was not only an ambiguous word-
that is to say, it was not only a word which sometimes signified

an interval, and sometimes did not—but the words second, third,

h, and so forth, were ordinal numbers ; and he found it to

of importance to distinguish these, when they signified inter-

vals, from the same numbers when they did not. He had,

therefore, throughout the translation, nsed the arrangement of

representing all intervals as beginning with capital letters. Tone,

when it signified an interval, was written with a capital letter, and
Second when it signified an interval ha:i a oap!! Hirr. Thai k
only a kind of pis alter, but he did not feel hiim-ril' nt ;U! ju:i',i:inl

in using the word sound for tone. Tono iflnaodin Holmholtz as a
mnsical tone, and a musical tone is a peculiar kind of sound.

The Chairman asked if tho original word was not ' klang '?

Mr. Eliis replied that that was another matter, Helmholtz
naod tho word tone for what ho calls

' pendular vibration' bnt
Ida-rig he nsed for what might be called a compound tone, and
so he had translated it. He had found it impossible—as Mr.
Duncan, in his book upon Acoustics, had found it impossible—to

use the word Uang for a compound tone, because it means in

English something of a disagreeable tone, and Mr. Duncan in bis

Acoustics had brought forward that objection, which of course

had occurred to him. Ho was very sorry to see that Professor

Tyndall used the words klang and klang-lone—words which, like

overtone, ho thought, if he had used, he might as well have left

the book in German ; ho had therefore not nsed them. He did

not use tho word overtone at all, but othor words, of which over-
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tone is a bod English alteration of a Gorman abbreviation. The
German word is Obertmi, which is abbreviated from OberfheMim,
which is the full word, and is sometimes used, and then of course

it marks the distinction between TkeiHiai and Oivilhi-illun—

purlin! i.-iip ami itji/inr partial tone. Those are the strictly

Knglish words which hu had used Ihrmighnut, (lie book. The
word tone was used even in the old Greek for interval, und wa
had ilialiiiif, which is their name for our mnjur fliinl, whudi um.
si sled strictly ut' two of i heir tones, the interval between the eighth
and ninth, which was therefore different to any major third we
can endure; for although our equally-tempered major third

approaches it, it is natter by a ^ of a comma. There was, there-

fore, rather an objection to the word tritonc in modern use
(altiongh bo had used tbe word), because tho threo tones of
which it consists are not of tbe same size. There are two timj-jr

ami uiie ni.iin.ir tunes, and that has to be considered. Those are

(he lUflie-.illies which occur when one comes to thee ret leal

expressions of music. 3Ir. Mullah is engaged, of course, entirely

with the practical use nf it, ami he qnit,e agreed willi many
points he had brought forward. For example, it would be a
s?;-eat ailiaiitii^f! if we laid it word for tone when it signified a
musical .urn nil, ami a not her win mi it. sign! lied an ittturcul between
two musical sounds ,

line mat. wovii. ui!:.'n:<d itself is a word which
is not at all weil understood by persons who hear it. They do
not know what you mean by ini-.tval generally. They are not

aware that they ave dealing really with logarithms according to

a very curious base—namely, that in which tbe logarithm of 2
is equal to 12.

The Chaihsian, referring to Mr. Hullah's objection to the word
loin- -poet.— which of course was merely a translation of Tun
dichter—asked what was (he origin of the word lints ?

Mr. Ellis replied that the word 'tone' was Greek. Its

original usi' in Greek win fur an interval
; ihe word linias is tho

Greek fur interval. As to the use of the Italian language for

music, of course lie should quite agree, for he was one of those

persons who think that everybody ought to be ablo to talk

Italian, and therefore to make Italian the universal language of

tho world, simply because- it i tin: easiest, to pronounce, and the

easiest to make one's self intelligible in. Perhaps it was most
elaborated for music, the arts generally, for poetry, and for

mercantile bn-im-ss
:
for nil enr booh keeping was on the Italian

system, and billed upon Italian words, am], (.hereibrc, he should
like to see it employed in music too. Still it was very difficulty

when a person wanls to ex press bimscl I' raUier ai. length, to put
it in the Italian language if he does not know it. For instance,

the kalian tl i reel ions referred to by Mr- Stephens in Meet.iioven's

Sonata might aa well have been Greek to a great number of
persons, and therefore a shorter phrase in Italian, which would
iia\a; been understood, would have been better. Hence it became
difficult, especially iu pieces written for beginners, to know how
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much Italian you should impute to them, or whether you were
to mate them learn the Italian language at the same time that

they learned music. I think they ought, hut that is another
matter, because some of the beat songs which they have to sing

are in Italian, and it is quite absurd for persons merely to learn

how to pronounce Italian without knowing the meanm;; of it.

Of course they ought to learn Gorman also, bocause there are
three languages without which you cannot get on—English,

French, and German. But he win rather' "-andering from the

subject. The groat difficulty with regard to any of these

alterations that nr.' pro posed in to get them adopted ; each per-ori

has generally his own views on the subject. Those who are

learners were ready to take up anything, but it was the teachers

who were always very bad learners, whether in music or any-
thing else ; because when a person had become a teacher he hail

already made up his mind, and did not like to unmake it.

Mr. Hullah said it would take a groat deal more time than
was boforo tho meeting to doal with all that had boon said

j

but one of tho last remarks made by his friend Mr. Ellis ho
would reply to first. He had spoken of ' all these altera-

tions.' Now he appealed to the meeting whether ho had
proposed ono alteration. He had proposed the adoption of one
epithet, which he had used for the last 25 years, the epithet
'

/
l

'

f,
</ :

''v'"
'''. B» applied th.' i^i'i:;:iicH!L] fiiuHli • but there was

not another which he had mentioned which was not in occasional

use. Perhaps, after all, he should be expressing Mr. Kllis's

mf'fi.nlnjf more definitely if he were to say ' &'A':rli«n ' instead of
' ail-iptimi,' as applied to the words ho hod proposed, and he really

believed such selection to bo perfectly feasible. He was afraid

ho did not see tho force of Dr. Stainer's objection with regard
to tho necessity of looking upon intervals in two different lights.

'Why an interval which was a fact (just as a note is a fact) was
not to be spokon of in a certain way he did cot see. Tho nolo

G was a fact, as wo all know : it is tho fifth of C, and the first

of G, and the major third of Eb,and the seventh of Ab, and a

of necessity we should 'have two different ways of naming tho

intervals. Neither did ho quite understand how lib could Ins in

the key of C or in the scalo of C. i'crhaps he had not quite

been able to follow Dr. Stainer's meaning.
Dr. Statkeh would he glad to bo allowed to explain what he

meant to havo said. Mr. Hullah's observation had suggested to

him that he had objectod to the same expression; because ho had
said F to B is in tho key of C, t here- fore so-and-so and so-and-so.

Ho only wanted to point ont that the whole question seemed to

turn upon the firm., whether we sire t.o look upon every interval,

when mentioned, as heir:;; an ingredient of a key or an abstract,

musical relation. Mb had said, if we are to look npmi F to B( as

being in the key of <_!, we shall have to call it. one thing ; but if it

be asked what F to Bs is in tho key of F, according to Mr.
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Hullah'B own showing, it onght to have another name, became jt

is of a different nature.

Mr. Hullaii said his answer to that wonld bo voiy simple.

Tbo Iritane was, so to speak, the seat of modern tonality, and no
perfect form could be enlarged and no tritone lessened without
modulation. If instead of C F yon had C F sharp, you were no
longer in the key of 0, but in the key of G. If in the key of D
yon made the G sharp, you were no longer in the key of D, but
in A, either major or minor. The singular characteristic of the

i>r.rf*:t intervals was that they could not lie altered without causing
modulation; and thence, he thought, very properly, a distinction

haiwen t.hosc antl thi! hn f.erjW,! ;:iicrva!ii w;ij jfiTicNilly made in

calling theni perfect and otherwise. That was a point upon which
ho behoved most authorities were agreed. In the ease of the imper-

fect intervals, they could rliiinfrcu with on I v a cIiiitiijc of mwk
From 0 to E was in the key of C— so was from C to E flat, only
in the minor instead of the major modo. Every imperfect
interval in the scale almost wonld bear that sort of alteration,

bnt yon conld not alter a perfect interval without modulation.
There was only one pluperfect fourth {as he should call it) in

every scale, and the presence of that plnperfect fourth showed
at once what scale wo were in. What key is G C in 'i Nobody
can say. What key is GCt in? In D. What key is GbC
in ? In Db. The introduction of the tritone, of its inversion

into a scale, was, ipso facto, modulation, though it might be for a
moment only. That was hia view of the matter, and if it were a
jnst one, the disrinr/tmn k-uvccii mny,r and miner, and between
perfect and something— call it what you like—was absolutely

necessary. With regard to the names to which Mr. Ellis had.

alluded, they had reference to a science —the science of acoustics,

of which he feared it must bo said (though he really did not

want to say anything offensive) that it had no practical bearing
on musical art. The laws of acoustics might have done some-
Mi-a for the structure and tuning of musical instruments, bat,

as far as the science of harmony was concerned, we should,

perhaps, get on better without than with its assistance. Tbo
theory of harmony, as has been said before to.day, had been
drawn from the practice of great musicians. Why were conse-
mi-isT lifrlip li-,i-bi:ld£:n ? Because to a cultivated ear thi'l- v\\\:vi

was abominable. As to these major and minor tones, he did not
for a moment question their existence, but ho questioned their

bearing on practical music. Ho did not believo that Mozart, or

Beethoven, or even Mendelssohn, with all his great accomplish-

ments, would even have known which by nature were major
tonos and which were minor. To the musical composer theyaro
pnu'-ically nonexistent—he has to do with equal temperament.

Mr. Hnllah confessed to being one of those persons who, it might
be from deficiency of ear, was able to put np with a pianoforte

from a first-rate maker, turned ont from the hands of a first-

rate tuner. And he fonnd that with such a pianoforte, Joachim,
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for instance (who is said to play in perfect tuno) was able to

take part in one of Beethoven's Sonatas. He wanted to know, if

Joachim played in perfect tune, and, if the pianoforte with which
he played was altogether out of tene, how it was that the two
wont together so delightfully. He thought, therefore, that with
any set of names for major and minor tones and the like, they as

practical musicians, ami even us tkemvlicul miiMcmiis, had nothing
to do. They had to deal with the Facts before tliem, and those

facts are the intervals fonnd in a tempered scale. With regard
to the farther consideration of tho matter he had the honour of

introducing, it appeared to him that the Musical Association

might settlo everything among themselves, and make known
their conclusions, which would have great weight. The question

was how such settlement was to be arrived at. It eonld not bo

arrived at through discussions carried on as their usual dis-

cussions of necessity were. But ho thought that if a sub-

committee were to ho formed by the Association, for the

consideration of the matter before them, it might come to some
conclusion, and even submit a report of them to thoir whole body,

probably before the end of the season. So far as he was con-

cerned, ho would give np every name ho had been in the habit

of using for tho whole of his professional life, wore a body such
as this to agree on an entirely different set for general use.
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ALEXANDER JOHN ELLIS, Esq., F.R.S., F.S.A.,

in the Chair.

ON TEE PRINCIPLES OF MUSICAL NOTATION.

By Joas Stainer, Esq., Mua. Doc. Oxon., M.A.

Some apology seems nccossary for rending a Paper on bucIi a well-

worn subject as Notation, tvipi ciaily liufore those who are not

only familiar with it themselves, bat ia many cases ocenpied
ilaiiy in teaching or esjjluiniii^ it k jirintijilus lo others. But
Music baa now become so universally a part of education, tliat it

is of the ntiiio.L. i ]ti f : i ri'-i- llml mi hluml-.i liin'c iliobest possible

system of notation ; and I taka it, that tho remarkable extent to

which thoughtful musicians have lately turned their attention to

this subject, and the many alterations which have from time to

time been suggested by them, provo that some di^i.ili.sfhrr.um

ia bit with mating systems. That there should be some oppo-
sition between rival methods is nalunil enough, bui 1 think much
of this opposition would disappear, could we be brought to oon-

sider calmly not so much the merils us i.Lo demuri I- of I.Iku p;ir-

til'-Ur M'Slci.'l in wl.xl. Wi: Uvf. at.li tll'ITH l'.,r, l.ill'll g !ll)lFtt -.:)

iU intricacies, we ccaee lo hirh'evo in tbeir existence . and having

by long nsage oindoned its fault-, we U rome hitb to admit
(hem to be fanlts at all. Those among yoti who happen lo be
hvcjiI ' ilv.H.jii:-. <S. in il wlu .1; iumi . are by < unin.o:i e:or.m-iit

t. il with, :;val •jvtfu-.i', «"..'. i Lnpe, -rjiiiu d that r.o:ie

<if my remarks nro intended to \x< personal; and (hat my only
de -niri- lu <iay ia Ij a-k yen (< cm ~--\- ' cubi -v v-.l.i n.r w|.nt u re

tho trim
[
rir.-ipli ' < Mtioii-n! Ni>r..tmn, rind how Inr tl.u.-c fjsti in?

now in common nao arc built npon those principles,

Tho problom, how to write down graduated musical sounds,

is not half bo difficult as that of writing down spoken language.

The latter has a much closer connection with the former than

you might at first suppose. Many of you, no doubt, have buen
inrercsted in tracing Imw mi (Tussive generations have from time

to time varied the spelling of their words, sometimes on phonetic
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principles, sometimes on principles of etymology
;

f'l^qnrni ly
spelliug is changed beoau^; |irimi;sn-iiititin ia constantly under-
going changes, owing to the fact that we have a physical tcmlnsiry

to use, in common convors:ii.i.in, I Lit pronunciation, which requires

the smallest amount of exortion. The establishment u: an un-

reasonable or enmborsomo system of spelling has generally been

followed by a reactionary wave of thought, striving at first too
far in an opposite direction, though ovcntually content with a
happy medium. Similar waves of thought have at different;

times upset and destroyed absurdly-complicated systems of mi.
sical notation.

In writing down words, we have to deal primarily with their

articulation ; in writing musical sounds, with tbeir pitch. I say
primarily, because musical notation has much to do besides
describing pitch, and the spelling of words has much to do besides

describing thoir articulation. In fact, the intonation of the
speaking voice, or its elevation and depression in pitch, is ono of
the most subtle characteristics of different languages. Attempts
were made by some ancient nations, the results of which remain
in certain European languages to this day, to describe by signs

their intonation of speaking, and thus secure to future ages the

sweet keyless music of their poesy. There can be little doubt
that theHebrew accents wero of this character—signs for securing
good reading ; but the interesting part of their history is lint they

afterwords grew into a most elaborate system of musical notation,

tho interpretation of which will bo a valuable atudy for any of

you who fool inclined to throw yourselves into a hotly-contested

battlefield, or aro anxious to discover a snbject on which you may
form any new theory you like, and thon ehallengo tho world to

disprove it. We are all familiar with the force of tho accents,

added late in its history, to the Greek language: bow the voice
should rise with the acute, fall '.villi the grave, and move up and
down again with the circumflex. But tboy have never been en-

dowed, tike their Hebrew prototypes, with a musical value. Per-

haps no language is capable of such varied intonation as English.

If yon give the Subject consideration—and it is a subject worthy
the study of musicians—you will find that not only are words
altered as to their moaning and forceby the rolativc pitch of their

component syllables, but the whole gist of sentences often depends
upon it. Yet we have do signs of intonation in our language.

I said, musical notation has primarily to deal with pilch,

because this is by far its most important duty. Hut tin: esient

of pitch in music so far exceeds the intonation of words, that we
put words to sounds and carry them up and down for several

octavea. An artificial force can thus he given to the nal-iral in-

tonation of words, with the marvellous crnotn inftl effects of whiHi
we are all familiar. I wish song-writers would expend a little

more thought on this marriage of words and music.

The notation of pitch, as far as I can determine, has never
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been of more than three kinds—alphabetical,* imitative, and by
the ladder. This is not a strictly logical division, bnt for my
purpose to-day I know not how I can better express myself. By
alphabetical, I moan all those systems in which letter/ of ihe

alphabet, in their common or in a slightly modified form, have
beon used as signs of musical sounds of various degrees of pitch.

By imitative, I mean the drawing of short lines to describe, by
their direction, the direction of sound np or down. By the ladder,

I mean such systems as that we have now in common use, in

which horizontal lines are drawn and notes placed upon them,
standing in a graduated relation of piteh to each other. The
alphabetical system reached its highest cultivation among the

Greeks, who, as yon know, apportioned every arrangement of

sounds to a mode, a totter or distorted letter describing the

piteh of each sound. It is probably of Asiatic origin.

The imitative system has had its best exponent in the
method of the early Greek-Christian Church. In this, what
was originally the motion of tho director's finger or hand,
used for describing the rising or depression of Sounds, was
afterwards drawn pictorially, and the signs so drawn, when
placed on paper, conld be interpreted in the absence of tho

director of the music. My belief is, as I have before said, that

the Hebrew accents, or certain musical signs which appear
over or nnder words in some of the more ancient books of the

Holy Scriptures, to which I have just alluded, belong to this

class. In botli these cases, however, the original signification,

and perhaps even the origin of tho terms themselves, was in time
forgotten, and they became merely conventional forms inter-

preted in various ways, as national character or international

intercourse from timo to time suggested. I think most persona

aro agreed that the medlicvol system of neiimcs was originally

imitative, and, as in other similar cases, afterwards conventional.

Of these ilirir t;ystems tiio mutative is decidedly the weakest.
Singers mid pluyut's wi'i-t! r: instantly liable to render its signs in

diviMnts ways, and inasmuch as two priests could hardly bo
trusted to sing plain song together from this notation, part-music,

except from memory, must have been an inipc,~silii!i(y. 1 i: in;.;,

tho shortcomings of this system directed men's thoughts to the

necessity ol'iiiuliTig; s^int-thiny; bettor, and the ' ladder ' system was
the result. We will say no more, therefore, about the imitative

system, and our consideration will be devoted to letter and ladder

systems.

If a representation of pitch were the only function of notation,

there could be little doubt as to tho superiority of the ladder

system, inasmuch as a high sonnd stands high on the ladder, and

* To this the numerical system should have been added. Tho nsc of the
rum: [rs ], 2. 5, I. fi, 7, msim:] of ills Irlltw A. H, C, &c, or of [lie words

n; u,i. ii i-oimii™ in i'runce ; but it docs not differ in principle fr;.ni ;m
:;LrJ;*l cticnl 31<tem.
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a low sound is low down. But the art of music, especially in its

modern development, is largely, perhaps chiefly, concerned with

the relation of Bounds to one another. This arises from the

recognition of the true force and meaning of the Octave system.

When once it was acku'uvlcdi/e:! *.iimds rvpi'iik-d i.I-.ctii-i-Ivcs

octave by octavo, it became evident that any definite series of

sounds lying between but not exceeding the bounds of an octave,

could be repeated to either limit of practicable sounds. But the

most important discovery which should have followed from the

natural recognition of the octave, scorns only quite lately to have
dawned upon ns; it is this : if your scale-sounds lie within an
octave, the signu which repugn:, them in one octave will also

represent them in another, if only somo special sign of octave

pitch bo given. The Staff notation profits by this fact, and uses

a elif ;is an octave-pitch sign. The Tonic Sol-faists profit by it,

for they use only seven signs, and make them do duty in all con-

ceivable pitches.

It seems strange that this important truth should have been

so tardily established. In tho system of tetrachords, the second

of any two successive tetrachords necessarily presented to tho car

some sounds not included in the fir.; I. The Li ruck; did Their bc;t,

however, to remedy this fault by an ingonious system of disjunct

and overlapping tetrachords, Sir. Clipped, m )iit, turned v.or!;

just published, has cleverlyargoed tho claims of the Greeks to the

octave Bystem . But he will not, I think, blame me for suvhirr

that it was a dovolopment of their system, not a part of its

The inconveniences indissoluble from the nse of tetrachords

reappeared in the mediaeval system of liexachords. Thus, on a

harpsichord, the Da which we should call throughout a piano-

forte as simple D, or at most as 1 double,' 'single,' 'little,' ' one-

stroked ' D, and bo on, were called 'Double D Sol Bo,' T) solro,'

'D lasolre,' ' D lasol'; thesenames being required to show in which
hexachord, or collection of sis notes, each particular D occurred.

In short, tho complications of both tetrachordal and hcsachordal

systems arose from an unacknowledged attempt to adapt them
to the more useful and more natural system of octaves.

The Octavo system is now fortunately supromo ; and in con-

sequence, any new system of notation invented, or old one im-

proved, must be founded on, or linked to this. Only two systems
lit' iiiilntJoi! am now in UKi--fhe nnliiinr-y cr Kiii!i':iiit-:it.i(ni, and the

Tonic Sol-fa notation. I take it for granted you all arc well up
in the common or Staff notation, but as yon may not all know tho

Tonic Sol-fa system, in which letters are used as signs of sounds,

as I proceed I will briofly explain it. But aa Tonio Sol-fa is a
most unmeaning term, I shall hereafter call it tho Letter h.uij'.i-.m,

and our common set of five lines, tho Staff notation.

"With your permission, I will now compare carefully, imil I

hope with impartiality, the merits and claims of thr^o rivals.

But first let us ask, what is the actual function of notation ? It
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is, to represent to the eye the pitch, duration, and key-relationship

of sounds. You will observe that I do not placo Quality (fi i.i,' ;v)

or Quantity (intensity) of sound amongst the requirements of

musical notation, because plain diroctionB in language can be
given for belli tliise, 1>v nasuin;; the eharaeter of instrument or

voico which is to be used, and by using such worda as loud, soft,

sin-.fi, or their cimvciitinrijil equivalents.

Pitcii in music comes before us in two aspects. There is that

definite position of a sound in the long range which is appreciable

to the human ear (say seven to ten octaves), which we call abso-

lute pitch; and thero is that scale-relation of ono sound to another
which wo call relative pitch.

First, then, as to absolute pitch. In the Staff notation, as yon
all know, it is represented by a clef. Wo have, speaking roughly,

the treblo and bass clefs, between which lies the important central

sound known as middle C. These clefs, with their ten lines and
inti nin'iliaie spaces, eked out by le;;er linos temporarily aihlnl,

suffice for the representation of nearly all the sounds required in

music. We may say therefore that, subject to certain modifica-

tion..-,* Hie. clef is I n us the sign of absolute pitch. It is quite

unnecessary to enter hero into the question of these modifications,

because they do not affect the principle of clef-signs. Nor does
the unfortunate disagreement between Froneh, medium, and
concert pitch affect the principle of fixed sounds, becanso a com-
promises may at any time reconcile them, and if it should not, wa
are all of us able to gire the pitch of middle C, within a Bemi-

tone.

How docs the Letter system describe absolute pitch ? I think
not very clearly, or at least not in a very philosophical manner.
At the rammur.iTiii('i]i ofesich pn.:cc ;lt>[ at each Chans;' 1 of key it

is said Koy A, Key I), and so on. But the voices of women and
boys have to interpret this as pointing out the pitch of tho Doh
lying in tho most important octave of their voices ; and men-
singers mnst interpret it as pointing out the sound an octave

ii'.ii.'W llint of the treble parts. Upon comparing the method of

describing absolute pitch in the two sysltsnis of nutation, I think
it impossibles to avoid coming to the conclusion that the Staff

system is tho best, I ventured to sugge*!, during a discussion

at ono of our meetings here, that Tonic Sol-faists wonld be wise

to take a standard pitch, and instead of saying at tho commence-
ment of a piece Key A, 13, &c, to say Doh equal to so many
vibrations. I still think this suggestion worthy of thoir eonsidera-

Nexfc as to notation of relative pitch. At first sight, the

common Staff notation seems to bo delightfully simple : a high

* The modern use of Hit 0 i-l,:, hi til IV r.!;.' trvb?,; anil Minir [sirts. i!«a
.i i-iTt:ii:i enri-nf itr-rivi r'Ltfe r,f rhcir o!;iim In iv -isn.e ofalvihvr pilch.

The Mr. !.>'ij !::i:il siiL'!:i-tlni;ir.il i;« 1 i-.Si'rt >:' i[-.i]iiic„ti- ili-Ui^iiijl:

!!:< luinsr pure hum the Tn-1 .If. Kiimu tliffo rr )!• nf hlupc sttms desirable.
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note stands high, on or between the lines, and a low note stands

low ; notes on consecutive lines and spaces form a properly gradu-

ated serios. But 1 fear this supposed simplicity gradually dis-

appears when wo put it to a practical test. For this reason,

the graduated series of notes represents only the key of C unless

certain signs are placed to show the sharpening or flattening cf

those notes required to form a new scale. Thus, if I write down
the following, either with a Treble or Bass clef,

I havo merely written a series of notes proceeding upwards, hut
the actual size of the steps may bo altered and varied in at least

fourteen ways. The player or singer, therefore, who looks at a
piece of Staff notation receives nothing more than a general in-

timation wben to go up and when down ; ho is in mj.v? i^ru.irarico

of the actual intervals to bo played or sung, until In: can di -cover

and carry in his mind the key-signature. To have to carry

this in 1 be mind is a real tax on the performer, and it ought,

surely, to bo made as unnecessary as a constant remembrance of

Now in the Letter system, seven letters represent at once
the seven words ol the sol-feggio and the seven notes of the

scale, thus : D R M F S L T ; all sounds an octave above
these ai-L' represented by a stroko abovo the letter, tbns, D 1

B L M 1 F l S 1 L' T1
: all sounds in the octave bolow are repre-

sented by a stroke below the letters, thus, D, E, il, F, Sj

L, T|, Now tbo relation between these letters is always that

of the notes of the diatonic scale to each other ; thus, D to E
will always be the interval between the key-note and the Keennri

of the scale ; D to M, that between the key- nut<• ami its (.hint, and
so on. When, therefore, a performer is looking at a piece of this

Letter notation, he has the disadvantage of not being able to ob-

whicb the staff gives j'but, on the other hand, ho has the inesti-

mable advantago of knowing exactly the interval botweoi them,
for it cannot vary, whatever bo the key. Thus, D to M is always a>

major third to the Tonic Sol-foist, whereas do to mi may mean
half-a-dozen different intervals on tho staff.

In comparing tho method of describing relative pitch in the

two systems, wo must admit that both havo their pocuUar
merits : tho Staff in its little picture of comparative height and
depth, the Letter notation in its representation to tho mind of

an exact and known interval when tho pitch of :mij note is iiivcn,

whereas the pitch of one of two notes is not tlio least assistance

to the reader of Staff notation in finding ont tho esact interval to

the other.

As to duration of sounds. As you all know, in tho Staff
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notation, the shapo of notes describes their proportion to what-

ever unit is selected, tlina a> J, J, Ac. Nothing could be simpler.

Bnt in the Letter system there is no possibility of showing the
relative length of sounds, unless a whole or part ofa bar be taken,

and then divide.:! iulo subordinate parts by commas and semi-
colons. Of course, it would be quite easy for Ilia sliape of the
lelters to be ma<ie to describe their proportionate duration

;
thus,

a large U might describe a semibreve, a smaller d a minim, and
an italic d a crotchot. For ordinary hymn-tunes this would
answer all purposes ; bntlbolievo it has boon found impracticable

in a higher class of music. In common notation there are eight

different kinds of notes (from tho brevo to tho half domi-semi-
quaver inclusive) ; to match this, therefore, the Tonic Sol-f&iflts

would havoto findD's, It's, M's, F's, L's and T's of eight different

nliii[ir-s, an impossibility, unless the Greek or perhaps even
the Hebrew alphabet were called into requisition. In deciding

the merits of the two systems then, with reference to this point

ofproportionate duration of sound, our verdict must be strongly

in favour of the Slaff system. Before leaving this part of the

snbject, I should like to point out what might have been called

an oversight in onr common system, had our notation been an
invention and not a growth. The whole note is an open note a\
the half-note open, but with a tail f>\

the quarter-note should

theroforo have been a black noto vnthoid a tail, thns * ; and tho

eighth noto black with a tail, thns f . You will find crotchets

quite as distinct without their talis as teith them ; and had this very
evident arrangement been adopted centuries ago, tons of printer's-

inl; rn i rl i L. 1i;ivl> lnvn wived wliieb 1i:lvc been uselessly wasted on
crotchet -tails

;
morover, oar eighth noto or quaver would have

required no crook, the semiquaver only one, the demi-semiquaver

only two
;
and, further, those ecstatic pianists who sometimes now

delight to use notes with five tails would bo able to make their rapid

passages exactly twice as impossible as before, without multiplying

I have now reached the most important part ofmy subject,

namely, tho comparative morits of the two systems as showing
key-relationship. In both, the performer at the commencement
of a picco is informed what key it is in ; in the Staff by the koy-

signaturo, in the letter notation by a plain statement

—

Key of A,

Ii, &u. Now we will first compare them nnder an hypothesis that

there is no such thing as modulation or change of key in existence.

Let ns suppose then a movement with three sharps in the Staff,

and the same movement in Letter notation in Key of A. In the

former, as the eyo leaves the left-hand corner of tho line, the

mind lias to carry with it tho fact that throe, and Only throo

sharps appeared in tho signature
;
and, should this fact for one

moment bo forgotten, wrong intervals will inevitably bo takon
by tho voice or finger. In the latter, nothing has to be carried

in the mind of tho porformor as he proceeds, for every note bears
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to tho one which hos preceded it, an invariable- and constant
relationship. I really thick wo must in this case givo the pre-

ference to tho Letter notation. We all know how sorely a child's

memory and patience is tased by having to look out for notes
aifecled by I In: .-ii^uatuve, in [lianuforvc- playing; bin. in vocal music
this influence of tho signature becomes even more t roiru'esoiiie,

because, as I have before said, the whole of the intervals may be
affected by it. But more on this by-and-by.

Now, as to a movement containing modulation. In the Staff
1

notation, a change of key-signature will always show at a glance
when there is a modulation. Similarly, in the Letter notation, a
change of key can be at any time expressed by saying what the
new key is, and what name the last note of the old scale will bo
called by in the now scale—or, as it is termed, by a bridge. But
the fact is that modern music consists largoly of a scries of quito

temporary changes of key, so temporary that it is not thought
necessary, or evou desirable, to introduce a now key-signature,

aceidentuls (sharps, flats, and naturals) being sufficient ;o sieuv

the notes requiring alteration, until such time as the original

key is restored. Thia appears to be delightfully simple, hi;t

practically it constitutes the chief difficulty in reading music,

whether vocal or instrumental, especially vocal ; and for this

reason—an accidental influences all notes of the same degree
nn-.il iho end of tlin bar, unices counteracted by another accidem.il.

We thus compel the performer to distinguish between a compli-

cation of ordors and counter-orders. Tho koy-signatnro says, per.

emptorily, ' Play in such a key '; several accidentals appearand say,
' No ! here are counter-ordors that the koy is displaced till the end
of the bar;' but before the end of the bar is reached, some more
accidentals (staff-officers) rush up and say, ' Tho couu tor-ordors

are countermanded, and the key is to be restored at once.' I

append a very simple and commonplace passage when heard,

which, however, involves quite a long explanation iflooked care-

fully into :

—

The three naturals in tho first three groups nndo at onco

three-fourths of the work of tho signature ; tho flat is part of a
climniiL-ic progression which involves Ft, so the whole signaturo

is now iiichsH ; r.hii ie main hi:; shi.^-s an n t| Hired solely to resturo

tho key, and tho Btj is required for the purpose of raising tho

Bb which was chromatically :ikercd eie-hi much before it. Such
passages jiii; uf constant occurrence. From long observa-

tion, I have little doubt that modern music would be vastly

smijiliiicd in appearance, and so made more easily readable,

if the influence of accidentals had been always limited to the

actual notoa to which they aro affixed. Surely, it would Uo more
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easily intelligible to a child to say, your signature reigns supreme
cicept when a, countersign is actually affixed ; than to say,

bar after bar may be deranged and dissociated from the key-sig-

nature by the introduction of accidentals
;
and, if the use of the

accidentals is not wanted throughout tho bar, sharps and flats

are fetched from the signature for the purpose of reasserting i.lif-'r

authority. If you take np a complicated piece of music—such,

for instance, as Beethoven's Sonata for the Pianoforte, Opus 111,

Bach's works generally, Spohr, Brahms, Wagner, &c.—you will

discover that the great quantity of troublesomo accidentals

sprinkled over the page is largely dno in tho constant repetition

of signs which havo already appeared in tho signature. Enthu-
siasts say that our common notation i3 really remarkably easy,

that its difficulties are merely fanciful, and that thosewho cannot

master it aro deficient in intellect. It is easy for those who,

chiefly owing, as I believe, to this unnecessary ordering and

aware that some very distinguished singers and players have
been and are but poor mailers of music, and that, as a rule—there

ore many exceptions—the amateur is distinguishable from the

professional by his inferior power of reading ; and it must bo
borne in mind that this arises not so mnch from a mecha-
nical or physical incapacity to play tho notes written, but simply,

lnjciiu:;e die iimiitciir hm, :is » rule, less frequent practice in the

rapid mental efforts which our Staff notation imposes.

It may, limvcvir, lit' untie i.'onsolation to the advocales of the

Staff notation to know, that in rapid changes of key, the Letter

notation is as difficult and complicated, or indeed more difficult,

than the Staff system. A clover and well-informed teacher

of the Letter system, under whose tnition I placed myself some
years ago, translated one of tho Choruses from S, Matthew's
Passion, ' Let Him bo Crucified,' from tho ordinary to the Letter

notation at my request. I append it, so that those who are

interested may compare tho two :

—
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LET HIM BE CRUCIFIED.

khi D.LaliisD. (From Bjch'b Matthew Panion.)

U
.d 1

,t |d'

d,t, *r .n :f

d.f.C.

H .t

o.t
1 1 .1 1

>e .d' - .d ,ti d .r,n f

1' .»«' it .1 t 1 -t,d'

- .se 1 f ae, 1, ->i fi ,ri

.

ise .d 1

D.t.

.« se .i 1

A.t.
- ,d',t |4'f .n,r 1 .1

'

|- .n 1 ."d1 t .1 t ni, .a t ( .1, 1

1- .se 1 .t ni f H
|pti ."ill >it, .pi. fi

le .dl

E.t.

lit* .Tf .e .ri -.de'.r 1 de 1

r .d,r "1 .t,d' r .t 1

it .1 it 4' iW f 1 .t pi
1

- >,r .d t, .1, t. 1.

There is yet one other reason why the Staff notation becomes

difficult during modulations; it in this—compose™ have appa-

rently a great antipathy to freqnent change of signatures. In

aonata-form in the major key, when the second theme is, aa

commonly happens,given in the key of the dominant, it is not con-

sidered etiquette to change the key-signature
;
bo, in pupils' first

essay in this form, tho master may safely look forward to a fow
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or many omissions of tho accidentals required to form the now
key. Yon. will all endorse what I Bay, when I remind you what
a froquent source of interruption the omission of such accidentals

becomes at orchestral rehearsals. Tho fact is, tho composer's
mind goes completely into a new toy, when tho development of
his Form demands amodulation ; in adding accidentals, therefore,

hiB fingers hare to positively act against tho dictates of his con-

science.

It will be observed that in certain cases, namely, when a com-
plete change of key has taken place, 1ml wIktc Uiu author Las
not changed the key-signature of his Staff notation, the Letter

Fvsti-Tii aliows a decided superiority, for here the new key has
been formally announced and accidentally altered sounds havo
been discarded altogether.

Composers, by being too chary of introducing now key-signa-

tures in their staff, have nunccossarily multiplied tho number of

accidentals, which in some mnsic seem to swarm like a plague of
fliea. Rut, on the other hand, in tho Letter system the key, or
pitch of Doh, is changed, not too seldom, hut I think very much
too often, though in one class of examples, from which I will by-
and-by cite, not often enough.

Just now I spoke about the confusing effect of those acciden-

tals which must necessarily U: iiii:v.<TucBd in the Staff system

opon a merely temporary modulation. In the Letter notation

these temporary modulations—call them trims'lir-ai, or wljak-ver

you like—are, 1 conceive, no less a source of difficulty. The Letter

system professes to move its Doh, with every change of key; but
if in a movement a sequence of short phrases occurs, which
passes through a series of keys, the Tonic Sol-faists make great

efforts not to change tho Doh. Take, for example, the beautiful

hymn-tuno ' For those at Sea,' as given on page 84 of Mr.
Curn-en's Book On Harmony. The second line (of words) is

rijghUy turned, in the Letter notation, into the key of G, but the

third line runs thus :

—

These two limbs of abeautiful sequence, which might be indefinitely

prolonged, aro actually given in the Letter notation ofthokeyof G.

Of course, tho first is aa palpably in the key of Gas anything possi-

bly can be, and tho second ia in the key ofD ; and there can be no
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In saying that any one of these sections is in the key of 0,

the Tonil! Slil-1'ninls iinr Ti',i i.:-.:v iii !,1 it'll' tuvn principles. In thu

i tone the two first sections of the following t>

and these first two are given as if in tho key of C.

In thus treating sequences, or tetptmiial otoMations, as tho
Tonic Sol-Mats rather absurdly call thqm, I think they are u i: u,

hnt they liavo ceasod for the time to he Tonic Sol-foists at all.

To say, as tlioy do, thai llnj i.;lv Ji.'Sjm iio',j;.i <y,i'i, of Ihy firs! l:oy in

Cases s'.icii us these, is, I am afraid, only an ambiguous form of

acknowledgment that in the Letter Hyslem, raj-. id c'us.nges ol key,
if curried out L-onauieiitiouslv, would bu complicated and cum-
brous. One more eiample, and I will pass on. The recitative,
' All-^rncious God,' No. 60 of liach's ' St. Matthew Passion,' has

the key-signature of C, and consists only of twelve bars. In
these twelve bars it passes, according to my humble power of

analysis, through at least nineteen key). Now, difficult as it

appears in tho Staff notation, I am quite convinced it would bo
far more difficult iu Letter notation, with each remove of key
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All grn - cious God

!

I Jt:l ..f»|l „f*;l „f8 [

r .,t,|do, :do ., jde.

l|t,^,:t,,i
1
|t,^,!t,^.

n „de;« J»m >l« :» K !i

de.,1, ;de,s |de.,s, :de.,i, |n .,da:n .,d8|n .,daim

>, A !<i -,">, l«i -,1". |ta,,t, :ts,.,i, |ta.,i, ;tl

:se.t
|
d' :—

Btfly your hrmdu

;

-..tilti :d |r :ti |J0|

youiBto-ny hearts aow touch'u.

such heart • rend - ing
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I have already tried yonr patieneo much too long, bnt allovr

mo to say a few more words by way of summing-up. In repre-

senting absolute pitch. Staff notation excels. Your key-note is

one and, as longas yon choose, immutable. In the Letter notation

your key-note is

—

anywhere. In Staff notation, yonr treble -staff,

and bass-staff, with the intermediate central C, remain a fixed

standard. In Letter notation your Doh may march np and
down cloven semitones at any time and in any way.

Now, on behalf of Letter notation let mo say, that in it the
relatione of the seven sounds of the scale are so plainly evidonfc

alike to eyo and ear, oven when chromatically altered, that the

correct singing of intervals becomes a matter of comparative
ease

;
whereas, in tho Staff system, intervals become stumbling-

blocks to singers because their exact size depends not only upon
a vivid remembrance of the scale of tho original key-signatnre,

but upon the counter-orders issued by accidentals, which may at

any moment themselves be countermanded by signs fetched t)\>m

the signature for the purpose. In representing minor keys, h:>ili

systems have grave (hull*. In expressing prfi] mi-|.inr;ite length

of notes our Staff notation is admirable. The Letter system
can novcr bo universal until its time-notation is completely

altered. Tho indistinctness of tbo time-notation will, I believe,

be fatal also to an ingenious system just imported from tbo Con-
tinent which combines Letters and Staff.

But an important question here presents itself to us : Do we
require one and the same system of notation for voices and
instrnments p I think not; for this reason: I believe that in

ninety-nine cases out of every hundred, the first impulse of a
singer is, when a vocal part is placed before him, to consider i.iie

)/'/. i j.:.; of the sounds to the key-scale, and to each other. I am
equally certain that an instrumentalist instinctively looks upon a
note as representing a locality \ if ho is a pianist, it represents to

bim tho position of a certain black or white koy ; if a violinist,

tho position his finger should take on a string. For example,
suppose I write a piece in tho key of C, but on trial, I think it

Hot quite bright enough, and rewrite it in CI . The singers have
precisely the same parte to sing, they aro only slightly altered

in pitch—so slightly, that probably not one in a hundred observes

it
;
yet, in the Staff notation, I have taken them from the simplest

known key into one which has seven sharps in the signature, in-

volving double-sharps and all kinds of abstruse signs in modu-
lating. What have tho poor singers dune, thai, tlicy should,

because singing my work a mere trifle higher in pitch, be dragged
from the pure sunlight of the koy of C into tho tangled mazes of

seven-sharps-C and its rolated keys ? The Tonic Sol-faist does
not play singers such ft mean trick as this : ho merely puts his

penthrough the expression Koy of C, and writes Key of CI in its

place; all bis Letter notation remains precisely what it was
before. This is of course an extremo case, but stated thus
broadly, it gives the Letter notation for vocal parts an advantage
over the Staff which is immense.
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Bnt with instrumental music tho cpso is far otherwiso. Sup-
pose, if you plcaae, that my violin accompaniments to this hypo-
thetical composition in the key of C wore copied in Letter notation.

I write as bofore, not Key of C, Dnt, instead, Key of CH
;

then,

every single point on the strings becomes to the player moved,

—

his lingers cannot cross his strings at the same point us before

;

be has to think out as he plays, not only the relative pitch of the

letters to each other, but a new problem—namely, whereabouts on
the strings the altered pitch will take Mm. No wonder that a
Tonic Sol-fa violinist should be dazed, acting that ho must con.

tomplatchis fonr strings as containing <!« nmultij t.f pntutitial Doha.

So too in the case of the pianoforte : a movement in the koy of C
written in Lotter notation is totally changed for the porformer,

by saying Key of CI , instead of Key of C—thumbs will not bo
ablo to go nndor fingers where thoy did before, nor will thoy bo
able to take the same position as before, in chords or arpeggios.

This inaptitude of Letter notation for instrumental musie mint, I

think, be conceded even by its warmest advocates. Bat, why not

To say that Letter notation is not apt for instrumental musio
is, it must be confessed, to say that it cannot be used for the

higher walks of onr art, I believe it cannot.

But, ought the Lotter notation to be scouted and condomned
in, toto because its scope is somewhat limited ? I think not. It

has enormous advantages for simple vocal music, such as chants
and hymns, as any of you can find out if you give it a trial. I

assure you, if I were called upon to roar a church choir in an
;i-.v':c;;'in:-;J dMi'lct, I should unhesitatingly begin at once by
teaching tho rustics Letter notation, as being the simplest and
easiest method of attaining a simple and easy end.

An objection will hero be raised, to the effect, that it is un-
desirable to teach any person a System which ho must throw
aside on reaching, or aspiring to reach, tho higher branches of

art. It will be said, 'You might as well have two methods of

writing language—one for common conversation, another for

science.' There is some weight in this objection, but not so much
as appears on the face of it. Let me remind yon, that wo do use

two notations for properties and measurements. Yon teach a
child arithmetic with its nwmhers and their invariable relation,

but when he wishes to handle abstract quantities and variable

relations, you teach him algebraical signs. Tho time bestowed
on the study of arithmetic is not lost to the student of algebra,

nor will the time given to Letter notation be thrown away if the

Staff notation be afterwards mastered.

There is one class of persons to whom, I believe, the Lettor

system, with its constant relation of letter to lotter, is more trouble-

some than the Staff notation, with all its faults: I mean, those who
have an acute sense of absolute pitch. Such persons can sing

any interval correctly without reference to tho relation of tho
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notes which form it, because they know whero each noto sepa-

rately lives, so to speak. I am sure there are many here who
possess this gift, and I believe it to be more common than is

generally supposed ; but those who possess it are often unmerciful
enemies of the Letter system, because it bothers instead of
assisting them. In fact, when Binging from it, they have to

transpose all mnsic not in the key of C. I hope my criticism

of the Letter system, will be considered the more impartial,

when I say, that I have been from childhood gifted with a

sense of absolute pitch, and that when singing to my Tonic
Sol-fa tutor in Oxford, I was really going through a very
troublesome course of Transposition. As tho study of music
becomes general, I bebeve the number of people born with a
sense of absolute pitch will proportionately increase. If this

sense ever should become universal, Letter notation will die a

natural death. It is not my dnty to refer here to the sup-

posed superiority of the Letter notation, as causing singers to

hike natural instead of tempered intervals; but I should liko

to say, that a really educated singer or violinist is as certain

not to sing or play out of tune except from physical causes, as if he
had not only Latter notation before him, but a complete expla-

nation of the derivation of every chord. In the highor spheres

of groat mechanical skill combined with refined sensitiveness,

the mind becomes its own Intonator, and needs neither letters

nor signs to show sound relation.

In conclusion, I should like to bring before you a system of

notation for absolute piteb, which seems to me to have great

merits.* I have said that one of the best features of our Staff

notation is that the shape of its notes shows their duration.

Now, as one of the chief difficulties in reading music arises

from tho influence of key-signature and accidentals, why should
not the shape of a noto show whether it bo sharp, flat, or

natural? This can bo easily done by using round notes only
for naturals or normal sounds, diamond notes for sharpened
sounds, square notes for flattened sounds. No other alteration

need be mado in the present system— semibreves, minims,
umk'liuls, <ic, beim." u-ed just as before, only in these modi [it;J
forms. The adoption of the round, square, and diamond entirely

supersedes key.signature : for in the key of G, the note F will be
diamond; in tho key of D, F and C will ho diamonds; in the

key of F, It will lie square
;
antl in the key of lit, Htj and Eti will

be square, and so on. But there is also the great advantage in

this system of being able to dispense with accidentals, for when
FB has to bo made Fn a round note isused instead of a diamond

;

and when Bb has to be made Bn a round note is, of course, used
instead of tho square. I have tried several difficult passages

written out in this notation, and have been surprised at its

" SiiiOO writing tho alwve 1 li.i'.v fcuml thr.t t.;n- rmipfi (t svi-.nm hns ivnn

used, to a limited eitant, both in Kiybij.l :,i.d Atccrifu, rod with marked
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simplicity. The mind has nothing to carry on with it
;
every

note tells its own tale both as to time and pitch. For ths double-

sharp I propose to put a sharp against a diamond
;
for a double-

flat, a flat against a square. I append a chorale by Bach, noted
iiir its chromatic harmony, as a proof of the simplicity gained by
this notation. Its weak point is that it is very difficult to write

in manuscript. lint ongravers could by easily taught to transfor

music in the ordinary key-syBtem into the now form. I have no
wish to disturb the present form of writing music, but I must Bay

that it would be a great gain to children and adult beginners i£

pianoforte, harmonium, and organ musiewcre thus printed ; for

as soon as the white keys of the instrument wore understood, no
knowledge of key-signatures is needed, but any pieeo of music
could bo read without chance of error ; the diamond note inva-

riably representing the next key to the right of tho while or

normal note, the square note the iie.s! key to the left, and the

ruw,fl note 1h« white key itself. After learning to read music
thus, it would be most easy to say io the student, ' Sharps in tho

signature direct that all notes on those lines are to be playod as

diamonds; flats in tho signature similarly show what, notes am
to bo square throughont ; naturals make notes equal to round.'

I am not without hope that such au evident improvement in no-

tation will have a fair trial. It is not, as far as I know, pro-

tected by :\.v,y ' patent,' and I believe that an enterprising pub-
lisher, who would issue pianoforte tune-boots and simple pieces

for tho harmonium in this notation, would meet with much

DISCUSSION.

Ds. Stone said ho differed from Dr. Stainer as to tho exis-

tence of any absolute pitch, and mainly on physiological grounds,
ulfh. iiL-h meiaphysi os underlay the question. He did not think
that human beings had any innafe ideas whatever, and certainly

not any innate sensations ; and he was inclined,with Locke,to look
on a child's mind as a blank sheet of paper as to pitch of all sorts

as well as all other subjects: ho should also deny the presence

the pitch in Handel's day was not what it is^ow^He^Dr!
Stainer) had spokon of three different pitches—tho Froncli, tho

medium, and the sharp pitch—whereas if thero were any innate

pitch it must always bo the same. Dr. Stono did not know which
of tho three was to ho considered as preceding the rest, if any of
them were innate. There were also other arguments against
this notion. Ail the senses seemed to be acquirements

;
and, at

any rate, a musical ear could hardly be considered a sense at all,

but was essentially an acquirement, for three parts of the world
did not possess it; and if it were innate, tho vast number of un-
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musical people wonld be of defective sense, and must be ranked
among idiots. He would not go farther into the subject then, as

he intended to refer to it on another occasion, when ho could do

so with more accuracy and detail.

Mr. Bosasquet thought tiio existence of a sense of absolute

pitch could hardly bo questioned, morcly because at different times

there Imd been ditlcrent absolute pr.ehes attributed to tho note C.

What was implied by tlio expression was that a person had the

undoubted fact™ SirVrederiok°bnJilej 'bad told 'him'' that the

very first tiiru' lie heard a note of whirl) lie was told the inline ha

wns able (u remem her ii, and bad remembered it ever since, so

that ho had, to all intents and purposes, the souse of absolute

pitch : there was a great deal to he said on the theory of notation

in the stricter sense. One tiling hid ratncr astonished him

—

namely, that Dr. Stuincr was so enthusiastic an advocate for equal

temperament.
Dr. Staikeh : Not so much so as I was.

Mr. Bos.WO.UKT was or" opinion that equal temperament was tlio

basis, as many considered, tin- ;dl i-aleala'.i -ns and ur-gi: ma tits, and
ho was therefore rather surprised that, nobody had attempted to

could be token as thT basis to ho "indited?''"lie had himself
devised a notation of this kind, the nature of which bo wonld
lirieliy iudirau'. Taking an ordinary skill' of live linos with tho

middle C on the ledger lino below, and reckoning each lino or

space as a semitone, you arrived at the octavo on the first ledger

lino above, and therefore by using four staves,ono above thu other,

there would be the means of representing four ootaves ; and thu

ditibfenoe between tho tocos and semitones would be seen at a
glance by the position of the notes on tho staff.

Professor W, H. Monk said he would confine his remarks to

f.ivo points alluded t.o in the paper. If. as Dr. Stniner said, the

multiplicity of signs, such as sharps and Huts, wore a disadvantage,

and if it were a disadvantage Unit sharps and Hats in some cases

only affected the notes in one bar, and in other cases all notes of

tho same nami:, there seemed to at-isn the question, whether or not
our forefathers did a wise iliinj; at. all in adopting a system of

scale-signature, and whethrr all scales ought not to bo indicated

now as they mnst have been niiLrinaliv. by the interposition of

sharp or flat signs as often as thoso signs were necessary. One
othor point had always struck him with regard to the question of
siir.iilioity as between the a-tablislied notation and what was
t ailed tin 1 Ton! i.' H:'l-f;: nutation- - namely, that there was a mistake
in saying that in tile latter nolhitr.- hail to bo earned in the mind
of the stud out ; for il IVeqaeully happened (llilt, us tlio voice part

progressed, lliore wi:ro liireetions that, the key should be Ab, lib,

Ch, or whatever it might be ; and eonsoquent ly the na lor had to

.
keep in mind, in file first instance, tho signature, with the qualities
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of the intervals as originally used for tho natural scale, arid then
tho variations which occurred from the change of pitch as you
proceeded to modulate into different key:;

;
so thai he would not

admit that there was that distinction which had been mentioned,
that in the Staff notation certain things had to bo remembered,
and in tho Tonic Sol-fa nothing at all.

Dr. Pole said that reforouco had been mado by Dr. Stainer to

one advantage of tho ordinary notation -];;uncly, Hie immense
laeility it. [.'iivu ul' reading ir'.usio without performance. Mr.

caicd .musicians) fbriii an idea of a piece of music, by perusal,

without hearing it. Most people accustomed to music could

form an idea of a psalm-tune, or a chant in four parts, by simple
in.jjieorion, and tlio.se who with more highly (mined in the art

could form an idea oven of an instrumental piece in scoro ; but ho
(Dr. Polo) did not know whether -,l:al. would hi; possible m the

Tonic Sol - r a notation, even in the case of a psalni-tuno. Ho
certainly did not tliink it could bo done with an instrumental

Mr. McNauokt said all trained Tonic Sol-faists had a very

la notation, in order to make it more easy to their eye. It would
be admitted by all that even to an experienced conductor it was
a matter of difficulty, in looking at a complicated orchestral score,

to imagine the effect which would be produced ; the parts for the

different instruments being written in different rU-fs, and in

different ways, in order to accommodate tho various instruments.

To a Tonic Sol-faist, howover, it was as easy to read an orchestral

score as a psalm-tone, because all tho parte were written in tho

samo key. In reply to what had been said by Dr. Monk, In- would
merely say that a Tonic Sol-faist had nut to retain anything in hi."

niomoiy, except thu one key ; be lea rut tins seven (ones of (lie

scale by the mental effects, and not a number of intervals from
one note to tho other.

Professor Moss said his remark had reference to Dr. Stainer's

observation, that in tho Tonic Sol-fa system the performer had
nothing to carry in his mind. He could not see how an intol I iireu I.

musician could read music from any system at all, and yet havo
nothing to burthen his mind with ; for reading seemed to him to

bo altogether a mental operation.

Mr. Hur.LAll said ho and no doubt Dr. Stainer wag aware,
although he had mado no allusion to tho fact, that an immense
number of notations had been proposed within tho last fifty

years ; and thoro was a work published, in the form of a report of
a society at Zurich—which ho had seen noin.ini.ally alluded to in

French writing.;, but the original of which he had nut been able

clear idea in th

the Tonic Sol-fa

Tonic Sol-fa randi
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to get, a night of—which described, ho understood, abont fifty or
sixty notations

; and within the last ten years nearly as many-
more had boon proposed. He rejoiced to say that, no two were
alike, and lie was always delighted to hear of a now system of
musical notation being brought forward, because in: felt euro that
it added one more to tho number of securities which wontd pre-
vent the present admirable ayatem ever being superseded, Under-
neath almost all discussions about notation there lay a most
serious error, or assumption—namely, that tho difficulty lay in tho
method of representing a certain thing, and not in the thing
itself; ami even Dr. Stabler, ipiile unintentionally, had been a
iil.lli> uulirr in this respect, for lie had first spoken of the letter

notation and of lis siiuplirih —evident ly rclbning in his mind to

psidut-tunes and simple passages for beginners—and then he
gave on the blackboard, in the ordinary notation, an example of
an exceedingly complicated picee of music. Now, tho difficulty

in performing such a passage was not in tho notation, but in tho

music itself. 1.1]'. plainer could sine' it. and had sung it ; and in

his (Mr. Hullah's) view, the accidentals marked in the passage

tended to remove the difficulty, because they concentrated tiie

attention on tile particular places where the mod illations occurred.

If Ktich a passu u-f were placed be for,- him, He: lies", '.Line' he should

look at would bo tho accidentals, to Hoc if hu could get any indica-

tion of tho key. A person who could sing an interval of a fifth

knew something a.buul music, anil whether that, interval was put
before, him in one way or another made, as lie believed, no
difference whatever, as far as the individual interval was con-
cerned ; but in the case of complexities, like tho oxamplo given

by Dr. Stainor, difficulties must arise in any notation over seen,

thi'v heire' rulirelv inseparable from tho thing to be represented.

Hewasglad u. bear Mr. MeNaught say that {here were persons who

course, hound to believe that statement, though tho fact was cjnite

new to hint. With regard to any object ions arising from the

difficulty of keeping certain things in the mind, there was no art

or science whatever which could bo practised beyond its very
earliest stain's without hcarinc- in tin; mind innumerable facts;

and lie rejoiced to say that such was (be case with music, and ho
should be very sorry to see (supposing it possible) any system of

notation invented which would save i hose who learnt music the

trouble of l.hin'-iiug. He loobed upon it as u L'reat ed ileal in rial

discipline, dial I lie child had to remember that from E to F was a
semitone, whilst F to (.! was a tone

;
and, in fact, there was very

little more to be remembered. Those who wanted to I'ucilii.ale

thetcachingof music, mil by sweeping away wlial was unnecessary,

but by leaving our. important facts, were doing it the greatest

disservice they possibly could.

Mr. SEDLBI TAVLOn thought Mr. Hullah would hardly contend
that some of tin: ilillicidi ies which were utterly geatuitous conld

be any advantage. For instance, suppose a piece of music began
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in the key of B, and then modulated into Hie key of C—then, in-

CTGiy note in tho scale would have !in accidental before it, and
Bo what ought to bo tho simplest thing poisiblo was repi'e^or.i.ed

in a very complicated :nnn:icr. Hueh r'ratn:t",us diiliciikies could

hardly be an advantage. Why should music in tho key of C bo
rep [-[.-ten ltd l:i tivo tfi.a!l y dlilerent maimers- -one when it began
in tho koy of C, and another when it began in another key P Tho
name passage might thus In: rep resei ilea in eight, or (en ditTeveni

ways, according i.o the key in which the piece of music originally

started. The grt-nt.esl advantage in any milalion was that tho

same things should he represented by the same symbols, but in

the established system yun might have (.he same interval rcpro.

sentcd in hah'-a-do/on d iliercnt ways.
Mr. Ales. S. Cooper said that difficulty might bo mot by

changing tho signature.

Mr. Sbdlet Tavloii said that was not done, as a matter of

feet.

Professor Monk said it was done in many instances.

Mr. SedlkY Taylor said he had understood Mr. Hullah to say

it would bo a disadvantage to gel rid of these difficulties.

Mr. UulLAk said he was rather referring to accident a!s which
did not indicate modulation, hut were chromatic. In a long
passage, beginning in the key of B, and then going info the

koy of C, almost immediately—(though that would bo rather

a curious composition)-—there would bo no objection to tho

composer changing the signatare.

Mr. G.A, Os.:;'i:xi:«!.i(l In: should mnch like to hearanexpression
of Opinion, from tho different professors present, on the suggestion

put forward by Dr. Sfainer, for indicating sharps and flats by tho

shape of the notes. Ho had boon looking carefully over the

specimen, and ho did not think the most ordinary persons could
possibly make a mistake in reading it. Although it might be the
:ifly-tiist. sy-lern of musical iiotiiiuin, he should be very glad to

And hotli tho stall' arid teller systems superseded by it, for lie had
never seen anything so pcrl'i-oily cte:;r and simple. If they
studied 11 for a year, lie did uul Hunk they could come to any
conclusion but thai il was a most, admirable system.

Mr. MACKt:sn\ said reference had been mado to tho difficulty

of teaching by the old notation ; but some of those who had a
great deal of" practice in (c^~I-.:ol' vocal ruuf-ic by (hat system had
not been able hitherto to discover what those difficulties were.

Mr. Hullah said he gloried in the difficulties, such as they were,
and if music had not somo difficulties to present to tho learner,

it would be unworthy of study altogether. At tho same time he
(Mr. Mackeson) thi.n!<.-h( these difficulties wove much over-
rated—sometimes in tiie interest of the Tonic Sol-fa system, and
sometimes by the natural tendency in the human mind to create

difficulties where they did not exist. Ho had found, in teaching

church choirs and choral societies, that what difficulties did
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arise were very frcqnontly the result of the teacher's incapacity to

The Chairman-, referring to a remark in tlie early part of Dr.

Stabler' « paper wiih regard to the representation uf speech by
written murks, said that was a subject to which lie had paid

special attention for some years, and he had found insuperable

dillicall ii
- i:i t he way of representing the intonation of speech.

It. was a '•ry di ill-rut I lii Hi; to represent ii.t oration in jpivi h ami

in music, because in tlie hi tor you proceeded by definite intervals,

bat in speech by glides, and there were a great many sounds

which v/itv r.o~ musical at all. He had found great difncully in

tl;K part of the subject, especially during the last four yearn,

whilst he had been ondeavomb:- 1
„', esont the different English

dialects ; but hit found that in almost every county there was a

as Hie promiiioiatiou of the vowels, but, union anal el y. ar w.'is

obliged to leavi: this intonation ahnosl undcscrilieil, through being
unable to devise any efficient means of representing it. With
regard to Ihe different systems of notation, although ho was not

acquainted '.vit a ! he iiffy lacntionod by ilr. Ilullah, he was rather

surprised that no mention had been made of two or threo which ho
had met with : for example, in connection with tho Letter notation

there was a still older one of Rousseau, in which the intervals

were represented by figures. This was published in 1818, bat it

had been very much used recently in Franco. It represented the

scale by the figures I to 7, the sharps having an acnte accent

through (hern, and the fiats a grave accent, and it was bein.ij

taught to many thonsands in Paris nt the present day. M.
Haitian—who. curiously onou;jli, was a I earlier id deaf-and-dumb
school— had also hroa;;ht forward a system of Staff notation, which
was in soiae respects similar lo horn music, because it \va; always

written in the key of C on the staff—tho name of tho key heing
indicated at the top.

Mr. HuLLArr said that had been published within the last two
or three months, as a novelty.

The Chairman said it was describod in the book published in

1818. With regard to systems of notation for tho equal tempera-

meiii. about twenty-live years iv-u Mr. Walbridge Lund breu^ki

out a system of notation called the ' ser[ueui ial system,' which had
Ihree stall' lines and some very queer skeleton-like letters, whioh
troubled the eye very much to read ; but it was taken up by
several music-inns. He must say he was rather astounded,

knowing Dr. Stainer's opinion of Ihe equal temperament, io iind

the syslnn ho hail proposed was no*, slrict.ly applicable to it;

because in ;he equal temperament flats and sharps were the same
thing, whereas in the system be had devised nl and lb wero
represented two ditlerciil. ways, alt.'ior.e;h they represented the

same sound on the pianoforte. It was not, thoroforo, adapted to

any system of temperament, except, those which distinfruishc;';

sharps and flats, such us tho old mean-tone temperament, or the

Pythagorean.
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Dr. Stmssb, in reply lo the observations which had been
made, said ho ought, perhaps, to apologise for Raying anything
about the intonation of the voice i:i speech, as it was really an
unmusical subject ; but ho did so because ho believed a system of
notation at one time grew out of it—namely, that of the Hcbrow
accents, and he iherofore mentioned it, as cp to ilia;- sub-

ject. With regard to Dr. Stone's observations about the sense of
nb.suhilt- piteb, he had no idea of introducing any physical nr

:iij:l:iplLysi('ii! disenssion. You micflii. say this si use was obtained

by education, or was innate, or that nobody bad it ; but the fart

remained ihat cerijiin people esisled, who, if [licv were askcil to

absolute pitch to them. With regard to Mr. Bosanquet's system,

and that of another gentleman present, Mr. Gill (which was a
most iTijrunio-.iK syscct:!), hi; must. ;

| ii iIoltl^o net mentiMiiir.ir

them and many others
:
but liad he done so ho should never have

got through his paper, the subject beiue; so enormous that it was
impossible to enter into all its branches. Mr. Bosanquet's

si^'i-csliun, however, reminded tiiiu of several efforts which had

been made from time to time for altering the position of the keys

of [ho [iiui]t>f'rirl.<>, I he ell'cet of ivliieh wouU lit' to .save eo:isi!:er.ibk!

space, namely, by making /( a black key exactly between u and /,

and ill a blnr-k key . .v ;i
;

<
K- between bb and c. In short, by

giving each semitone the same actual mcaanrcment. An octavo

would then be nearly one inch less in space than now. With
regard to Mr, Hullah's remarks about the difficulty boing in

the music itsolf, and not in the notation, the fact remained,

however you accounted for it, that you conld not go into any
ordinary choral society without finding that the number of

people who eould read music was most discreditably small. He
honoured the enthusiasm of those teachers who said it was very

easy ; but still, when yon could not walk round any drawing-

room and find one person in six who could read mnsic at sight,

he thought it was a disgrace to somebody—either the teachers aa

a body, or their pupils. The only way in which he eonld look

upon it was that tin; (liiiisr itself was difficult.

Mr. Hullin said, no doubt it was difficult.

Dr. Stainer said, if that were so, ho thought they really ought

rid of those who could not read music. With regard to his own
suggestion of notation, on doubt it had been invented long ago

;

nndif it bad been, he should be glad, as he could then support
it on independent grounds. I [<; was inclined tn recommend it,

because ho I1h!ul.'1iI it would bridge over some of the difficulties

which beset flic child— namely, those accidentals which Mr. Mullah

considered eo bonetiiiial.
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14. Imtboduction.

In a provions paper read beforo the Musical Association on
November 2, lb74, a method was developed for the derivation

and treatment of fl claaa of systems of tuning, to which the
terra ' regular ' was applied—this terra being taken to imply that

the notes of any such system can be arranged in a i-oniinnnua

series of equal fifths. A notation was described, applicable to

written music, by which 11 if- pusii inn <>f Hie nows of such systems
in the fundamental series of fifths is defined ; and a brief sketoh

was given of a ' Generalised Keyboard,' founded on a principle

of ' symmetrical arrangement,' by means of which the notes of

any such system can bo controlled, tho fingering of any passage
being the same in whatever key it is token.

In tho present paper some points of interest in the history of

the snbjcct will bo first alluded to. Tho history oven of so ob-
scuro a subject is very extensive.

In Mr. A. J. Ellis's papers on ' Musical Chorda,' and 1 On the

Temperament of Instruments with Fixed Tones,' in the Pro

-

eeedhgs of the Royal Society for 1864, there is a concise account,

v.-illi refeivnivs, cf t;n> gn-:i1.T jinrt nf lvliiii, is attainable in the
history nf [In; derivation of (lie octave. The pojuts lo bo now
mentioned will be selected with a view to illustrate tho develop-

ment and progress of the subject, and to supplement tho in-

form;-: -.ion o'::i:i.!ji:ilile i'riiTsi Mr. Kllis's papors.

In tho discussion of Helmholtz's work, his theory of con-

eonanco and dissonanco will be examined in somo detail, and
inekieiiiuliy the bimnle.vt method nf ei'intiuiiii!; beats fur pvadiea.1

purposes will bo introduced. "Wo shall then proceed with tho

practical application of our systems, and the construction of in-

Tho practical interest ofwhat remains to us of tho theory of the

Greek musicians is but small ; and it will bo convenient to pass

it by with the remark that, rightly or wrongly, series of perfect

fifllis, niiil (In.' principal derivatives officii a series, bear the name
of Pythagoras ;

t he Py tliiicjur-ea n euinrim being the difference in

interval between [he extremities of series n[ twelve perfect fifths

;

Mm Pythagorean, ur dissonant third, the third made by four per-

feet fii'l.lis up. ami other intervals formed by the notes of such a
series hearing analogous names. The approximately true third,

however, formed by eight fifths down, has nevnr borne the name
of Pythagoras.

15. Historical.
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16. Wo pass at onre, with this db.wrration, to the beginning of
the scv(Hi(t't'iith««til.ury. TJie work of Morsenne, bearing the date

;dlbrds us iiiloriiiiitiiin as to the Hilda of the problem at that

The portion of Jlersennc's work with which we arc moat
directly coiiei.Tiicd tvrats of systems of scales. Almost the
v. liiiii.i (if these iiri! constructed so as to afford a greater or leas

number of perfect concords. Wo select the sonic of the koj of

F, with 18 intervals in tbo octave. Mersenno dignifies it, and
mmij- other of his systems, with the ti*le of fivstiimn Perfect urn.'

"We employ t.lic sijrtu in his figure of (bo keyboard at p. 118.

Tin- kfviMiird is idem ilu-d ;is hclnii^iiii^ to the scale by the pro.

purl ioiial vibration numbers, which tire given for each note in

both places.

The following is Mersenno's (able :-

Bjatanm Perfectnm.

F 5760

I'dsiti™* n-roniio!- to

^-
-

1
i

-i
el' I.Vrfci't or A|iprnsi

mutely Pe tied FiiLlis.

ydb or yet

\db ot\cS

fk-mit. minus
UN

/gb or /H

1 Tho works of 3a
tn tlie writer. Salinas is said t<

published, tbe mean-torn system.
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For tho cshilution of (In: resources of this sys-iom, as ro;;.1r<!s

the chords .available, ivc must refer to tho first part of this paper

(p. IS). Wt sic how limited IUusl- irsources are, and yet howjudi-

ciously t'ae most is made of the limit id number el' t:o;cs provided.

The keyboard for this scale is figured at p. 118 of the hoot
' De Tnslrumentis,' in Jlersenne.

All the black keys are doubled, and also the key for the G.
Two pairs of black keys are placed one pair on each side of the

G key. isml three pairs between ii—c,c— d, and d—^respec-
tively, instead of in the usual positions.

llersenna commences his systems with soma examples taken
from Salinas. The first system is one of -5 notes in the ocl.ivc,

which is given in a form precisely analogous to tho above ; this

he calls tiy i.ci'.a Omnium Pcrbetissimum.'

This and all other similar systems are on tho principle of the

addition of more notes, whirl) finish jsa'fect concords with seme
of those already present. Tho best-known and most-developed

e\nmi'le of ill is kind in recent (inns is Ike enharmonic organ or

the late General T. Perronet Thompson. The resources ofsuch a
system are auk'nieiil c:i by i.iie addil ion of every new note in exuefly

the same manner. General Thompson employed ahogeiher 40

in the octave. It is to ho noticed that these are all irregnlar

systems : (here is no pretence of aiming at a continuous series of

lit! ks. Tin; iiflli.-, being perfect, arc of the character of those of

positive svsrems.

Mcrsenpo alludes to negative systems, although none such are

obtained by dividing i.hc wlmhs lone inlo liie equal parts. Now,
six major tones exceed an octave by the Pythagorean comma.
Hence Mersenne's statement is not true. But, if we diminish

the value of the major tone in a certain ratio, wo can make six

tunes fail short of the octave by a hi ill pari of a tone ; and (hen

wo havo 6 X 5 +1=31 fifths of a tone in the octave. Although
ike existence of the system was known to _Uer~enr.e, and indeed

also to Salinas, they both u.enlion it only to stato that they

regard it as defective, and it was left to UuvL-hcus to recognlsu

its importance. Merscinio then mentions the equal temperament
of 12 notes very shortly, and also a division of the octave info

24 equal intervals. The latter is useless, and lie dees net appear

to have reruguised any merit in the former, save its simplicity.

At pages lit!, 1 IH, 1 1;>, and 12!' are given represejilaiMms of

keyboards for systems having various numbers of notes in the

octave. These are interesting, .and some of them arc of very
great eomploxity.

On page 128 there is a very remarkable table, in which tho

r -.ks for the dimensions of oi^-an- pipes are setoff for a number of

dlifercnt systems. The e.;i:al t eru pcrnim nl positions aro given
;

and in the third column the positions are given for a system,

which is nut further explained, but. appears to be sid^taul inlly

the old unequal temperament. Although this system was certainly
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(if the above1
-mentioned system of 31. lie lmiieeH that Salinas

and Mei'M'iimr had not tire knowledge of the methods necessary

for its construction, and gives a correct eolation by the aid of

logarithms. The work appears to have been first published before

1700, but the date of the Opera Varia is 1724.

18. important work'in tho history of the subject is ' Smith's

Harmonics.' The date of the socond edition is 1750. Among
tbo remarks in tho preface, ft curious ono deserves attention,

especially as illustrating the mode of thought of practical men
at that time. It consists in tempering the major third according

to the rule :

—

— = ratio of circumference of circle to
Interval of octavo _ _

Interval of major third

If we seek to test this wo find tho proportion :

—

->wi ST-= 3,81972 aentitoaea
>

and perfect third = 3-86314 •

whence the third thus derived is '0*13*2 flat.

Tho properties of the intervals have of course nolhing to do
with tho circle, and tho approximate numerical coincidence is

merely accidental.

In speaking of tho system of mean tones, Smith observes
[iirii, its el iarm;; eristic ia that all tho fifths are one-fourth of a
comma flat ; for thus tho third formed by fonr fifths is a comma
lit. low the Pythagorean third, which is the property of the perfect

third. Ho calls it ' tho vulgar temperament
'

; it is tho old form
of tho unequal temperament. Tho object at which ho aims in

tho systems he then proposes is, to get tho thirds, fifths, and sixths

equally tempered, so that the thirds and sixths may beat as fast as

the fifths. From our point of view this is of doubtful correctness.

We find that fifths are much more sensitive to temperament than
thirds, whereas Smith inclines to the opposite view, but even-

tually adopts the principle that all concords shall bo made equally

dissonant. This ho calls ' equal harmony.'

With reference to tho remark made just now, that fifths aro

more sensitive to temperament than thirds, no must note that

tbo opposite opinion is sometimes expressed. Let us, therefore,

consider shortly how this stands. In the ordinary equal tempera-
ment the thirds are sharp by about two-thirds of a comma, and
wo must admit that this amount of error in the thirds is not
readily detected unless the ear be sp^i-iad; ailraelcd to it; for

all practical musicians use these intervals eun.-itaully without per.

ceiving the dissonance. It is no doubt matter of opinion to some
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extent, but the writer's own experience ia that fifths which aro

as ranch out of tune as two-thirds of a comma are unbeatable.

The beats in the two casea differ in two ways. Those of tho

fifth, are far more intense than thoao of tho third, since they are

derived from an interfering pair of harmonics which lie lower in

pitch—namely, tho twelfth and octavo, and in mnsical tones theso

arc always more intense than higher harmonics j but theso beat3

aro less rapid than those of the third, which aro derived from
the interference of tierco and double octave. No doubt, there-

fore, the result depends upon the strength of tho various har-

monica pruBent, and may vary in different casea.

Smith does nut appear to regiird positive systems as practi-

cable ; on the ordinary keyboard this is undoubtedly true.

Smith gives a general investigation of the properties of nega-
tive systems of temperament. His method is interesting, as it

furnishes immediately a result which we shall obtain in a dif-

ferent manner. He assumes that the octavo is made up of five

similar tones and two semitones. Wo seo that this e.M'Imles

positive systems, with their two classesof tones. Ho then points

out that, sinco tho fivo tones and two semitones make up an
octave, which is a constant quantity, if wo suppose tho values

of tho tone and semitone to bo changed in any manner, tho

change of tho five tones must be e<j'Ji 1 :in;L opposm: k> tho L'!iai:^o

of the two somitones, or the change of the tone is to that of tho

semitone as 2 : 5. Now in treating motive systems we shall

tee that all the tones are whs it, wi; mil two- fifths tones, i.e. they
are got by tuning tivo lift! is ;ip ; and both the semitones ai i' livn-

iifths semitones, i.e. are got by tuning- five fifths down. Hence
the departure from equal i en^ierimieut of'tho inne is that of two-
fifths up, and of tho semitone five fifths down—whence .Siuk.li 's

n s'.sll. follows directly. He examines the systems of 50 and 31
by this method.

Smith gives a very detailed investigation of the theory of

brats This was tho most important discussion of tho subject

up to recent; times, and Do Morgan commends it highly. Tho
investigations of Helmholtz, however, with tho recognition of
Ohm's law of simple tones, havo disposed of the fundamental
principles ho tiiLiiloys so fur as regards the reception of sound
in the ear ; and consequently Smith's discussiou becomes unim-
portant for us.

Smith gives a number of rules for determining absolute pitch,

of tljir niinilior of vihmt.ioim tw.da in a given limo by any note.

The first of these depends on the mechanical properties of the

monochord, the rest on tho observation of beats. None of them
are of practical value now, as they do not admit of being per-

formed with sufficient aconracy for onr purposes.

As Smith's systems led to a very unequal temperament, they
are valueless, practically, without additional notes to tho keyboard.
His direction for ordinary keyboards is as follows :—

' Till instruments are made with a changeable scale, it is
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more proper fo fnno the defective scale in common nse by making
every lii't.h end third to tlie same base beat equally quick—tlio

former flat,, and the latter sharp.'

This system is intermediate between the old nneiped lempera-

ment, or system of mean (ones, and the ordinary equal tempera-

form of tin: iineijiiiil temperament is roughly Smith's system. (See
Hopkins ou the Organ, p. 183.) Smith describes (p. 177) an
arrangement for introducing additional notes into the harpsidiord,

to be salisti tilted for the normal notion oerta.ii! keys by (lie aelion

of drawstops. There, is an organ In a private house in Edin-

burgh which possesses a similar arrangement. In both cafes the

notes are inlended to constitute a regular negative .system, either

the old unequal tempcriiTncnl (mean-lone system) or an approxi-

mation to it. The action of the stops was to vary the portion

of the circle of fifths presented on the keyboard. Thus the

following arrangements might be accessible with two drawstops,

the one extending the resources of flat keys, the other those of

sharp keys

:

Flats: b-4-tt-d-g-e-f-bb-eb-ab-db-gb
Ordhi;>ry arrangement: gu -el -/j -b-^-.-a-ii-fj-c-f-bb-eti

Sharps : e 5 -«i-<lt -cj ~fs -b-e-ard-g-c

Mr. A. J. Kllis lias reeonllv caused lo be construeted a luir.

monium in which this principle is lurl.her developed. (See Pro-
ceedings of the Hoyal Soeiety, 1 "7-1. ) The writer's opinion is,

that any procedure which involves the use of mechanism, whether
atop-hand! os or pedals, for the selection of the notes required, is

unpractical

.

There is an interesting passage in which Smith anticipated to

some evieiit the doctrine of Helmholtz, that dissonance consists

of Lea's, or intermissions more or less rapid in the continuity of

the mosical tone, lie says, al p. '2\17, using expressions almost

ideiuieal with those of llohnholtz:— ' for nothing gives grenlor

ofl'ence fa> Hie henrer, though ignorant, of Mm cause of it, than
those rapid rattling beats of high and loud sounds, which
make im perfeet consonances with one another; and yet a few
slow beats, like the slow undulations of a close sh.-.ke now ami
then introduced, are far from buins: disagreeable.'

19. An important tree! is Woolliousc's ' Mssav on Musical Inter-

vals ' (1835). This writer employs, in the first instance, equal

miit
P
of interval; but subsequently abandons the method for

another, which we now judge, lo be of less ul ilit.y. Wi.olh.mse gives

twelve places ; these ngrco, as far as they go, with the twenty-

place values given in the first part of this paper.

The solution ol the general problem givee by \\ oolkoase is

chiefly in forest. ini- on account of the principles employed in the

actual compulation. In the result, be divides the octave into

fifty equal intervals, and employs only a certain number of these
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to construct scales. He provides a considerable number of

scales, but, in consequence of the omission of many notes of the

system, these do- not fulfil tho important conditions of n regular

system, still less those of a regular cyclical system. Tho distinc-

tion between the sharp of a note and (In- flat of tin! note above it-

is retained and made essential. Wo have seen that this form of

nutation eaii only be employed in negative systems.

Woolhouse thou (p. 4:t) treats the I luy^henian division of :"!!

in the same way, and finishes liy dividing the oelave into l'J

equal intervals. The resulting concords would bo bad, and the

sequences of melody also. This system is negative, and of the

first order.

Woolhouse's explanation of tbo 'terzo suono,' sometimes
ealh li Tarlini's time, is erroneous, as are all explanation.-, but ore

that of llclnibolt/.
;
otherwise, an a treatise on musical mathe-

matics., this tract is of great excellence; it deserves to be read
still as a mode) o:' elemenlnrv exposition.

20. A system was proposed by Kari Stanhope, of winch the

scale is substa.nl ially as follows : c-tj-d-\tr-\h-ft -/,jb-/tH>Sab
Seb-hb-f-c. Its capabilities are more limited than those of

any of the scales of Mersenne.

21. Apaperby Do Jin^m, 'O.itlie Heats of hnpe-fect Coiiso-

nane,.,-((;am. l'ltd.Tra11s.Vo!.X.p.i2;0,eontaLnsson,creii,-eneetr>

our subject. He employs oqna! lempnrntnent semitones as the unit

el interval, and fives rr.lcs lor the trnnslormaliDii ol lo^ar:! .'mis

of vibration ratios into terms of equal temperament semitones

and vkevcrsv, identical in principle with those in tho writer's

previous paper.

The rest of Du Morgan's paper is foreign to the present

subject ; but we inny imitk that his treatment of the problem
of beats belongs to the pi'riod which preceded Hehnholtz's
investigations.

22. Apaperby Herschel (Qnart.erlyJourr.al of Science, Vol. V.,

p. P.;!H) proposes various scales. In one of these, which is preferred,

all the fifths except one are perfect, I he remaining one ci-rimr of

coarse by a Pythagorean comma. His observation is, ' The duel'

blemish is the paucity of perfect thirds of both kinds, but, on tho

other hand, none of them en- in excess or ueloct beyond a comma.'
Tho defective fifth is taken to be d—Vi (table at top of

p. 348, column D, and row Sol). Now an error of a comma ina
fifth makes it nnfit for nsc in music ; no ear can tolerate a fifth

which is a comma out of tune. So tiiat this arrangement would
exclude from use the keys of G major, D major, ami A major, to

say nothing of minor keys.

23. A considerable work bus been carried out. by Mr. II. W.
I'oole: his las;, paper is in ' Sillimnti's American Journal,' Vol.

XLIV., July \B.>7, p. 1. It is difficult to convey a good idea of

the details of the keyboard he there proposes. But the Lrcncr;d

principle is as follows:—
Thcro are five distinct series of notes, each proceeding by
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successivo fifths. These are:—(1) keynotes, (2) thirds, (3)
sevenths, (4) thirds to (2) for the minor keys, (5) sovenths to

(2) for the minor keys.

The keynotes in each key axe those which form perfect fifths

derived from the tonic. Thus, in the key of C, we have /-c-ff

-d. The arrangement of the notes of this series is fundamental,

and all the others are placed with reference to them.
These so-called keynotes are, in fact, placed according to the

writer's principle of 'symmetrical arrangement.' This is, how.
ever, applied only to the 1 keynotes,' and the remaining notes of

each scale are introduced as auxiliaries. The relative displace'

ments of the keynotes from tho horizontal are much greater

than in the writer's keyhoard—three times as large. It may bo
as well to mention that the writer's invention of this arrangement
was entirely independent of Mr. Poole's.

As far as can he judged from the description, tho uniform
scale of Jlr. Poole's keyboard must be rather like that of A
major on the ordinary keyboard. But tho number of auxiliaries

is considerable, and must Jead to constant modification of the

principal form of scale.

Tbe writer judges the distinction of the five series to be un-
necessary and cumbrous, as there oxist regular systems which
afford approximations sufficiently close to make one scries of

fifths serve for all purposes. Moreover, even tho scale of 19
notes of Mcrsenne provides notes omitted in this arrangoment

—

via. tho notes to which the keynotes are thirds. Mr. Poole has
indeed indieatod where they may he placed as auxiliaries, bnt

they cannot be used as keynotes. The chief ohjeetion to this

form of keylxiard curLsisi, \\: (tit? d'fljiiidi y iviiii/b uri.sea from tho

difference in the arrangement of the auxiliary notes and the so-

called keynotes. The player may want to make any note on the

instrument a keynote, or to take it in any other form at a
moment's notice ; and this can only be accomplished perfectly by
a koyboard which is symmetrical in tho arrangement of all tho

notes it governs.

24. GencralT. Pcrronct Thompson constrnctedanonharmonio
organ in which a number ofnotes belonging to the positive system
of perfect thirds were commanded by three keyboards ofgroat com-
plexity. On each of these keyboards a scale of the ordinary key-
board'is tho basis of operations, A certain number of auxiliary

key* related u, the pi-mci|!al key of tin.' bimrd. Tliesu are intro-

duce! in a number of dillercnt forms, wherever they am wanted.

The nmili. is a couipiieai ion of peak s for a considerable number
of different keys, compared to which tho twelve scales of the

ordinary koyboard are simplicity itself.

A symmetrica! arrangement of the notes of this instrument

was given at p. 16 of the first part of this paper.

Notwithstanding tho complexity of tho keyboards, performers

appear to have been tolerably successful with this instrument.
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In Genera! Thompson's tract on 1 Just Intonation,' the principal

practical point treated of is the double second of tho key. It is

easy to see tliat the second which forms a perfect fifth to tho

dominant (as D in the hey of 0) cannot be a perfect fifth to the

sixth of the key (A, determined as a perfect third to F); bat we
require another note, D, a comma flatter than D, to perform this

Genornl Thump-™ onijili .y oil the. notation of the system of

53 in his calculations. He appears to have been aware that

his system was really different, and ho omploycd the notation

of tho system of 53 always within such limits as prevented tho

occurrence of any error in practice.

General Thompson's account of the way in which he em-
ployed the monochord is well worth attention ; to vary the pitch

he varied the weight by which the si.Hiii,- v. sd-i-lyhcd, »s well

as tho length of tho string. His form of the instrument is

probably the most perfect over constructed.

25. We now como to Helmboltz. While there is in his

writings but little that is strictly new on tho division of the

octave, ho has yet so entirely revolutionised the theory of con-

sonance and dissonance, that the modern point of viow of the

whole subject probably owes more to him than to any other

singlo individual.

Tlio theorem of tho approximate identity of tho major third

erfect series of fifths and

the plan of making the third perfect and of supposing the minute
error that results to he distributed uniformly among the fifths,

thus forming the positive system of perfect thirds. Ho ascribes

tho first knowlcdgo of this approximate representation of tho

third to tho Persians, on tho authority of a division of the mono-
chord recorded in ono of thoir ancient musical treatises.

Helmholtz constructed a harmonium in which twenty-fonr
tones to the octave were distributed between two ordinary

manuals. The tones were intended to form a portion ofare-
j'-.iliir positive system of perfect thirds, hut according to the rules

f;i;-cn for the tuning the result would not be quite regular. The
instrument was available for experiment, bat to a very small

extent only for practical purposes.

In tho SeventeenthAppendix (ed. 3) there ia given apian for

arranging a system of tho same kind on ono manual, with change-
pedals or other accessory mechanism, by which the manual conld

be put in tune in any key that is desired The writer, however,
judges this and all similar systems to be essentially defective,

especially when applied to positive systems.

Helroholtz's notation 1 is not identical with that adopted in this

paper. The necessity for change arose in the first instance from
tho impossibility of using Helmholta's notation in written music.
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But Helmlioltz's great work is the physical theory of conso-

nance! and dissonance established by hira, founded on bis theory
of tlio re cevji ien uf music:! 1 sounds in tho eav. It is necessary hero
to enter into die subject, to sonic extent In introduce the simplified

forms of computation of beats which follow, and more especially

as (hero a p rears to ha\ o I'f-oi: some oversight in the exposition of
nn important portion of Helniholtz.*s theory of hearing in tho
must important, recent popular work on the subject.

Evory mosical note may bo regarded as the sum of a series

of simple tones, consist in;; of pendulum oscillations, whose vibra-

tion on tubers are multiples of that of the fundamental.
When any complex system of simple tones falls on a con.

tuitions resonant scale, such us is approximately furnished by a
harp, each simple time seeks out and impresses itself upon that

portion of the scale which agrees with it in pilch, and alicols

also (lie regions ininiediuii'ly atijeininit (o a greater or less extent

;

but beyond u certain small region surrounding tho point o£ cor-

rcspoi iMtil.' rilcli, a simple tone thus nor. atrbct tho reson an:, -caie.

In the ear a resonant scalcof thisdescription is believedto exist,

:iud on this theory simple tones of different pitch impress them-
Helves on different portions of the nervous or^anis-ii ion uf the car.

No sensible beats can be produced in tho ear by interference

of iitmlanieiilals separated by ml ervals greater than a minor ill It'll.

(This limiting interval varies slightly towards both the extreme
portions oE the scale.) This point cannot be too strongly in.

piste;! upon. It is the basis of Helmholt/'s theory; and we
must digress for a moment to comment on an oversight in an
exposition of the Fc.ihjccl by a liiyli authority.

26. In ' Tyndall on Sound ' (2nd ed. p. 296) wo find the

following statement as tho reason why no beats are audible in

the octave C,—

C

s
:—

'Here our rates of vibration are 512-256
;
difference=25 6.'

' It is plain that in this case we can have no beats, the dif-

ferenco bcit'L" ! u<> luirh to admit of thorn.'

The reason, then, is here said to be that the beats are mora
rapid than 132 per second, which is supposed to be the limit of

This is, however, not Helmholtz's position. Helmholtz's
theory is that notes an octave apart, all'eci different portions ol

the nervous mechanism of the ear, and const'piently no beats

ever take place between these sounds ut all whou they are re-

ceived in the ear.

Attention was directed, to this passage by a recent paper of

Professor Mayer, of New York (' American Journal of Science,'

October 1874). He does not clearly point out that the above
passatrc departs from 1 [chubolt/'s theory, but be sees that it is

« fini!.'. at id acrt nines Cur it by a new and most va". liable portion of

(he theory, which he for the first time presents in the above paper.

The following passage from .Mayer's paper puts the point

clearly :

—

'But if Professor Tyndall had taken, in place of the above
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forks, two forks giving 40 and HO vibrations per second, be
would, according to bis premisses, have made this octave a moat
dissonant interval ; for wonld he not have had (80— 40=40) forty

beats per second entering his ear ? Similarly, if we assume that

33 beats per second always produce the maximum dissonance,

then oven the interval C| :
0,'—in our notation, C— 0

—
' which gives a difference of 04, is far removed from consonance.'

Mayer accounts for the difficulty by his experiments on tha
limits of rapidity oi' iiudilik' beat* in different parts of the scale,

which give interesting results, and complete by experimental
evidence a portion of the theory, the nature of which Helmholtz
had indicated only in a general manner. 1

Wo cannot here enter into the details of Dr. Mayor's paper;
bot we mast note that tho numbers given famish an actual
demonstration of Hebnholte's hypotheBuj of tho analysis of tones

in tiie ear. Again, Helmholtz does not say, as Tyndall makes
him, tliat beats blend always into a continuous sound when they
iitliLsri the limit of pre second, lie aays (-inl ed. p. 27'i)

(if the l:>2 beats per second, produced by the interval fca c„
' and these are really audible, in the same manner as the 33
beats of b, c

2 ,
although they Bound somewhat weaker in tho

higher position.'

For Helmholtz's oipoaition of his theory wo may refer to

p. 271. He there points out, that if tho ofl'ensivcncss of beats

depended on their number alone, tho semitone 6] cs would be as
dissonant as tho fifth C G, both intervals giving in air 33 beats

per second ; and he proceeds {p. 272) to account for this by the

assumption of a law for the sympathy of the organ of Corti,

according to which the intensity of the interference of funda-

mentals is about I of the maiimum for the minor third, fa for

the major third, and insensible for all greater intervals.

It is to be noted that in tho third edition Helmholtz aban-
dons tho theory that tho organ of Corti is tho mechanism of

reception, and transfersthis to the membrana basilaris, tho theory
of which is given in Appendix XL In a paragraph on p. 230,

Holmholtz points out that he has not altered his phraseology
throughout the book, but desires it to be understood that ho con-
siders tho resonance of tho organ of Corti to be only such as it

receives from its connection with the Membrana basilaris. To
retnm to our sketch of Helmholtz's principles.

27. The beats of imperfectly.tuned consonances greater than
the minor third are, in general, produced either

—

(1) Bythc interference of harmonies present in the two notes,

in pairs nearly corresponding in pitch. Or—

1 Comparo ' Philosophical Jlngaihi",' Vol. XUX., p. 352.
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(2) By tho interference of difference tones (Tartini tones)
with eodfa other, or with harmonics, in pairs nearly correspond-

ing in pitch.

The following figure illustrates tie mode of production of tho

beats of a fifth about a comma out of tunc, by interference of
harmonica, difference tones being disregarded ;

—

(

H
s.——

i

—
(

h-—

i

Tho horizontal linos arc supposed to be made up of resonant
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points, vibrating in vortical lines. Wo may suppose tlio hori-

zontal lino to be a section of a shoot of wires standing at right

angles to tho papor, and somewhat similar to the sheet of wires

which exists i:i the piimofurio.

Tho first figure shows the way in which o musical note is

decomposed into simple tones of tho harmonic series when re-

ceived on an instrument of this kind. The second fignre is

similar, but placed abont a fifth higher ; while the third %uro
represents the combination of tho two, it being supposed that

tho fifth is about a comma flat. The loops on the horizontal

lines indicate the limits between which the points on that lino

may be supposed to vibrate.

Tho bearing of this theory on tho deviation of elementary

concords is obvious, bnt it is impossiblo to dwell onithore. Wo
must only say that it differs ontiroly from tho modo of dorivatKBl

from harmonic sorios initiated by Dr. Bay, both in that it refers

tho qnestion of consonance and disaonanco to a physical cause,

viz., the production of beats, and also in that it takes account of

tho series of harmonies which exists in each note of the combina-
tion. We may refer for one moment to the explanation of tho

interval of the fourth as tuned freo from beats, which isa crucial

instance of tho difference between the two points of view. If

the fourth be g„—c, gjj the double octavo of g Q
and

tho twelfth of c
(
will both fall on ; and if tho two notes aro

not oxactly in tuno, beats will ariso on that noto exactly as shown
in tho abovo figure. So long as, according to Dr. Day's view,

tho harmonics of the lowor note are alone regarded, it is impossi-

ble to assign any physical cause for the beats which arise when
this interval is imperfect, as also to refer the fourt.li lo any analoo;;'

or rule whatever; as there is no such interval as the fuiirih in

the harmonic series, and the mere name, inversion of the fifth,

conveys no explanation.

The problem is thus reduced to the interference of two sounds

near each other in pitch. The beats of tho lowest pair of harmo-
nics, which approximately coincide, aro always so much tho

strongest that wo may neglect tho others.

In applying those principles to the caso of any imperfect con.

cord, wo notice Ciwd, if two ;ioles are sounded together such that

the vibrations numbers of tho fundamentals are nearly in tlio

ratioy: q, then the lowest pair of iuteifer'i n>f harmonies will bo

the harmonic of the qtii order in the first note, and the barmonio

(injur of a harmonic is denoted by its vibrations ratio to the

fundamental.

Thus in tho above caso of an imperfect fifth, whore the funda-

mentals arc nearly as 2 : 3, the twelfth, or harmonic of tho third

oiduv of tho first note, interferes with tlio octavo, or harmonic of

tho second order, of tho second ; and in the caso of the fourth

It must be nnderstood that tlio
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(3 : 4), the double octave, or harmonic of tho fonrth order, of

tlio brat note interferes with tho twelfth, or harmonic of the

third order, of the second. This is obvious when realisuil, t- it.

often wives trouble to note the rulu. The number of bealw ^ivt-ji

by two interfering notes is, of course, the difference of their vibra-

tion numbers.
As an example, let na determine tho number of beats per

Second in tip cpiiil •niiprirriincr.r. tifc.li c .,

—

ijv (r,=-J;Mi.) The
perfect fifth being ?'01855O00 Bemitones, tic g s

, and therefore, also,

its octave y.,, is urj.'iiil.'U flat. Applying rule 2, paragraph 2, wo
find the logarithm of the vibrations ratio of this interval :—

0195500
0000052 =^19 = nshns

40) -0196171

0004904 = log.ratiorcquired(natfcning of tempered fifth),

e, has 250, and f)5 has three times as many vibrationB.

2-8853613 = log. 768-000 ( ?s)
Log. ratio '0004901

2-8848709 = log. 707-133 (tempered Sl )

diff. = '807 iraniber of beats per second.

60

52 04 number of beats per minute.
I'Vir tho theory of diiTercuco of tones wo must refer to Helm-

holtz. We shall here accept the law that the vibrations number
of tho difference tone is the difference of tboso of its primaries.

Example.—To find, tho number of heats per second of the

difference tones of Ci— s„ e, —g„ in. the equal temperament triad.

From tho above example we have c, = 256, j, =—^

= 383-506. We have for tho ratio c— e (paragraph 2)
log. ratio = -1003433

and log. 256 = 2*4082400

2-5085833= log. 322-540
322-540

25G

difference e-e 00 540 383.566

61026 322 540

beats per second 5'514 61.020 difference y — c.

Hence these difference tones give about n\ bent a per second,

lu cases where il'.c iliCeronci. Io-ils lli-.j a'.ruii!,", tb.'.ve Ua'.;. ur tho
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We have ao far assumed, with Helmholtz, that dissonance

is entirely due to the presence of audible beats. Now,
consider two notes separated by the interval of the harmonic
seventh; these may bo represented very nearly by c-\&b.
Whoa the interval is oxact, beats ct-ksc; entirely, and wo cannot
say that any dissonance, in the ordinary sense of tho term, is

prosent. Wo might call such combinations as rhi.5
1 itm-jtittiid

C'jhiJ,/itv.!ioi\s,' as diiiiii^ui^iL'.l from dissonances. The fourth may
also be regarded as an unsatisfied combination. The weight of

authority in technical music is, however, bo greatly iu favonr of

ri-Lj:irdintr such combinations as dissonances, that il appears to

be necessary to comprise under the general head of dissonances

both beating dissonances and unsatisfied combination a.

28. There remains to lie noticed, last but not least, the series of

papers by Mr. Alexander J'Ulis, I'MLr-., in the 1 'roeoedinLis of i.lic

Royal Society for 1BC+, to which allusion haa been already made,
and especially the paper at p. 404, ' On tho Temperament of

Musical Instruments with Fixod Tones.' This paper contains a
mass of valuable information on our subject. Tho various sys-

tems are treated according to a system of formulfe, with the

object of comparim: their L\cdlcnce in varioua respects, and tho

results are tabulated. One point is especially worthy of atten-

tion—viz., the treatment of variations in dm melodic sequences
of tho different systems. It is assumed (f.c.) that the sequences

of the diatonic scale are tho host, and that in proportion as

the seqnences of any other scale differ from those of the diatonic

scale, they will offend the ear. Now this is a most important

point in the theory of temperament, and ono which has not re-

ceived sufficient attention in general.

In support of Mr. Ellis's view, we might refer to an experi-

ment conducted by Holraholtz and HetT Joachim, with tin- assist-

ance of llelniliolt/'s hai-nunr-mi with pure scales, which was
mentioned above. The result appeared to prove cnnelusi vely

that tho emincnl violinist employed pure scales. It may he in.

ferred from this thai- the sequences- o:' llu; i] i;t r; .11 i scale would
commend themselves uiilurally to the ear; on i!m other hand, I his

may be explained by thy fuel H:n.t some violinists learn their

stopping by practising thirds ; of course, if they play so as to get

the thirds and ti fths perfect, they would playsubstantially diatonic

The writer believes, on the contrary, that the preference of

certain melodic sequences by tin- ear is entirely a matter of edu-

cation and custom. There can be no doubt that nations ciist,

whoso tunes contain sequences which may lie railed quarter-tones,

entirely foreign to all oar ideas of music The Ke/yptian Arabs
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Lie from regular systems with practically perfect fifths can be

performed, leads to the belief that, generally, to highly educated
ears, the uneven si'ipi-m_rs of tlx; diatonic .-calf; am disagreeable.

This may be attributed to the adoption of the tempered scale aa

ft standard, through custom. Those notes which deviate widely

from tho tempered scale—as, for instance, the approximate har-

monic sevenths—however smooth tho chords, aro always fonnd
disagreeable by listeners of this class. The tme minor third in

the minor scale is often objoctcd to also, as too high in pitch ; it

doviates very widely from tho tempered note. The writer is

therefore disposed, for the present, at all events, to accept the

equal temperament aa a better standard for melodic sequences
than tho diatonic scale. 1 Experimentally, indeed, it appears that
the sequences of the Pythagorean scale, with dissonant thirds, are

pleasanter than either, ho long us harmony is kept out of the way.
As tho result of this discussion, wo banish all consideration of

melodic sequences from our theory, as an element of preference

between systems, bolioving that tho appreciation of any se-

quences whatever is possible with enstom. Aa tho result of

his whole discussion, Mr. Ellis gives tho preference to tho moan,
tone system, which is substantially a regular extension of tho old

unequal temperament, and he proposes a keyboard for its control,

derived from the ordinary keyboard by tho introduction of addi-

tional notes.

Another discussion of the properties of certain systems by Mr.
Elliswill be found in the Proceedings of the lloyal Society for 18?4.

1 The opinion above eipressed, that equal tamper;™ Hit is ilie l»sl melodic

standard at present, owing to the education 01 am sic Litis in that system, re-

ceived remarkable confirmation at the reading of this paper. Aa will bo
mentioned liter, both the just and mr-an-uam -Kcim w«r« i I] lal ;;i [.:! !>y

' a similar kind, ran

following in perhaps the bent dlai-lrai i'ni. The 83rd prelude of B
boiog performed in tho mean-tone system, the semitone dj -e was objected t»

by eminent musicians present. Now this semitone is, theoretically, T171, o
Toryiiearlv 1J of an E.T. semitone. The jo.-' —-'

third and fourth) is 1.117, or bet

tone ia nearer to the juBt semitui

dii.tonic scale were tho true standard of melody, tho r

rausieal i-.iii3-iti',Ti in thaay ivre m .vndii.-t.-d that II,.; seam]* ;>t harmonics,

interval!-, iSii'. wi re sltJiuJ, a.- ivull as nur.iln-r mid a.iTats uliiili hare no

musical value v.a.'ti taken alniie, it inii'lil (a i-Zji-.-: d llial ihe ]ir,u'tieal ulijcc-

tinn T-> those inicrvalf, which arise; from She inclusive study of equal tompora-
meut, would diaa[i[-oor.
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29. Scales.

Wo have seen tliat tlio intorviils of rojrular systems nro to bo
regarded as formed by succt's-ions of l::'tb.. Wt h.ivc, Ihcrefutv,

only to detenu ini' [!ir d.'j ..'irlmv of list; fifths uf sliiv system fnmi
equal temperament, ami tin' niiDih. ]- uf liftlis liy wliicli wo pro-

ceed from tlio keynote to nny given note of tlio scale ; we then
know at onee tho interval which any sach note makes wil.li the

keynote.

80. Positive Systems.

Second of the /fey.— In any positive system the second of the

key may bo derived in two ways : first, aa a fifth to tho domi-
nant, in which case tho derivation ia by two fifths up from tho

keynote
;
and, Secondly, as a major sii:h (o :.l:o subdomina-it, in

which case tho derivution ia by ten fifths down from tho keynote.

Thns, the first Second to c is d ; the other, Vi, On aceonnt of the

importance of this double form of second, we will consider tho

duriv id i on uf these two forms by means of the ordinary ratios, in

the case, namely, in which perfect intervals are employed.

First, two fifths np and an octave down give f-^ x | = V
when the fifths are perfect.

Secondly, one fifth down gives the subdominant (c-f), and a

sixth up gives tho depressed second (V/), or | x ^ = ~, which

ia the ratio of V? to the keynote, when tlio fifths and thirds are
perfect.

The ratio of d : Vi is then "j + ™ =. ~, which is an ordi-

¥e must remember' that onr systems only give approxima-
tions to this result, but the best of these approximations are

very close.

In the harmonium, with the system of 53—which may
be regarded for practical purposes as having perfect fifths, ami
very Tieiii'ly perfect I birds— the CMehaiiL'o of d for \f in tint chord

f-\a-\d, or even in the baro sixth, f-\l, produces an effect of

dissonance intolerable to n:iy eav.

ifinor Third.—Tho minor third is not an interval which is

very strictly defined by beats. In chords formed of sucecs-ions

of minor thirds, almost any form of tho interval may be em-
ployed

;
and, as a matter of ftet, the minor third which comes

below tho harmonic scvenlh in the series of harmonics (7 : li),

is one of the smoothest forms of this interval. c-\flb is an
approximation to such a chord, where the Vb is derived by
fifteen fifths down. But in minor common chords (lie condition

in that the major third or sixth involved shall he approximately
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perfect; and tliis gives the triad c—/eb-g where tho /el> is

derived by nine fifths up. Tho intermediate form, eb, gives a
minor third not quite so smooth us either of the other two ; but
!- 'in eapab-e of beine; 'Jsetulk- employed in such combinations as
I diminished ^.venth, and it is preferred by many listen ;)'.-. as

deviating less from the ordinary equal temperament note, from
which ii, liit* miiy (he departure dii'! I.i.i three lil'i.hs down. Tho
interval between the harmonic seventh 0:1 tiir dnminant and the

minor third ui' tin; eievissed i'ofin on tin: keynote, is Ha; smdlest
value of (lii! whole t"in: which occurs, (be departure from I

1'. T.

of such a tone being duo to twenty-two filths, or about two
commas; und although two chords, involving these notes in

succession, litay each bo pcrllctly harmonious, the sequence is

generally offensive to oars accustomed to tho equal temperament.
Esamplo :—

Custom makes such passages sonnd effective, especially when
the succession is slow enough to enable tho car to reaii.-e too

fineneas of the chord;:.

Major Thirr. - Tliis inlerval has been already discussed ; tho

note taken is that formed by eight fifths down.
Fourth* and Fifth* need no remark.

Depressed Form of the Dominant.—When the dominant is

used in such a combination as the following :

—

it must be formed by eleven fifths down frmn the keynote, unless

we regard the keynuie as eliiiiigi-d for the Eionifiil, in which
case, by clcvaliii!; ilie s-.ibduriiiiin.nl, wp may relnin Hie fifth in

its normal position. Tho most judicious course depends on
whether the liftli is suspended or not. Thus, if tho Sfth ia

suspended, wc may write :

—

For if the subdominant bo /, its third must bo and its

six:h must be V : ., then makes a fourtli with \J, which is un-
bearable to tho ear ; the fourth must be made correct, and the



ways of doing so are shown above. The difficulty may be other-

wise got over by writing the passage :

—

Minor Sixth.—This interval is pretty sharply defined. The
usual form is /ub, wliii-li i* got by iil'iiis n;i

; (he keynote
forms an approximately peH'ert. iliiix! with this note by inversion.

Major Sixth (c-\i).—This interval is, as a matter of fact,

more sharply defined than one would expect on a first considera-

tion, but we immediately see the reason. Regarded as an inver-

sion of tho minor third (6 : 5), it has tlio ratio (;! :
-">), and there-

fore arises by tho interference of the fifth harmonic (tiorco) of

tho lower note with tho third (twelfth) of the upper. If c
t
bo

tho lower note, the interference is then on l'3 , and the total inten-

sity of the harmonics concerned (IS and 5) is greater than that of

the pair (4 and 5) wliieii delenniiie l.ho major third. This

interval, then, must be kept strictly to its best value. The is

In chords formed of a succession of minor thirds, major
sixths frequently occur. Care must bo taken to dispose them ho

as to make this interval correct. If a deviation ia necessary, it

is better, if possible, to extend tho interval by an octavo ; the

resulting major thirteenth (3 : 10) is not very sensitive

Minor Seventh.—Thero are three forms of tho minor seventh.

To fundamental c these aro/ib, hb, and \&b :—
Sib ; ten fifths np ;

the minor third to the dominant.
hb ; two fifths down ;

the fourth to the snbdominant.
N&b

; fourteen fifths down
;
approximation to tho harmonic

or natural seventh.

Tho two first speak for themselves.

If wo compute (link; i, n.v^ir.ip'i 'J) (he departure of tho

harmonic seventh (7 : 4), we find that it falls short of ten scmi-

tonos by "31174, or (as wo phrase it) the departure is - '81174,

or about one-third of an E. T. semitone. In faet, it is well known
that, if we flatten a minor seventh by some such quantity, wo can
obtain a smoolb combination, free t'nmi heal*. Now the depar-

ture of fourteen perfect fifths down is 14 X '01955 - - '27o7l>;

and a note having this departure diiH-rs from the nal ural seventh
only hy -(HiK'-M-. or less tliuii the i .verily. fifth part of a semitone.

Helmholtz pointed out this approximation for the first sime, as

far as tho writer is aware.

Itulc.—Tho natural or harmonic seventh on tho dominant
mnst not be suspended, so as to form a fourth with tho koynote.

For tho harmonic seventh to dominant g is \f j and c-\f
forms a fourth a comma fiat, approximately. In ratios this stands

as follows -. the ratio of tonie to dominant is 4:3; dominant to
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its harmonic seventh, 4:7; whence riitio of harmonic seventh of

loinitiiuit to tonic is ->l : 16, or 63 : 4fi. Hut ratio of fourth to

limit: in 1 : if, nr lj-t :
1M

; whence (his fourth diJlVsre from the

harmonic seventh to dominant in tho ratio t>4 : C'i, or by more
than a comma.

Major Seventh.—There ia only one form of major seventh

which can bo nscd in harmony, viz., \& ; this noto ia got by seven
fifths down ; it forms a major third to tho dominant. In un-

accompanied melody tho form h produces a good effect. This ia

got by fivo fifths up with perfect fifths. It forms a dissonant, or

Pythagorean third, to tho dominant. The resulting semitone is

less than the E. T. semitone by nearly -,'it of a semitone.

31. Negative Systems.

Second of the Key.—Two fifths up. Tho double form docs not

appear.

Minor Third.—Threo fifths down.
Hi'jur Thin!.— Four fifths Up.

Fourth.—One fifth down.
Fifth.—One fifth up.

Miliar Sixth.— I'our fifths down.
M.ijnr Sis-tit.—Three fifths up.

Minor Seventh—Hero we have the only case of a double form.
bb, two fifths down, makes a fourth to tho subdominnnt ; and
/b\> , ton fifths np, gives the approximate harmonic seventh. This
approximation ia very eloao in tho best negative sysfoms. Thus,

in tho negative system of porfeot thirds, where — 'Kil'S'i! ia

the departure of four fifths up, tho departuro of /ib ia

- ~ x -13686' = - -34215, which exceeds tho departure

required (--31174.) by -03041, or about fa of a semitone. Tho
rule about not suspending the dominant harmonic seventh into a

tonic fourth holds also in theso cases.

Major Seventh.—Five fifths np.

In negative systems the notation marks arc commonly omiUoil.

But as tlie harmonic seventh would thus be written at
,
they

must bo introduced I'm* this or any similar purpose.

As tho writer has not yet had in his hands for study an
example of a negative system, ho ia not able to speak of theso

with tho same experience as of positive systems.

32. Number of Ukits rs me Inteiivals of the Scale.

In Regular (\ rliral Systems, to find the number of units in

any interval in the scale. Let a bo tie number of units ui tho

seven.fifths semitone.
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Then x— = 1 + 7? = 1 + 7—

__ n + 7r
Or x —

12

It is easy to sec that a: will always ho integral, if the order con-

dition in satisfied (Theorem iii.)—viz., if 7»+Hs a multiple of 12.

For then, 7(7)1 + r) = 49n + 7t
;
whenco, casting ont 48n,

ii + 7r is a multiple of 12. We can now determine the remaining
intervals in terms of a and r :

—

In the system of 63, B = 5 r = 1

In the system of 31, z — 2 r = -1

The following table gives tho general

and negative systems, and tlic numbers for

31 :—

Number of Unil

Interval. ?ositi™ Systems.
SJ*^jn

\

5-fifths semitone a — r 4

Major tooo \ „ ,
2-flfthii toneJ

J« r w

Tho— r- in nogatito gystuDis :irv, of tn>

33. CONCOBDS OF RSQLJLAB AND REfilTT.Ali CYCLICAL SYSTEMS.

The thoory which has been established permits ns fo calculate

the departures and errors of concords in the various Regular and

into consideration in all cases—viz., the departure of 12 fifths of

the system. Wo will call this putting i — 12? where Z is the

departure of one fifth.

Wehavc then the following tableofthe characteristic quantities

for th,i more important systems hitherto known. The value of

the ordinary comma (JJ) is '21500. It is comparablo with the

values of A , and if introduced in ils place in tho table would give

rise to a regular non-cyclical system, lying between the system of



-
r
>3 and tho positive system of perfect thirds, the condition of

which would bo that the departuro of 12 fifths = a comma.

Perfect Fifths

S3 1

l'usilivrlVrf.utThrjH

ri:i;i27

0018)

-33373
-27586

-01954

13680 + 4!

03784
00783

-•17101
-IWT)
03804
017.18

07445
09635

3117* + 10!

0841

8

IWld Fifth-

53

;iyo Perfect Thirds

10. HegatJ™*!
;t Thirds . J

34 Application of ttie PnraciPi.E op Symmetrical Ahranoement
to Positive Systems.

This has Wen sn fliri^nt lv illn^i iiiird liy the symmetrical ar-

rangement of the notes of Genera] Thompson's enharmonic
organ, given in the writer's previous paper (p. 16).

35. AprLicATtos o:

According to the enunciation of tho principle, tho positions

should, in negative sysloiiis, lie lakeo downwards as wo ascend in
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the series of fifths ; for tho departures tlius obtained nn: ncgal ivc.

Hut it is practically more convenient to nso flu; positive form in

iir gariYi; ;.vsr.ot:if r.s -,v.:ll. IV.; ap.--n.k- of (Lis form -in wliieh sharp

departures are set off downwards, and Sat departures upwards

—

as tho ' reversed ' form, in contradistinction to the form used in

positive systems, which is spoken of as tho 1 direct ' form.

30. Application of tite Purserpee of Symmetrical Annw«k vest
to i ' Generalised Keyboard ' for Regular Systems.

A koyboard has been constructed, on the principle of ' sym-
metrical arrangement,' in the following manner. The octavo ia

taken — G in. hori/.ordaCy r (in ordinary koyboards the octave is

&l in.) This is uividi.-.l ir.tu 12 equal spaces, each A in. broad, and
those are culled ;.!u- 1J pi-ineijial divisions of the octave. A
liuri/oidal lino gives {lit' positions of an R. T. series where if,

cmssra tliem all. Tho keys are placed at vertical and horizontal

distinct s from (he H. T. lines corresponding to their depai-i.:ov^

on tho supposition t. i i

;

l u liie anaiLgeiiLeni is positive. Tho de-
parture of 12 fifths up corresponds to a liorironfi'.l dir-plnci-mem,

of 3 in, from tho player, and a vertical di^daoom.iid. of 1 in. np.

Those displacements are divided equallyamongthe fifths to which
they may be regarded as due— i.e., the displacement of g with
respect to c is, J in. back, and -j'j in. np ; so of d with respect to

p, of a with respect to d, and so on.

Although only 3 in. of each key are thus exposed on a plan, yet

the keys arc all made to overhang £ in. : and thus the tangible

length of each key ia 3£ in.

The accompanying Sgnre {p. 136) shows a small portion of tho

keyboard, on a reduced scale. Tho keys arc each £ in. broad, and
their centres are £ in. apart. There is thus 4 in. free between
tho adjacent surfaces of each pair of keys, and £ in. altogether

between tho two keys which rise on each side of any givon key.

This is of importance : e.g., in the chord n_\*_j_c, taken with
tho right hand, the first finger has to reach N« between the adjoin-

ing keys eb -/, and under the overhanging s. The keys in the

five principal divisions which have 'accidental ' names (e.g., ct or

db) are black—the rest white.
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37. Application of the Positive Ktstem of Perfect Thirds to
the ' Generalised Keyboard.'

SehnhoU:';: Sjdi>vi~Jvd T:;!jnaikn.

If the thirda such as c_"^e are made perfect, and the fifths fiat

by -00244, a quantity which escapes the oar, we have the system
here mentioned. Helmholtz makes a mistake in describing it;

(Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen, Ed. 3, p. 495) ; ha supposes
that the fifths are sharp, instead of flat, by the above interval ; it

is easy to Bee from the context that this is a mistake.

88. The Small Enharmonic Organ—Positive Stop.

The small enharmonic organ, exliibited when this paper was
read, contains a stop tuned according to the last-mentioned

system. The compass of the ' generalised keyboard ' is 3 octaves,

from tenor c to c in alto, and there are 48 notes in every octavo.

General Thompson's organ, it will bo romombcred, had 40. Mr.
Ellis has pointed out to the writer, that Helmholtz did not employ
this system, strictly speaking, but a system of unequally just

intonation. The process employed in the enharmonic organ is not,

in practice, perfectly equal ; but the error is not sensible to tho

ear. The process is as follows :—Tin: ink-hest noU' in tin; series

of fifths may bo called ,/. The eight highest notes on the keyboard
are timed by perfect fifths. At tho ninth note, in descending, wa
have the check ,/_rf_|6b. It is then sometimes necessary to
distribute a small error among tho fifths already tunod, to get tho

d perfect, but this is easy ; afterwards all tho notes are tuned as

perfect thirds in triads ; and it is found that the notes so tuned
always satisfy the condition of wait in;.; tin' [".ft! is iL-usilily rat-nicl

.

Of course the fifths are not really perfect, but the imperfection

is too small to esiijnsits diivcilv
;
and it, appears that in. tuning

by triads the positions are assigned in the most correct manner
possible.

The action is that known to organ-builders as 'direct'—i.e.,

the stop-sliders run parallol to the movement of the stop-

handles, while the grooves of the soundboard are parallel to tho

front of the instrument. The action is led from tbo keyboard, by
Square and tracker work, to a roller-board of four tiers. %vlr!oh

extends to a considerable depth back from the keyboard. Tho
rollers are parallel to the grooves, and to tho front of the instru-

ment, and are a little longer than the width of the keyboard. By
these means the whole series of action is reduced to two long
rows of pulldowns, along the two sides of the windchest, and
thus every note is easily accessible for regulation, and all the

pallets can be got at with ease. This form of arrangement ia
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susceptible of indefinite extension, and is that which most bo
adopted in tho event of its being desired to bnild an instrument
of the kind with several stops. This plan, the general features

of which were devised by tho writer, has been most ably carried

ont by Mr. T. A. Jennings. 1 The keyboard, the tracker-

work, and the roller system specially invite attention by their

exquisite workmanship.

39. Impeoyed Screw Stoppers fob Tuning Pipes.

The enharmonic organ contains an improvement, also deviaed

by the writer, and carried out by Mr. Jennings. Stopped diapason

pipes of metal were selected, as occupying less space than any
others; the proverbial difficulty of managing the toning of
such pipes became the snbjtct of consideration, and the screw
stoppers hero used wero devised. The essential featnro is, that

the stopper contains a movcablo alidor inside, which is worked by
a screw from without. "When tho stopper is once approximately

placed, the body of it never needs to be moved again, and the

accurate tuning reqnirod for the writer's purposes is easily and
conveniently performed by means of the projecting screw.

40. Application op the Notation to the System of 53.

Tho notation introduced for positive systems (paragraph 9)
is KTsmiilible of various accessory rules, according to tho system
it is attached to. It is required to find rules of identification for

passing from one principal division of tho octavo to another in tho

system of 53.

Ernie.—In tho system of 53 tho notation bocomos subject

to the following identifications :

—

If two notes in adjoining principal divisions (e.g., c and el

)

bo so situated as' to admit of identification (e.g., a high c and a

low ct ), they will be the same if the sum of tho elev;itic:i tuu\

dijiri-HHiori rn;ivl;~ = 4; unless the lower of the two divisions is

black (accidental), then the sum of the marks of identical

notes = 5.

This can only be proved by enumeration of a case in each pair of

divisions. The mode of verification in any case is the following:

—

Noting that tho 5- fifths semitone is four units (scheme follow-

ing Theorem iii.) wo see thatc-cll isfourunits,whence////c-i:a

,

///c-\cH, //c-WdJaro identities; or, again, ci -\l is four units,

and ////tl ///& -\\J, aro identities.

1 Organ-bnildor (address at Mr. Fowler's, 127, Pentormlle Road). Mr.
Jennings tas built an ordinary organ for the writer, snd also tho large enhar-
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41. Application of the ' Genebaused Keyboard ' to the .Ststem

of 53.

The Enkarmonio Harmonium.

Tho practical studies on positive systems, which tbo writer

has had the opportunity of making, have all been conducted
with the assistance of a large harmonium with a very extensive

'generalised keyboard,' containing eighty-four keys in every
octavo, tuned in accordance with tho System of 53. This
was also built by llr. Jennings. It has now been completed
about two years. Tho arrangement is as follows :

—

The note \\\o is tnkon as tho first note of tho scries, and
receives the characteristic number 1. Then c is 4, and tho

remaining numbers can be assigned by the rules for the identifi-

cations in the system of 53 given above.

A number of notes at the top of the keyboard are thus iden-

tical with corresponding notes in the adjacent principal divisinns

on tho right at the bottom,—e.g. //a = 6 = Wl. These
permit the infinite freedom of modulation which is the ahftr&C-

teristic of cyclical systems. For in moving upwards on the key-

board, we can, on arriving near the top, chango tbc hands on to

identical notes near the bottom, and so proceed further in tho

same direction, and vice versa. It is to be noted that, in positive

systems, displacement upwards or downwards on tho keyboard
takes place most readily, by modulation between related major
and minor key—not, as has been commonly assumed, only by
modulation round the circles of fifths. In negative systems, on
the contrary, displacements take place only by modulations of

the latter type. Suspensions of the harmonic seventh, how-
ever, give rise to rapid displacements in both classes of systems.

The keyboard of the harmonium contains seven tiers of

levers, the variations in the position of tho notes of each tier

being determined by the patterns of tho koys attached to them.
Each of these tiers communicates, through a row of squares, with
a row of horizontal stickers. The windchest is vertical, und tho

valves are rangod on it in seven horizontal rows. The valves

have small tails attached, and the stickers open the valves by
pressing on the tails. There is no attachment between the

stickers and the valves.
')'!( (>n:'!n:ii r>!>jcr;i. i.f Uii.-i js.r-r-iiTijr^rzu^ii was, dial (In: wind-

chest being easily lifted out, anothor might at pleasure be substi-

tuted, containing a different system of tuning. The two
additional windchests which were constructed were, however,
accidentally spoiled, and have never been replaced. The groat

practical interest of tbo application of the mean-tone system to

tho generalised keyboard leads the writer to hope that ho may be
able, at some future time, to provide an additional windchest for

this "system.
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42. Application of the Ststev op 118 to the 'Generalised
Ketdoaed.'

Tho 5-fifths somitono is hero nine units, and the 7-fifths

semitone ifi eleven units. The umjor twu- {Li-iifliis t-.iiu-) is

t'DtLSt'n^imtly iwenty, and the minor tone (10-fifths tone) is

eighteen. Hence tho notes in tlio nn'cn^ivc principal divisions

are alternately odd and even, and the identifications lie in

alternate columns. These are not here further investigated, as

no practical use has been made of-the system. If c = 1,

ct = 10, [Cl = 12, d = 21. It would bo possible to construct

a keyboard on tho principles already explained, which would
give complete control over the notes of tho systom of 118.

A portion of such a keyboard would bo practically undistin-

guishnble from one tuned to the positive system of perfect thirds,

as the error of the thirds of the system of 118 is too small to be
perceived by the ear.

43. Notation fob Heqativb Systems.

As negative systems correspond, in the formation of their

thirds, to the ordinary usage of musicians {paragraph 7), the

notation adopted for the purpose of indicating position in the

fundamental series of fifths becomes to a certain oxtont un-
necessary ; for in these systems tho distinction between nl and
i>t> is a true and essential one, and is sufficient, within a certain

limited range, without the introduction of tho notation marks.
These will, however, continue to be occasionally required. For
inhtariiM', in t.lie cum-: of the harmonic seventh lo c, it would be
intolerable to have to write it at!, and yet this would be its

current de.-iigniit.inii. It seems better, therefore, to retain tho

notation to llii* e.\tcnl. i 1 : a t. whurs-vi:!- ii. is used it overpowers, so

to speak, the meaning of the flats or sharps employed, and denotes

derivation in the series of fifths, just as in the Cose of positive

systems; we can then write the abovo note ,6b.

In tho application of tho keyboard to negative systoms, a
sharp always signifies tho higher on tbe board of the two notes,

between which choice may be made ; and it must be remembered
I hat. Hie. higher on the board is, in this ease, tlio lower in piieli.

But whenever the notation appears, it overpowers the above rule,

and acts precisely as in positive systems.

44. Application op the Negative System op Perfect Thirds
(Mean Tone System) to the ' Glnekalis-kd Kkyboakd.'

Small Enharmonic. tli;jau—Neyalioe Stop.

If tho thirds such as c-u are made perfect, and the fifths

05376 (or a quarter of a comma) flat, we have the mean-tono
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system. Tho forms on tbo keyboard of scales and chorda in

negative systems are different from thoso in positive systems.
The scales are very easy to play, and the chords also. It is

expected that this application nuiv prove ul' praH i l importance.

By the employment (if reversed syitnin'i rien! arrangement, we can
use the same keyboard as that for positive systems.

Following the scale of unmarked naturals on (lie plan of the

keyboard, wo can realise tho nature of tbo fingering. It is the

same as that of the Pythagorean scale with the system of perfect

fifths on the keyboard. The tones aro all "2-flftks tones, and
the semitones both 5-fifths semitones.

The small enharmonic organ exhibited to tho Association con-

tains, on the three lower tiers of its keyboard, a second stop, tho

pipes of which arc iu rii-.l to i.lic above system. It may be regarded
as a great extension of the old unequal temperament—(hi it. is to

say, the performance everywhere produces the same results as if

the best chords of the old unequal temperament were employed.

45. Application of the Negative System op 31 to the
' Generalised Keyboard.'

The objection to the last-mentioned arrangeme til (meim-inee.

system) is, that a certain rather considerable amount of inodu-

lulion would carry the performer beyond the limits provided
;

this may be overcome by snbstlt.-.iting tlir the mean-tone system
the Ilnyghunian system of 31, the intervals of which differ

very little from those of tho meau-tnne system. The thirds,

install of. boiiij; iu'vteri, would bo -i.ii.i
, sharp, or e.^nsi.n r:ihlv

less than tho 100th of a semitone; and tho fifths 051*1 (lat,

instead of '05376 ; difference = '00195, or about the 500th of a
semitone.

The applieiL'.ion of t'ie principle-' of svn.meirien! arrangement
reversed) to the numbers of the series of 31 is easily de-

uced from the table of the numbers of units in the intervale of

that system. The five tones of any scale consist each of five

units—tho two semitones each of three. It is only necessary to

remember, that the lower numbers of tho series always stand
above, and the higher numbers of the series below, in each
principal division of tho octave, according to the definition of a
'reversed ' symmetrical arrangement.

46. Tcnisg.

It was tho writer's intention to have introduced at this point

an essay on certain improved methods of liming. These will

depend mainly on the employment of an extremely accurate form
of metronome, devised many years ago by Scheiblcr, 1 for the

1 The Schciblra raetrcnomB wna exhibited at tho moBling, fimehtd nil

fii'oj.1 tlm graduation. It has bean constructed for tho writer by Moists.

Tisley & Spiller, 112, Bromptan Kc*d.
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counting of beats. On Recount partly of the difficulty experienced

in getting the metronome constructed, and also of tbe eitentof the
subject, jenerally, it is preferred to treat it at some future time in

a separate communication. An account will be given now only of
the mode in which tbe system of 53 was actually tuned on the
harmonium.

The standard e was taken to have 512 vibrations per second
;

this was obtained by comparing several Philharmonic forks pro-
fessing to have this pitch. Although these agreed sufficiently

well with each other, it appeared, subsequently, that the resulting

c was not satisfactorily derived, and much inconvenience was
experienced during the tuning from this cause. The processes

then within reach were not sufficiently accurate for a perfect in-

dependent determ iTiation of the standard pitch. It will be seen,

when the subject of Tuning is treated, that an independent de-

termination of this clement is always necessary ; and this can bo
made with great accuracy by means of a lew pipes or reeds, and
the improved metronome.

It was Srst noccssary to produce a set of 53 roods of approxi-

mate accuracy, for tbe guidance of the builder. A small tuning-

machino was constructed, which contained an organ-bellows and
two windchests— one for 12 ur^ui-pipc-i, the other for 12 har-

monium reeds. The pipes were fitted with caps and handles to

facilitate the tuning. Hut it was at once discovered, contrary to

expectation, that the process of tuning thu reeds was far more
delicate, certain, and easy than that of tuning the pipes; and
accordingly tho pipes were never nsed at all. A table was then
calculated, showing tho number of beats per minute that must be
made by each consecutive pair of notes of the system of o'i, in

the tenor octave. A set of reeds was then tuned by this table,

the beats being counted with a watch, and the practically perfect

fifths of the system employed as checks. A very fair result

indeed was obtained in this way with hut little difficulty. But
the following weak points prevented the adoption of tho process

In the first place the counting of the beats by the watch proved
an extremely troublesome and rather inaccurate method. This
must be replaced by the improved metronome.

Secondly, as the reeds were tuned on the machine, when they
came to bo removed, and placed on their scats in tho harmonium,
they underwent small alterations ; and although tho result on tho

machine was protty good, ifc was no longer sufficient when the

reeds were transferred.

Another process, of a more delicate nature, was therefore

ndupltil, by which the dept'inleure on tins cijiml mil; wris m inicjiswl.

This was also first carried oi;l- <>;i 1 lit; In ir n;;- machine
;
and, before

explaining the procoss.it will bo well shortly to describe tho

arrangement of the machine, as far as the reeds arc concerned.

The rood windchest consists of a box, which receives tho wind
from the bellows through an aperture closed by a valve moveable
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from ontaide. On the top of the box the lid fits air tight; it opens

on hinges, and is fastened down, when closed, by two handscrews
;

it can bo opened or closed in a few seconds. The lid is pierced

bj slits, outside which are small valves, and handles for opening

the valves ; and about the end of the slits there is, inside the lid,

a peculiar arrangement of winged screws, of a form which can bo

got from any ironmonger: those enable any reed to bo firmly

secured over one of the slits in a few momenta. It is essential

that tbo prcssnro of the screws shall not seriously deform the case

of the reed. If this hapjwna the pitch is altered. It is easy to

test whothcr this happens, by tuning two reeds to a fifth, which
is the most sensitive interval, and thon screwing down one of

thorn !l little ii^'liti!!
1

: Iho slL'htes: jl! t ! t-uti..) n of pitch is an indi-

cation tbat the screws are in fault. Stoat handscrews were first

employed ; and it was not for some time that the considerable

error they caused was detected. No results of any value could

be obtained with them. The chief practical point appears to be
to have the screws as near as possible to the comer of the reeds.

When the lid of the bos is turned over, the reeds are before the

tinier, as if fixed on a table, in a convenient position for the nse of

the tools. The bos is about 2 feet long, 4 inches broad, and 2

inches deep. The small dimensions facilitate the production

of difference tones, and these are heard with great clearness. Tho
following scheme for the system of 53 depends on difference tones,

and accordingly it was oxecuted with ease on the machine.
One point which must be noted before piissm;: to :hi.-; is. the

pitch of reeds varies very considerably with the strength of wind
employed. It is therefore found best, to do away with (lie use of

the bellows-valve altogether, and nso light pressures on the

bellows. It is always possible to find out whether a reed is too

high or too low ; for if the slit-valve over tho reed is partially

closed, its pitch falls, and it can bo perceived whether tho beats

get better or worse.

In tho system of 53 tho fifths arn taken to bo perfect. Tho
thirds, however, flro perceptibly flat. If a major triad is sounded,

tho displacement of the third gives rise to displacements in

opposite directions of the difference lin:» formed v.dlt: tin: o:hrr

notes ; mill it wns by the bor.'.s el' these il Ujuiet-d difference tones
iliiit, tlir i birds were tuned, in the first part of the bearings. These
thirds were timed either in 1 hoposi: ion c„ (i:e1 iven. lilthr.ud

fundamental), or in the position ff|-«»-Ne, (above a fourth). The
beats in the latter case are half the number of t hose in I he

former, as in the latter only one of the difference tones is dis-

placed by tho error of tho third. If tho position wero N([-[||-ca ,

the particular boats to bo observed would not arise at all. Tho
pnr.e.t: Its explained hi [rata^tuph il suilie.e for the euleuiiLtioii of

the numbers required.

The first part of the following system of bearings was carried

out with oaso on tho tuning-machine ; but when it was repeated

on the harmonium, it was found that the difference tones wero ao
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faint as only to be heard -with difficulty, no doubt owing to the

great size of the windchcst. The method is not, therefore, recom-
mended for adoption in such cases. With the close of pipes

employed in the amall enharmonic organ the difference tones are

strong, and this method might be expected to be successful :

—

We thus return in a circle to the standard c : even without

counting the beats, we can easily distribute tho small error

amongst these few steps, so that it shall be nowhere prominent.
In fact, this is a less difficult process than laying the bearings of
the ordinary equal temperament. In counting the beats, it is only
necessary to notice beforehand what tho pitoh of the difference

tone will he
; by sounding tbia note lightly first, so as to direct

the attention to it, it is easy to separate its beats from those of
(.In- (iueee and the others present, if the difference tones are of

sufficient strength to be heard at all. We then proceed to fill up
the gaps with perfect fifths, distributing any error amongst the

sis: or seven fifths of each gap :—

ye,.2S
ye,b. 18 /*,t>.*9

/a,b.40 /<s,(.e

c;.4 ft. 35

in position. Thealterations that appeared
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at first to take place in the reeds in a few days, were considerable,

and it was not for some time that it was perceived that it was tho

action that was in fanlt, and not tho reeds ; small variations in

the action affect the pitch of the reeds considerably. But since

the source of theso diatnrbances was realised, the reeds have been
left alone, and on screwing up the action again at any time, the

toning has always been found to leave little to be desired. Two
years have elapsed sinre iV reeds were last touohed, and about a
year since tho action has been touchod ; and tho instrument is

47. Tho tuning of tho principal negative system (mean-tone or
ultJiot'-jiiiir system, TieL'utivt; :;_ys;l'[ii of [jerfLTi lliirdi, exU'issi'jT: uf

old unequal temperament) was performed as follows on the small

enharmonic organ. Starting from the lowest middle c (\;) on
tho keyboard, \j was timed temporarily a perfect fifth, and then

\s accurately a perfect third
;
\g was then flattened a little, and V2

and \u tuned successively a little lower than consonanoe would
require. Chock, \a-\ennist be a fourth or iifth of the same quality

with the others. After a littlo practice this was easily carried

out. Every succeeding set of 4 fifths was toned in the same way,
checking always by a third tunod in a perfect triad.

48. HianBB APPBOXJNATIONS.

For an outline of the theory of multiple systems, and of certain

systems of higher orders, which are not of much practical

interest, reference is made to tho writer's papor on' Temper: uih>! it,"

in the current volume of the Proceedings of the Royal Society.

49. Complete Stunethical Aeeanobment.

This form of higher approximation is of some interest, as ad-
mitting of a very clear representation of tho accurate relation

between perfect fifths and thirds—also as introducing a form of
symmetrical arrangement, which, although the most complete,

is also the most simple in its origin.

Let a series of B. T. notes be placed, in order of the scale, at
equal distances on a horizontal line ; if we represent each note
by a dot, we shall have one of the horizontal rows of the table

at page 1G. Let other E. T. scales be placed abovo and below tho
first, each note of each successive row hcinsr lumber' i.ban t.ke

corresponding note of tho next row below by tho departure of a
perfect fifth (= 01955). Then wo have a symmetrical arrango-
montof perfect fifths, with all the positions filled up— i.e., between
e and /n there are 11 notes and 12 intervals, each = 'OlUoo.

Now \e was tho third got by 8 fifths down, and it is a littlo too
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low. If we take the » which ia seven atepB below the E. T. row
containing c, instead of that which is eight steps below, weobtain
a third the error of which ia little more than -00001, or one hun-
dred-thousandth of an E. T. semitone. In fact,—

Departure of seven fifths = -13685 00606
third = -13686 28614

error "00001 28008

carrying the calculation to ten places. By adjusting the oxiiet value

l-i'. li! ii) the difference between the rows, it ia possible t:> get the
approximation more exacts but this is of no material interest. It

would bo possible, if desired, to construct a keyboard for such a
system, the dots of the figure of paragraph 13 being replaced by
concertina-keys. It would then be possible to play fifths and
thirds perfect to the above degree of approximation.

SO. Application of Rectoab Cyclical Systems to Complete
Syjimethical Arhanqeiiehts.

[Tho matter o!" the following section was sutrL-oated by the

discussion of the properties of 11il> sysU'm of ill 2, llie importance

of which ivii!. pointed out by Captain .1. Herachel, F.R.S., to Sir.

A. J. Ellis, F.K.S., and by him to the writer.]

In order that any Regular Cyclical System may bo appllm-lilo

to a complete symmetrical arrangement, it must be a multiple of

the ordinary equal temperament, or n must be divisible by 12.

For the essenco of a complete symmetrical arrangement is,

that it may be regarded as made up of a number of E. T. sys-

tems, each of which is represented by a horizontal row of the

symmetrical arrangement. (Sec p. 16.)

Any system which ia a multiple of [lie e.i[ii;il temperament
may be also regarded as of the 12th, 24th, . . . order. This
follows at once from the Theorems on the orders of systems.

To find a cyclical system which shall possess in all its parts

ilio properties of the complete symmetrical arrangement abovo
described :—

The doparturo of tho perfoct fifth may be written jt.Vbt'
and the system sought mnafc have fifths closely corresponding

with his in departure. If r be the order of the system, we have

then - = jT.iEY> or,t = r- 51'151 approximately, whercrandn

must both be multiples of 12. Let r = 12. Then the best value

of ii is 12 x 51, or 012. The fifths of this system have the

departure ,'T . Error = -000,058 sharp. The thirds, being

formed, according to the rule for complete symmetrical
arrangements, by seven steps down instead of eight, have the
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It is easy to see, from tlio correspondence of these errors, that

they may bo much diminished by making the fifths more perfect.

The next higher valuo of r, which gives any considerable

approximation applicable to complete symmetrical arrangements,
is rvidmtlv :' !' , since 240 x -15 = 36. Then n = 240 x 51'15
= 12,270.

The dopartnro of the fifth is VTiTV . Error = 3 in the seventh

place of decimal a ; and error of the third — a unit in the fifth

place.

51. FtticncAL Use op Positive Systems.

An example of mnsic written for positivo systems is appended,
as wall as a short cyclic modulation in the system of 53 (]o l.M-
154). This last can be played on the harmonium, but not ou the

small enl)ari:]iiiiii; tTU'un. The principal points in the harmony
of these systems which hare struck the writer occur in the

sonances, partly because they occasion large displacement!! up and
down the keyboard. The result of the writer's practical expe-

rience is, distinctly, that there are many passages in ordinary
music which cannot be adapted with good cfiect to positive sys.

terns ; and that the rich and sweet masses of tono which charac-

terise rhu;u systems, wiiii U:u delicate shades of intonation which
thoy have at command, offer to the co^lvo^lt :;. mutei-ia] hitherto

unworked. The character of music adapted for these systems
is that of simple harmony and slow inoveTtieiit ; it is a ivasiu of

resources to attempt rapid music, for the excellence of the

harmonies cannot be heard. The mean-tone system is more
suitable for each purposes.

Some examples of the nnsni lability of the positivo systems
for ordinary music may be hero instanced :—

(1.) The opening bars of the first proludo of Bach's -18. The
second bar involves the depressed second ("Nil), and in tho third

bar this changes to d ; the melodic eflect is extremely disagree-

able on the harmonium. It docs not strike the ear much with
the stopped pipes of the little organ.

(2.) The example of cyclical modulation at page 154, tho

harmony of which is extended from a passage in the second
prelude of Bach's 48.

The effect of this is not had when one is accustomed to it

;

but it alters the character of the music completely, and is very
disagreeable to unaccustomed ears.
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The two ij'r, to which attention is hero called by asterisks,

illustrate a difficulty of constant occurrence in the adaptation of

ordinary mnsic to these systems. Tho g is hero required to mako
a fourth to tho depressed second of the koy (VI), and also a fifth

to tho keynote. But tho first condition requires tho note V7, tho

second g, and it is impossible to avoid the error of a comma
somewhere. It may bo said that the first g is only a passing
note; but with tho keen tones of the harmonium such disso-

nances strike through everything, even on the least emphasised
[Missing notes. Although the second g seems to the writer to bo
IcjitidiiiA.u, it would be intolerable on tho harmonium. The
smoother tones of the organ render such effects less prominent.

(4.) The third phrase of a well-known chant :

—

To keep in Hie key of /, the g should fall to V/ at tin; second

chord ; hut this direct deseenton the upended nolo would sound
had—consequently, tho whole pitch is raised a rxearai; a :

. tins

point by the suspension ; and tho chant concludes in tho key of

/j\ as it is not possible any where to descend again with good effect.

Thia weald be haulml-sili'm i:i p:\ict ice, as 1 r _
i pitch would rise a

comma at each repetition. The resources of the system of it'A

admit of the performance of the repetitions in lias manner, hut

the ease is one in which the employment, of 1 his en'ect would he

unsuitable.

On the organ it might be possible to tako tho las', clmnl

written abore \j — VI — \j — b , which wonld get rid of the

difficulty. On the harmonium, however, this drop from the minor
chord of g to that of Vj is inadmissible.

In the example of music written for tho positive systems, it

is to be noted that tho notation.marks aro used as signatures,

osactly as flats and sharps are in ordinary music. The sign

adopted for neutralising them is a small circle (o), which

is analogous to the ordinary natural. If the general

pitch had to ho raised or depressed by a comma, the elevation or

depression mark would be written large over the beginning of

the staff:—

Several points in tho harmony are rogarded as CKpcrimental.

For instance, in tho inversion of the dominant seventh with tho

seventh in the bass, the cmpioyineiiLuf the depressed (harmonic)

seventh has on the harmonium an odd etfeel
;
although, when

the chord is dwelt on, it is heard to bo decidedly smoother than
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with the ordinary seventh. The effect appears less strange on
the organ. On this and other points the judgment oE cultivated

ears must he sooght, after thorough acquaintance with the systems.

The following points may be noticed in the example :

—

At tho beginning of tho seventh bar it would bo natural, in

ordinary music, to suspend tho a from tho preceding chord,

whose dominant is d, i.iir si^pcnsion is inadmissible, as it would
load to tho false fifth d -\a.

In bar 14 tho ordinary seventh \i to dominant is

employed in the boss instead of the harmonic soventh so as

to avoid the small tono Wd - c. The latter has a bad affect in

the minor key, as before noticed, and this is specially marked in

the bass.

Bar 19.—The use of the tonic as first note in the bass is pre-

vented by the presence of the harmonic seventh on the dominant
(paragraph 30).

Bar M.—This singular change is pleasing in its effect when
judiciously used, but it is advisable to separate tho two forms of

tho chord by a rest.

Bar 80.—The smoothness ofthe approximate harmonic seventh

is h™> ii 1 1) i] kill id tin: rilmrp sixth. This. dii;:;t i; i in- i:h>s.i. Njili-uiLid

v.lik:li tlie jioiv systems afford; nothing like it is attainable on
Ordinary instruments,

Bars 34 and 35.—Here the natural conrse would be to malic

the bass :

—

tho harmony remaining the same. We have, however, arrived

at our d as the fifth to ij, and it in nm. lxissihlf i" suspend it un.

less we raise the \i to a. It has not a goorf effect where a
passage is repeated as here, if the repetition is in a slightly

different pitch. The suspension is therefore avoided.

Bar 37.—This is a very charming effect. The transient modu-
lation to dominant d gives the depressed keynote, \c, as harmonic
seventh.

The foliowing is an example of a novel effect which Is attain-

able in positive systems. If the chord of the harmonic or natural

52. Comma Scale.
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seventh be sustained, this seventh may be mods to rise and fall

again through two or moro single commas. The effect to un-
accustomed ears is disagreeable at first; but the writer haa be-

come so familiar with these small intervals, that he hears them as

separate notes without the sensation they commonly produce of

being one and the same note pnt ont of tune. There can be no
doubt that the reception of such intervals is a question of educa-

tion, jnst as the reception of semitones was, in the early history

of mnsic, a step in advance from, the early iive-note scales. Tho
following passage, as executed on the enharmonic harmonium,
which admits of a swell of tho tone, has a dramatic offoot:

—

53. Series or Major Thirds.

Tho chord to which attention is called consists of two perfect
thirds and the octave. The third \gS — c has a departure duo
to 1G fifths np, and an error from tho perfect third of about two
commas. Itmay be calU'd th''

1

u:iit'1 [sonant ' third, by analogy
from the dissonant or Pythagorean third, which has an error of
urn; <'<mitn;i. We have tin: choice, if wr. prefer it, of arranging
the chord with two dissonant thirds, thus ;

—

e _ \„ _ jl _ „.

Tho two last thirds aro ordinary dissonant thirds ; tho writer

prefers tho first arrangement. It is a matter of taste.

The examples were played on the positive stop of the small

enharmonic organ, at the meeting of the Association.

54. Mean Tons Ststem.

It has been pointed out, that the generalised keyboard
admits of the control of negative systems by means of remark-
able simplicity. Not only is the fingering very simple, ln;1. ihc

sharps and flats of ordinary music furnish indications, tho inter-
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pretation of which is clear, tho finger going up for t!ia sharp and
down lor the flat. Although the mean-tone system, on the small

organ, was completed only just in time for the meeting of the

Association, yot the writer succeeded, at some pains to his ears,

in studying the mechanism of that system, to a small extent, on
too keyboard of the 53 harmonium. Tho effect of playing on
that instrument in negative form ia, of eonrsc, to tibo Pythago-
rean thirds

; and, in consequence, the writer may probably claim

to have a greater practical acquaintance with the Pythagorean
system than anyone elso is likely to possess. The effect is not
snch as to lead to a desire for its adoption. The examples
selected for performance were the first, second, and 33rd pre-

ludes of Bach's 48. The fugues were found impracticiiliU-, on
account of the want of the lower octave ; this does not cut so

deeply into the preludes selected as to prevent their performance.
Theso three examples were played on tho mean-tono stop of tho

small enharmonic organ at tho meeting.

Conclusion.

In the foregoing communication the endeavour has been made
to give a simple and general theory of the division of the octave,

to provide a system of notation by which tho notes of different

systems can bo expressed for practical purposes, and to solve the
mechanical problom for keyed instruments. It may be now
affirmed that there is nothing whatever, except study, necessary to

enablo anyone to obtain a practical command of any system that
may bo desired ; and it is beliovod that tho difficulties of that

study havo been reduced to a minimum.

H=Harmortic or Natural Seventh,, i
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Example of Cyclic Modulation in tiie System of 53 ; the
Harmonies taken from Bars 5 to 10 of tiie Prelude
No. 2 of the 48 (Bach) ; Tkanbposed and Extended.

Identifications.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman said it was extremely difficult even for experts

lu follow :i paper ol' this kind win 1 " read, but when printed in

the Transactions of tho Society, which were in active prepara-

tion, it would no doubt be perused with great interest. There
was not mncli time left for discussion, but if any member wished
to put a question he was quite sure Mr. Bosanqnct would bo
jilttisnd to answer.

Mr. A. J. Ellis, V.R.S., F.S.A., said ho should like to read
the few lines which Mr. Bosanquet had referred to as expressing

opinions of Holmlioltz with regard to tho caueo of beats :

' Tho roughness of a combination of two tones depends, then, in

a compound manner on tho magnitude of the interval, and the

number of beats produced in a second. On seeking for tiie

reason of this dependence, we observe that, as before remarked,
the beats on the ear can exist only when two tones are produced
sufficiently near in the scale to set tho same clastic appendages
of the auditory nerve in sympathetic vibration at the same time.

When the two tones produced are too far apart, the vibrations

caused by both of them at once in Corti's organs are too weak to
admit of their beats being sensibly felt.' Then with regard to
tliB i.-m peri ii lent, with Hen- Joachim, he says :

' I was fortunate

enough to have an opportunity of making similar observations,

by means of my harmonium, on Herr Joachim. He tuned his
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violin exactly with the g d a e of my instrument. I then re-

quested him to play the scale, and immediately he had played the

third or sixth, I gave the corresponding note on the harmonium.
By means of boats it was easy to determine that this distinguish! 3

musician used the depressed b, aud not the other, as tho major third

in G, and tho depressed c, and not the othor a, as the sixth.'

With regard to tho melodic feeling of playing, ho might say

that tho experiments of Coma and Mercadior, OS givon in the

Oomptet Ilendm (which ho had calculated out and reduced to

numbers with equal semitones and fractions of them), were so

ciiinlui'li'd that the pitch was determined by a meehamcal process,

and not by the ear, so that they might bo entirely depended
upon. The performers were quite unaware of what wai being
done, and played as usual ; but the result was that in playing

harmonies they always used tho just intonation, the perfect third
and fifth

; bnt in playing molodiesthey used tho intonation, which
was supposed to bo Pythagorean ; at any rate they played tho

thirds and sixths, and especially the sevenths, sharper than in equal
temperament, tho sovonth being sometimes a comma sharper. He
had also observed, in calculating out the numbers, that they seldom
played the same interval twice alike, that their fifths and octaves

were very frequently changing. In playing the minor scale, on
the othor hand, the minor third and the minor fifth were taken
flatter than they would be even on the Pythagorean method.
It was evident, therefore, that tho performers hod not made up
their minds to any porticular scale, but they had a general fooling

of brightening by taking tho intervals sharper, and dulling by
taking them flatter ; bnt that when they played harmonies thoir

feeling was to got consonance.

Mr. Salaman understood that tho practical results sought for

by these investigations was to ensure more perfect tuning of

musical instruments, rather than to have any effect on tho com-
position of music.

Mr. Bobanquet said his view most decidedly was, that there

was a now material for composers to work with.
Mr. McNauojit oskod if it were correct to say that existing

music could not bo performod in just intonation—vocal or in-

strumental ?

Mr. Bosakquet said much of it could not. 1 No ono conld

execute those small intervals with accuracy by tho voico; thoy
could only be examined by an instrument. The voice would very
readily adapt itself to the instrumental accompaniment.

Mr. CuraufGB thought the harmonium (which Mr. Bosanquet
had referred to as the instrument by which he had made somo of
his experiments) was not to be depended upon for anything
whatever. It seemed never to give a chord fit to listen to, and
therefore ho did not think any tost of that kind could bo relied

upon. It gave out so many harmonics that you could not judge
of any mnsic fairly by its means.

1 See pantgrapli iil (3), &c.
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Mr. Bosanquet said his harmonium had stood perfectly in

tunc for two years. The roods worn tit least twenty times as

sensitive as an organ-pipe, and had remained perfectly in tune.

Mr. Ct">tuiM;s remarked lli;it all tho harmoniums he had ever

tried seemed to give out harmonica more freoly than any other

instrument, If Mr. Bosanquet'B was different in that respect, he

should be glad to hear it.

The Cnairman observed that tho resultant sounds of an har-

moninm were generally detestable.

Mr. BosJNijiiKT mi ill tin' great defect in the harmonium was that

jt was bo sensitive to tuning, and that very fact made it so valuable

tn him in his ex pc laments, hecausc d iHerences which the car would
not detect in another instrument became evident at once on the

harmonium. Tho tuning of an harmonium was far mora accu-

rate than that of organ-pipes
;
you could trnno any quantity of

tho latter from an harmonium, but you could not rovcrso the

process. This fact made it so valuable as a moans of research.

Tho Chaibman said ho had bad the advantage of hearing Mr.
Bosanquet's harmonium, and certainly some of the effects were
exceedingly beautiful: for instance, ils powers were singu'iirly

ilkstrateil in a passage eoindieinaiig t!iv ' St; ilia I. Maler 1

of Pales-

trina, which was frequently quoted as an instance of the harsh-

ness of the old masters. As Mr. Bosanquet played it, tho efl'ect

wiis eerlainiy altogether ii liferent—much more delicate, aerial.

fpiritvelie than he had ever heard it played. Of courso four good
singers would unconsciously give tho right intonation to it, as

was remarked by Bnrncy in his account of the Popo's Chapel,

that the singers there unconsciously sing in what is no doubt
perfect tune. Tho point that remained, and the question upon
which musicians seemed never to have been satisfied, was
whether the moebanioal difficulties of obtaining these effects were
not so great as to render them useless for practical purposes. As
lie understood Mr. Bosanquet,, this organ required oliont six

times tlui number of keys and pines nf an ordinary iiiKl.i'iimeiit..

Now, if the organ of St. Paul's were multiplied by six or seven, it

would hardly go under the dome. Ilesidrs I hat, he thought, some
of the combinations which had been put before them as beautiful

were hideous ; somo of tho harmonic sevenths, for instance, were
extremely disagreeable.

Mr. Bobahquet said he had always found those notes disagree-

able to such persons as had a strong sense of absolute pitch. Tho
only way to like them was to listen to tho chords. Ho never

knew anybody who had a good ear who liked them at first.

The Chairman : Then comes the question, what is a good ear,

and who has it ?

Mr. BosaniU'HT said lii! had frequent, experience of all sorts of

people coming to hear his harmonium, and the result was, that

persons willi ar-nte ears, hut not niueh tausieal < dinvition, liked the

chords, and always pinked out. the eifeds which he liked best him-
sclt, ils the result of long custom ; but persons who had the scale
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firmly in their heads, aa no doubt tho Chairman had, did not like

the departure from the usual value of the notes. They did not

think ill' :1a; consonance at all; the question with them being, nut

whether it was smooth, lint whether it was what they were acoas-

tomed to. Tho question with him was simply one of smoothness.

Mr. CuuMlNQs said tho chord of tlio sixth on Ab, at tho

beginning of tho second page of tho example which Mr. Bosanquot
played, sounded to him very flat indeed.

Mr. Bos.imi! >:t ."aid that was Al> raisid. It waa a curioua

fact, that people with high '.y-educated cars almost always singled

out the true minor third of the chord as disagreeable. The true

minor third was always raised.

Mr. A. J. Ellis thought a few lines from 'Harrow's Travels in

China ' bad some Injuring mi the p'>ir;t of the ear being accustomed
to eortain intervals. Ho said tho tones wore far from being
disagreeable, lint their eor.strnetion was so irregular (hat they

did not appear to be reducible to any kind of scale. He went on
to say that tho Chinese affected not to liko tho Ambassador's
hand, which, they pretended, prodnced no music, but a confusion

(if noises. It, iviii. a very rcmai-kal 'le fact, to be taken in con-

nection with this, that 2,'t00 years before Pythagoras (according

to the Chinese rules, translated by Amyo), the Chinese had a scale

of twelve period, liu.hs, prodiicbi'.; a oompleie succession; and
lhat in the year \'>M , loi •t before it. was dreamed of in Knropc,

a Chinese, prince gave tho luiij;! 1
1 s of a series of organ-pipes,

producing theoretically perfect equal temperament.
The Cilmi;m.\n said it was remarkable tin;-, ihose persons who

were jri.nerally considered the most highly gifted as composers
had all been accustomed to the same kind of tuning, and John
Sebastian Bach look the Iruitble to write, for what was obviously

the equal ieinpetamcut, forty.eight preludes anil i'a^oes in the

ditVerenl keys. No doubt, (he present syslem was t lienret ieally

wrong, but it was one which satislied [Uo/ari. Beethoven as long
he roahl hilar, ,'lttt! many others, inclodmg all the ureal, siegers.

Mr. BosASOliBT desired to remark that ho had ncvcradvunccd
the position that the ordinary scale waa wrong.' No doubt it

was perfectly i_-ood m practice, and very lew. probably, used it

more thau lie did himself, aa an amateur. His contention, how-
ever, was, that tho theory of music, regarded as a science, had
not been at all developed. Nothing was known, theoretically, of
I he ill Ife rent. : nutle;. o!' dii id in;; 1 lie octave, and be considered sack

a state of ignorance to be a scandal to musical science. This
had led him to make experiments, lie believed thai, now a new
mntei'liil for jau.-ical e, anposii ion had been provided, bnt that was
quite a secondary consideration.

Mr. Elms observed that llandel used the mean-lone tempera-
ment, and presented an organ to tho Foundling Hospital with

sixteen notes in the octave.

1
liscL'i-l, of cuurHE, from thrj tunor'n p,iint. t,f view.
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The Chairman said he might venture to repeat a remark he
hod made on the previous occasion, that if Heir Joachim played in

perfect intonation, theoretically, how conld he play with a piano,

which was of coarse ft perfect mass of cacophony ?

Mr. Ellis s;ii<! he wnuld, of course, alter hie intonation so as to

he in tune with the piano, us was shown to be the case in the ex-

periments of Cornu and Mcrcndier. He had noticed thesarm- tliiissr

himself in listening to the Paris Prize Choir of Tonic Sol-faists.

They sang Homo pieces without accompaniment, and Bomo with,

and the intonation was as different as light and darkness.

The Chaihman remarked that ono of the inconveniences of

perfect intonation would be, that yon wonld continually leavo off

on a different keynote to that on which yon began, so that the

old test of sinking in pitch for singing ont of tone must be
ent:i L

i:-]} 1'iil]!ii;:uiis.

Mr. Ellis said that Smith, in his 4 Harmonics,' quoted the

case of a monk who had reckoned up that the choir must have
gone many commas out of tune ; and argued, therefore, tin ill there

was an involuntary temperament used by singers, which he
believed to he the case.

Mr. Bosanquet said, Smith established it as a proposition, 1

that in performance by violinists or singers, there was nothing in

the way of an accurate rale of any kind, but there was a constant

process of adjustment^ by which all difficulties wore got over.

The Chairman : Art—not science.

The proceedings were concluded by a vote of thankB to

Mr. Busanquet.

1 Smith's Harmonics, Trap. nii. p. 225.
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E. H. U. BOSANQUET, Esq., M.A., F.R.A.S., F.C.S., Fellow
oj' St. John's Collkue, Oson., in thk Chaib.

ILLUST11ATI0N8 OF JUST AND TEMPERED INTO-
NATION.

By Alexanhek John Ellis, Esq., B.A., F.R.S., F.S.A.

Jlv, Km. is commenced as follows:—' By intonalivn is here meant
a solection of musical sounds of certain degrees of pitch, mado
atii.'uvi lir.fr to soir.e Used principle. It is called just, when that

principle is to mako tbo consonances as perfect as possiblo. It

in called brut) mr, d, when the decrees of just intonation are slightly

altered, with a view of materia liiciliuiiinL- performance on in-

struments having fixed tones, and, sinco tho introduction of har-

may Ik- com palihle with that facilitation. That is to say, just

ins-iJiial inn prefers harmony to manipulation—tempered intona-

tion prefers manipulation to harmony. To understand this dis-

tinction tlioroHU'hlv, and (lie various coutri raiin:. that have been
proposed for serving at once tho muse and tho instrumentalist,

it is necessary to know on what consonance and its deterioration

depend. This requires a knowledge of tho nature of musical
sound itself, such as has been collected and clearly explained,
within the last thirteen years, by Professor Hrbnlioh But tho re-

sults maybe readily felt and appreciated by simply hearing a few
experiments and harmonies. It seemed to me, therefore, that I

should bo rendering s service to tho Musical Association if I

showed a few of the elemenlary experiments in a manner which
anyone could reproduce for himself, and also exhibited the effect

of the principal 1 en red iulouai ions, as conlrasl c:l wilh the just,

in I lie thief forms ot harmony. In doit);?; so, I shall endeavour to

reduce my observations to the merest thread eufliciont to string

my illustrations together, and refer those who wish to enter ful ly

into the subject to my translation of Professor Helnikoltz's work:
on the Si.ii.iiif!ii>ii> of Tone.''

Mr. Ellis then proceeded to show simple tones, by the reso-

nance of jars of air to tuning-forks
;
and illustrated the 1irsL e-reat

law affecting intonation, or huv of It,its—namely, ' that yim-rh
tones forming less than a certain interval with each other will

heat, and that these beats will produce a maximum dissonance
at from one-third to iive-twel 111 is oflhnt interval' According to

Profesor Mayer's lato complement to Professor Holmholtz's law,

the ' beating distance ' is the number of eqnal semitones marked
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gram on p. 1C1, where R.P. indicates the relative pitch of the

t>4, givL's the absnliite numbers of vibrations in one second for the

notes written over them, in just intonation. The second great

low affecting intonation, or the law of differentials—namely, 'that

two simple tones, sounded loudly enough to make the excursions

of the particles of ah- bear a sensible ratio to the length of the

wave, produce a third tone, having for its vibrational nnmbor
the iliti'::r' i:i:i' of the vibrational numbers of the generators'

—

ho illustrated by two piccolo IliiL'catet^ playing the G y.-hii:!)

is four octaves above the lowest note on the violin, and
the F sharp next to it, and producing the low G (or more
nearly the V below it, on account of the faulty intonation of these

instruments) as the 'differential tone,' Such tones are also

simple, and obey the first law.

The third great law affecting intonation, or the law of

composition of inimical tones, is that which forms the great fea-

ture of Professor Helmholtz's work—namely, 'that all musical

tones are heard as if they were produced by a scries of

simple tones having the relativo numbers of vibrations

, of very various degrees i

gtther.' In the diagram on p. lb'l the columns show the relative

pitches of the ' partial tones ' which compose a ' compound musi-

cal tout!,' for pitches of their ' lowest, puriinls,' or 'primes,' cor-

respiiiiilinir to Hie miles at the head of the milium. The loud-

ness of the primes in cadi is irei lot-ally much uveal er it.an that- of

any one of the partials. For the bass tones on harmoniums, Mr.
Ellis showed that as many as sixteen at least of these partial tones

of a partial in 'the other (as any two or more in the diagram ), the

partials of eoch, and also their differential tones, will either fit in

successively us partials of I lie lowest tone (in the first column),
or coincide, and thus uiisrmciit. flic power of certain partials, pro-

ducing new ' artificial ipialitics of tone'-— that, is U> say, ' chords.'

If Hie [Kirtials hi.ien^llu'iieil lie witliin tSie 'healing distance' of
one another, and especially lie near the interval of ' maximum
dissonance.' the cll'ecls even in tins case will be more or less rimgli,

According to the pitch of those tones. The intervals 8 : i',

0 : 10, 15 : 1G, il-l -. i'i become must important in pnxisiciiiir ilir.se

beats. Thus even Fifths, when taken low enough in the bass, beat

strongly with 8 : 9 and 9 : 10. The tones combined in just into-

iiu.liim Imve always such relative pitches us those described. In

1 These remits were imhiishwl I>v Pn.fVK.nr Mnyer in April 1874. In
y.-.iy IST.i lie stitnvnl lh:it Vrvv s- n-.i 1 Lvr.- .-.in ;.i-j iv.)i.iI ] of hmrinf; heats at

intervals nearly oiu, wnuloru- wioer. l!ul tb.i int.-rrals of i;ia\iinuin (lis-

s il.PI! Il'linill. ii- 1 ill M' llliirkic Jl.Il., an.1 :,:(
i v. ii atrial Yv i:i1uiT lis fur many

oars. Tho results vary much from individual to individual, but the disgrani
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tempered intonation the pitch of ono or more notes is slightly

altered (but by not exceeding the ratio of 80 to 81, or a comma),
and the consequence in that the partial tones which do not beat,

do not fit into tho series of partial tonos reqnisite to form a

and hence more or less rough and annoying.
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tones struck with compound tonaa, by the compound tones of a
common harmonium tuned with the relative pitches in the dia-

gram, but with power to alter the pitch of ono note by a comma
(as described in Mr. Ellis's tranalation of Holmholtz, p. 681),
and by four concertinos tuned in Greek (including Arabic)
mean, equal, and just intonation. By means of theso Mr. Ellis

was able to compare the effect in these different intonations of

Fifths, Fourths, Thirds, and Sixths, ;tnd also to play and compare
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the bit beat forms of the major and three best forms of the minor
triad of A according to Helmholtz, namely :

—

Of those he dwelt especiallyon the fifth major form (E, C sharp,

A), consisting of a major Sixth {Eto C sharp), with a minor Sixth

(C sharp toA) superimposed, and an Eleventh (E to A) between the

extreme tones. He showed that this form was quite smooth in

just intonation, was very little distorted in mean and Arabic in-

tonations, but was frightful in Greek and equal intonations.

And he showed that this arose principally from the heats of the

differential toneof the Eleventh (E to A), which heat with middle
note (C sharp), and that of the major Sixth (E to C sharp),

which beat at the same rate with the lowest note (E), and hence
that it was independent of the quality of tone employed. Similar

remarks applied to the first chord. The third and fourth chords

also afforded examples of beats arising from differential tones.

Ho also played a complete major scale, harmonised without dis-

cords, in all the different intonations, and a short chorale (also

harmonised without discords, but introducing minor chorda and
slight modulations) in just, mean, and equal intonations, to show
the difference of the efferts, esipiriiilly fur thu last three intona-

tions, which are those with which music is at present principally

concerned.

Mr. Ellis concluded as follows :
—

' Intonation has always been
considered as of the utmost practical importance, because it affects

the sound of every chord struck. Just intonation gives a grada-

tion from perfect consonance to intense dissonance, unattainable

strictly by any temperament, and especially unattained by equal
temperament, which cannot produce a single triad without con-
spicuously dissonant beats, on any qualities of tone suitable for

sustained musical expression, such as those of the voice, bowed
or reed instruments.

'The history of temperament may be condensed into a few
sentences. The Greek intonation was perfect for melody, and
impossible for harmony, as even the Greeks themselves acknow-
ledge that all its thirds were dissonant. Down to the eleventh
century the Greek intonation influenced everything. Guido
(['Ait-2/o then exercised his pupils by the raonochord, presumably
in just, jiiirjuatioii, which ottered no theoretical or mechanical
diScultaeB as long as modulation was confined to passing from
the key of C major to thoso of F and G major, or, provided the
dominant chords were left minor, into A and E minor. It was
not till the middle of the sixteenth century when either Salinas

or Zarliuo (for they dispute the honour) invented the mean-tone
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temporamont, that it becamo possible fop tho organ to modnlato
into B flat, and into G and A major, and into A minor, with
partial effects of D and oven G minor, all with major dominants.
Bnt the wheel of modulation once started, it conld not stop here.

C minor and P minor, and E major and E fiat major soon became
indispensable. The organist then struck G sharp for A flat, and
so on, and produced those howlings which soon gained the name
of "wolves," and wondrous efforts were made to avoid them. At last

Sebastian Bach, in the middle of the eighteenth century, adopted

on expedient previouslysuggested, and sharpened his mqjor tmrdi.

Finally, his son Emanuel, in 1753,announced his " wohl tempcrirtcs

Ctarior," hi s"well-tempered clavichord," which became the parent
of our present (intentionally) equally-tempered pianoforte, and it

is to the peculiar adaptability of tho tones of this instrument for

disguising the defects of such a method of tuning that the general

acceptance of that temporament is probably due. On the organ
the shortcomings of this intonation were too manifest for them
to be at once accepted as satisfactory, and the long struggle

between the old organ.tuning and the new is not yet quite ova-.

The great organ of St. George's Hall, Liverpool, built so latelyaa

1855, was tuned to the mean-tone temperament, and it was not
till 1867 that it was re-tuned in equal temperament, for tho

purpose of playing with orchestras. {Choir, 27th February, 1875,

p.181.) Equal temperament, or what tuners give us for it {a very
different thing, generally), has indeed become a temporary no-

octave, we cannot avoid the fearful " wolves " in certain keys, now
rather favoured, withoutintroducing minor "wolves"in every key.

Bnt the discoveries of Helmholtz have sonnded the knell of equal
temperament, which must henceforth be recognised as a theoretical

mistake and a practical makeshift—a good servant dismissed for

becoming a bad master, and now merely retaining office till his

successor is installed. The human voice, the violin, and the

trombone do not require it, and will enable the composer to study
tho wondrous wealth of just intonation as a means of musical

expression, when tho laws of just modulation havo been laid down.
After Helmholtz's discoveries, they become comparatively easy
to formulate, and in an Appendix to my translation of hie work,
I have endeavoured to follow out the hints he has given. There
is really no theoretical difficulty left, either in notation, or tho

relations of tone, or the mechanical production of the notes

required. For vocal execution just intonation is rendered easy
by a constant reference of every sound to a known tonality, pro-

vided singers eschew the piano. For bowed instruments the

same feeling cannot but lead to the same result, and similarly for

trombones, because tho ear so readily perceives and rejects tho

intrusion of inexact tones in harmony. Mr. Bosanquet's finger-

board enables even organs and harmoninms to produce practically

just intonation. 1 am unahle to speak as to the wood and other
brass of the orchestra. But they must certainly follow the lead, or
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bo loft out of the raco. At any rate just intonation, oven upon a
large Scale, is immediately possible. And if I long for the time
of its adoptiun, ia tbo interests of the listener, still more do I long
for it in the interests of the composer. What he has done of late

years with the rough-and-ready tool of equal tomperamont is a
glorious presage of what ho will do in the future with [hi' liiiliniie

instrument which acoustical science puts into his hands. The
temporary necessity for equal temperament is passingaway. Its

dofects have been proved to be ineradicable, because inherent in

the nature of sound. An intonation possessing none of these

defects has been scientifically demonstrated. It is feaaiblo now
on the three noblest Sources of musical sound,—tho quartet of
voices, tho quartet of bowed instruments, and tho quartet of

trombones. Tho issue is inthe hands of the composer. Can any
one doubt the result ?

'

DISCUSSION.

Mr, Amdiioek Smith asked if tho second law enunciated by Mr.
.Ellis was not incorrectly stated, in representing that the resulting

low sound produced by the concurrence of two high tones was
that arising from tho difference in tho number of vibrations of tho

two upper tones? As he understood, it was represented by tho

greatest common measure of the two upper notes. Thus, if these

limes were respect! vt'ly produced by JmU mid -j<.it) vibrations. tSiu

subordinate sound would bo that arising from 40 vibrations. This
was laid down in a paper read before the Philosophical Society of
Cambridge, some years ago, by Professor Do Morgan.

Mr. Ellis said tho subject had been more fully investigated

since then by Professor Hehnholtz, on whoso authority his re-

marks were based.

The CiiiiiiuiN said tho question of Mr. Ambrose Smith was
ineontestably answered by the fact that tho resultant low sound
equally occurred when tho number of vibrations of the upper
tones were incommensurable. Professor De Morgan's paper was
read before : 1h j imeslisinliiii:.-; nl IMmh.dU hud been umde.
With regard to experiments for tho production of heats from high
notes, ho might mention that for some time past he had been in

the habit of using an arrangement of small organ-pipes for that

purpose He did not know that he oonld perform tho particular

experiment mentioned by Mr. Ellis, but, as far as the production
of difference-tones was concerned, they wore readily produced by
an arrangement of wide-stopped organ-pipes; and by the aid of a
little tap in the foot of each pipe, the pitch of the tone could

be regulated with the greatest nicety, and with care the differ-

ence-tone would almost resemble an ordinary bass-note. He had
had some uxporience in mean-tone tuning, and it showed him that

tho nlean-tone fifth was almost too bad for musical purposes in

tho treble, though as long as the bass was going it was bearable.
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The quarter comma was very liaril on Hie fifths, and if yon struck
;t siiifrli; trims u|i in ilio scale, the beats were heard very
sharply and unpleasantly, so that, although the third was per-

fect, the mean-tone had many disadvantages.

Mr. ELLIS, in conclusion, said his main object had been to

show how experiments might ba made, so as to verify the

statements of Holmholtz. TTia harmonium was tuned by
making seven major chords perfect, and by its help almost
every experiment needed might he tried. Ordinary tuning-

forks, and ordinary jars, tuned with a little water, served to

produce the simple tones, and to hear their beats as distinguished

from the others. Those who wished really to study Helmholtz'a
hook would find it necessary to have something to guide their

ear, for though it was said by Dr. Maefarreu, that yon could hear
the right tli rough the wronj:, it was very difficult for the majo-
rity of people, who never happened to have heard the right.

A vote of thanks was then passed to Mr. iillis, which con-

cluded the proceedings.
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